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Economic decisions regarding capital investments involve choosing 
between different proposed alternatives. Each of these alternatives 
includes events and outcomes that would occur in the future. In making 
such decisions, there is always an amount of risk involved regarding the 
future outcomes of the different alternatives. The amount of risk 
involved is an important consideration in the evaluation of the proposed 
investments. Neglecting the risk may result in faulty decisions. 
Furthermore, risk information permits management to weigh more precisely 
the possible consequences of the proposed investments. 
1.1 Research Objectives 
The major objective of this research is to develop a simulation 
model that can be used for the understanding of the risk inherent in 
investment decisions as well as quantifying that risk. The risk in-
volved in an investment is then included in the selection criteria for 
new investment opportunities. It.can also be considered in the ordering 
and ranking of competing investments. 
In general, some analysts may present the results of their evalu-
ation of an investment opportunity in the form of the net present value 
(NPV) of the investment for a given minimum acceptable rate of return 
(R/R). Other analysts present their results in the form of a rate of 
1 
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return that the investment opportunity is expected to realize. 
Different decision makers would favor one of these two criteria, or 
another one, as a measure of the acceptability of the investment oppor-
tunity. Based on the author's preference, this research utilizes the 
net present value as the measurement criterion. Arguments in favor of 
one criterion against another are not the subject of this research. The 
model, however, can be extended to provide the rate of return and/or 
other. criteria if so desired. 
Estimates of the economic parameters of an investment are not the 
only factors that affect the acceptability of the investment:. Other· 
factors, quantifiable and non-quantifiable can be more critical to the 
extent that economic justifications become unimportant. 
Uncertainties about future outcomes of some of the economic param-
eters of an investment can further complicate the decision making 
process. The net present value and the rate of return calculations are 
based on complex compounding formulae that give the resultant of the 
interaction of the different investment components. This complexity 
makes it difficult to include uncertainty assumptions about the invest-
ment components in the final estimate of the NPV or R/R in a neat closed 
mathematical formula. Research literature was published giving dif-
ferent formulae or rules for investments under uncertainty for special 
cases and/or simplified assumptions (see Chapter II). However, 
solutions to special cases cannot be generalized for many of the 
practical applications. Simplifying assumptions can result, in most 
cases, in changing the characteristics of the original problem 
making the results of the simplified model in many cases misleading. 
Simulation is an effective technique for generating the convolu-
tions of different probability distributions. This research will 
utilize simulation in generating the parameters of the resulting dis-
tribution for the NPV of an investment. The NPV distribution is the 
convolution of the investment's components' distributions. 
The resultant NPV distribution can be used as the basis for 
comparison with other competing investments. The parameters of the 
NPV distribution can also be substituted in the utility model of the 
investor to obtain the utility measure of the investment. Different 
utility models are available in literature and can be used for the 
purpose of investment evaluation and selection. The model presented in 
this research will include some of these utility models for evaluating 
an investment opportunity if so desired. 
1.2 Scope of the Investigation 
This research is directed toward developing an integrated simu-
lation model that would: 
• Determine probability distributions of investment components' 
parameters based on empirical data. 
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Simulate the investment's future cash flows to give the distri-
bution of the NPV (which is the convolution of the distributions 
of the different components and their mathematical relationships) 
as well as its parameters. 
• Evaluate the investment's utility based on different utility 
models to provide a common ris~ measurement among competing 
investments. 
The system presented here, UPFAR (.!:!_tility ~ogram For Analysis of 
Risk), is therefore divided into four major parts: 
1. Probability Distribution Fitting Erogram (PRODIP), 
2. General .!:!_tility ~imulation ~stem (GUSS), 
J. ~vestment Problem ~del Routine (INMO), and 
4. Routine for Utility Measurement (RUM). 
1.2.1 ~bability Distribution Fitting Erogram 
(PRODIP) 
Determining the probabil,i ty distribution of an investment parameter 
is an important phase of risk analysis. In some cases, empirical data 
of previous experiences with similar parameters do not exist. In such 
cases, subjective probabilities or distributions may be used. In other 
cases, historical data exist. In these cases, these data should be 
used to determine the best distribution that fits these data. The 
PRODIP module presented in this research generates the distribution from 
the Pearson family that best fits the data. Furthermore, if it is felt 
that a particular probability distribution (normal, Weibull, etc.) 
should be used to represent the parameter, the algorithm, when in-
structed, would give the best fit to the data of that distribution. 
1.2.2 General Utility Simulation System (GUSS) 
GUSS is a general purpose Monte Carlo simulation system. GUSS 
is responsible for sampling from the parameters' distributions, linking 
the data to the Investment Problem ~del Routine (INMO), performing all 
the necessary housekeeping of data and results, and presenting the final 
results with their distributions and parameters. It also, if requested, 
would link with the Utility Evaluation Algorithm (RUM) to present a 
final pricing of an investment opportunity. 
1.2.J Investment Problem Model Routine (INMO) 
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INMO is the routine that gives the performance relationships and 
model of the investment problem. The routine presented in this research 
can be used to solve a wide class of investment problems. However, 
special problems may require special routines that can be developed. ,, 
Linkage of an investment model routine with the Simulation Model is a 
simple task, which is a characteristic feature of GUSS. 
1.2.4 Routine for Qtility !easurement (RUM) 
RUM is the routine that includes different utility functions that 
may be used to calculate a utility value for the investment under study. 
Three utility models are included in RUM. The distribution parameters 
of the net present value of an investment are entered into RUM. RUM 
generates the different utility indexes. These indixes are used in the 
decision making process for determining the acceptability of the 
investment. 
CHAPTER II 
RISK ANALYSIS RESEARCH DESCRIPTION 
AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Classification of Risk Analysis Research 
Risk in projects was recognized by conventional management in their 
decision making process. Lacking the models to account for the risk in 
the analysis, investment problems were initially solved as detenninistic 
to estimate a most likely outcome and then augment the analysis by: 
• Using a shorter payout period for recovering the initial 
investment. 
• Using a higher rate of return than is normally accepted. 
• Using conservative estimates of the uncertain variables. 
Such heuristic approaches, however, may be critiqued as being 
misleading to the investment decision making process. For example, a 
highly optimistic estimate may be disasterous while a very conservative 
one can result in missing a profitable investment opportunity. 
Mathematical models and simulation techniques can be used to 
evaluate a measure for the risk in an investment. When considering 
investment problems, two types of models are to be differentiated. These 
are the investment analysis models and the investment selection models. 
Investment analysis models do not include, within their fonnulation, 
criteria for comparisons between the different investments among 
themselves or against a standard. They rather evaluate the risk in an 
6 
investment. Investment selection models, on the otherhand, take.the 
risk measurements of the different projects, process them in the 
selection criteria for selecting these projects to be included in the 
investment portfolio. The research presented in this paper concerns 
itself to the investment analysis area. 
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Risk analysis models are investment analysis models that deal with 
cases where some of the cash flows of the investment are stochastic 
rather than deterministic. For risk analysis problems with independent 
cash flows, estimating the mean and variance of the NPV of the investment 
may be a simple tas.k. However, when the cash flows of the investment are 
functionally and/or time dependent, the problem become·s more complex and 
would not lend itself to a mathematical model. 
Mathematical models have been developed which utilize higher mathe-
matics and theory of probability. Although theoretically sound, these 
models have not been widely implemented. This can be attributed to the 
assumptions and approximations they included to make the problem mathe-
matically manageable. Such assumptions and approximations result in 
final solutions that are not representative of the original investment 
.problem. 
Simulation models have been tried by researchers and different 
simulation models were developed to solve the complex risk analysis 
.problems. However, available models lack the integration of evaluating 
:the probability distributions of the investment components, the simula-
tion model and common measures of risk that can be used for investment 
selection. This is the major thrust of this research. 
2.2 Previous Research 
The Risk Analysis Library is rich with research. This section 
will not give an exhaustive listing of this library but will rather 
list important models. 
English [1] and Solomon [2] proposed a variable discounting rate 
of return function to compensate for risk in investments. Hillier [3, 
8 
4, 51 developed an analytical model for risk analysis using probability 
theory. Hillier's model, however, assumes that the cash flows are both 
functionally and time independent to generate the expected value and 
variance of the investment's NPV. Hillier [3] also proposed an extension 
of the model for the case when some of the cash flows are time dependent 
but fuqctionally independent. Canada and Wadsworth [6] developed a 
semi-graphical method as a solution to risk analysis problems where some 
of the cash flows are partially correlated functionally within a period, 
but perfectly correlated as to like cash flows among periods. Continuous 
compounding is used in this model to get a differentiable NPV fun~tion. 
The assumptions of time-invariant cash flow streams and the restriction 
to a one time investment at the beginning of the project life·limit the 
application of the model. Horowitz [7] developed a model for the same 
case but for different cash flows. A major conclusion of the Horowitz's 
model is that it showed that the resultant NPV of the project was not 
normally distributed. Other studies either assumed normality directly 
or that normality was approached by the addition of the cash flow stream. 
Hess and Quigley [8] used Monte Carlo .simulation to evaluate investments 
with independent cash flow. Hertz [9, 10] gives basic considerations 
for applying risk analysis in project selection. Bussey [11] used GPSS 
to simulate a special problem where the periodic cash flows are not 
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perfectly correlated, but are time-related through an exponential growth 
function. Bussey [12] also developed a quartic utility function 
including the first four moments of the NPV distribution as a general 
function describing both risk-averse investors and those who are not 
risk-avoiders. Reisman and Roe [13] developed formulae to evaluate 
investments for some special stochastic cases. 
CHAPTER III 
RISK ANALYSES CONCEPTS 
3.1 Risk Measurement 
When the parameters of an investment are all deterministic, one 
can use any of different formulae, developed in engineering economy 
references, to evaluate its worthiness. Similar formulae were developed 
by Reisman and Rao [13] for some special stochastic variations of the 
problem. To ·evaluate the risk in an investment, the following 
general model can be used: 
NPV 
where: 
-t Yt (1+r) 
NPV = Net Present Worth of investments, 
n = life of project, 
r company's minimum acceptable rate of return, 
Yt vector of cash flows at period t, 
[yk]t, k = 1, 2, ••• , m, and 
m = number of different types of cash flows. 
(3.1) 
As an example of cash flow types for model (3.1), y1 can be investment 
in land, y 2 working capital, y5 investment in a certain type of equipment, 
y 10 revenue from certain sales, etc. 
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A cash flow, yk, does not necessarily have to be a simple random 
variable, but can be the resultant of the interactia1 of different 
components, compounded together with simple or complex relationships. 
These components can assume deterministic or stochastic variables, 
dependent or independent. The life of the project and the rate of 
return of the company may also be assumed as random variables. As a 
result of these possible stochastic parameters included in the NPV 
calculation, model J.1, the resulting NPV is also a random variable. 
The distribution of the NPV is dependent on the distribution of its 
11 
component elements. Assumptions have been made by different researchers 
that the NPV distribution is normal. Such assumptions.can sometimes be 
correct. However, the normality assumption is not generally true as in 
Horowitz's model [7]. 
J.2 Investment Selection 
After determining the distribution of the NPV of the different 
investment opportunities, two major decisions may be involved: 
1) To accept or reject the project. 
2) If accepted, to rank those projects that are acceptable. 
In the absence of a utility function, against which all projects can 
be evaluated, the acceptance or rejection of the project and the r~king 
of projects by the decision maker will be subjective in nature. However, 
consistent with a rational decision policy, the acceptance or rejection 
of a project "A", and the preference of a project 11B11 over 11A11 may be 
decided according to one or more of the non-exhaustive set of rules 
outlined in the following paragraph. 
Denoting: 
f(x) = probability density function of x, 
12 
( ) . th t f m. x = 1 momen o x, 
1 
E(x) = expected value of x, 
a(x) standard deviation of x, 
R 
-













L = maximum acceptable loss 
G ~ minimum acceptable gain, 
D ;; odds of gain, 






minimum acceptable utility. 
J.2.1 Rejection of an Investment 
Investment •A• may be rejected if one or more of the following 
conditions occur: 
a) Minimum acceptable NPV 
E(VA) <v (J.2) 
co 
where E(V) = \ 
.) 
v f(V)dV. (J.J) 
-· 
b) Maximum tolerable variance ratio 
a(VA) 





v2 f(V)dV. = (J.5) 
• .. i 
_co 
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c) Maximum allowable expected loss 
E(LA) >L (J.6) 
where co 
E(L) 
(' Iv I f (V)dV • j (3.7) 
. _co 
d) Maximum allowable loss ratio 
E(LA) 
> RL. (3.8) E(VA) 
e) :Minimum acceptable gain 
E(GA) <G (3.9) 
where CD 




f) Minimum allowable gain ratio 
E(GA) 
(3.11) --<R E(V ) -G· A 
g) Minimum odds on gain 
DA <O (3.12) 
where 
D - EJ.fil_ 
- p(L) ( 3. 13) 
and 0 
r 
p(L) f(V)dV (J. 14) 
_co 
CD 
p(G) ( \ f(V)dV (3.15) 
•u1 
0 
h) Minimum acceptable utility 
u < u A • (3. '.1-6) 
14: 
J.2.2 Ranking of Investments 
Investment Bis preferable than A if one or more of the following 
conditions occur: 
a) E(VA) < E(VB) (J.17) 
cr(VA) cr(VB) 
(J.18) E(VA) > E(VB) b) 
c) E(LA) > E(~) (3.19) 
E(LA) > E(~). (J.20) E(VA) E(VB) d) 
e) E(GA) < E(GB) (3.21) 
E(GA) E(GB) 
(3.22) E(VA) < E(VB) f) 
D <D (3. 23) A B g) 
h) UA < UB (3.24:) 
3.3 Utility Models 
When a utility function that represents the investor's attitude is 
available, different investment opportunities are evaluated against this 
function. An investment opportunity is accepted if it scores higher 
than a minimum utility measure decided by the investor. •· ii l/ Also, aproJect A 
is preferred to project;1B~if the utility of 11A" is higher than that of"B." 
Different utility theorems and models have been developed by 
researchers. To discuss these models, let us define the following 
nomenclature: 
E(U) = expected utility of the return of a particular portfolio, 
µ=mean return for the portfolio, 
m. = ith moment, 
1 
cr = standard deviation of the return for the portfolio, 
a,b,c,d = constants, and 
U(V) ~ utility of V. 
J.J.1 Hicks and Allen 
Hicks and Allen [1~] constructed a theory of consumer behavior 
without assuming that utility was a measurable quantity. Their ordinal 
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utility theorem is based on the assumption that a consumer has a scale of 
preferences when ranking different collections of goods. 
J.J. 2 Marshal 
The cardinal utility by Marshal [15] recognizes that utility is a 
psychic quantity which is measuraple and quantifiable. 
J.3.3 Von Neumann and Morgenstern 
The utility theorem of Von Neumann and Morgenstern [16] is based on 
a series of axioms of rational behavior for assigning utility to monetary 
payoffs with varying degrees of risk. Accord:i.ng to the theorem, 
a series of gambles is presented to the decision maker and his responses 
are then plotted to define his utility function. 
J.J.~ Markowitz 
In his Security Portfolio Selection model, Markowitz [17] used a 
utility function of the form: 
E(U) (J.25) 
where'd here is the coefficient of risk aversion. 
J.J.5 Farrer and Freund 
Farrer [18] and Freund [19] used a utility function of the form: 
-aV U(V) = 1 - e • (J.26) 
J.J.6 Cramer and Smith 
Cramer and Smith [20] used a model of the form: 
E[U(V)] = µ. - aci' Ic (J.27) 
where I is the amount of investment in the project and 
µ. = E(V) • 
. J.J.7 Bussey 
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Bussey [11] developed a quartic utility function as a general model 
for both risk-averse investors as well as non-risk avoiding ones. His 
model includes third and fourth moments as follows: 
U (V) = av - bv2 + cvJ - dv4 
E[U(V)] = aE(V) - bE(v2) + cE{VJ) - dE(V)/,i, 
where A,B,C,D are constants. Substituting for: 
E(V) = µ. 
E(v2) = 02 + µ.2 
E(V3 ) = 302µ. + µ.3 + m3 
E(V4 ) 4 + 6cr2µ.2 + 4m3µ. = µ. + m4 
" E[U(V)] 4 3 2 2 = ...dµ, + cµ. - (1, -1-6dcr )µ. 
2 
+ Ca+ Jc cr -I.ta m3 )µ. 
2 
-(bcr -cm3+dm4 ) 
where 












m3 = E(V3) 
m4: = E(Vh 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
Utility functions have been critiqued for different reasons. 
Swalm [21] questions the stability of utility functions over time. 
Raiffa [22, 23] and others indicated that utility models are normative, 
indicating how the decision-maker's behavior should be rather than how 
his actual behavior is. It should be commented that utility theory 
applications have not matured and further research is still needed in 
this area. 
3.4= Probability Distributions 
A major task in risk analysis is the assignment of probabilities 
and distributions to the different parameters of the investment problem. 
Appropriate considerations should be given to the physical processes that 
:govern the properties of a given distribution function before assigning it . 
·to a stochastic variable, e.g., continuous, discretei, etc~ Three approaches 
could be used for assigning probabilities depending on the problem: 
a) In some cases, the shape of the probability distribution 
of the stochastic variable is assumed base<;l on previous 
experiences or speculations about the variable. The 
statistical parameters of the assumed distribution are also 
assumed in the same manner. 
b) In this case, subjective probabilities may be estimated 
or assumed based on previous experiences or speculations about 
the variable. These subjective probabilities can be used 
discretely, interpolated for simulating the continuous case, or 
can be used as the basis for a maximum entropy distribution 
assumption. 
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c) In cases where empirical or histo:dcal data are 'availabl"e, ..... . 
these data can be used to determine the frequency or 
probability distribution of the stochastic variable under 
study. 
Three methods are available to generate a distribution for a 
stochastic variable based on the available information. 
3 .4.1 Maximum Entropy Distributions [24] 
Based on Jaynes' principle of maxill\um entropy, the minimally pre-
judiced probability distribution is that which, maximizes the function: 
~ 
t = - ) p.0np.. (3 • .39) 
~ 1 1 
i 
where t is tlie entropy and p. is the probability of outcome i. Now let us 
. 1 
denote: pk= probability of~ and~)= expected value of x. The maximum 
entropy formalism gives the different distributions that fit the available 
;information. 
a) Using only the information that 
m 
\ L. pk = 1 
k=O 
(J.40) 
the uniform distribution would be the minimally prejudiced 
distribution for this information. 
b) Given the information that 
co 
""' pk = 1 L- (J.41) 
k=O 
and 
\ ~ = E(x) 
~pk (J.42) 
the Exponential distribution is then the minimally 
prejudiced distribution for this information. 
c) Given the information that 





The Truncated Gaussian distribution is the minimally prejudiced 
for this information. In the case when the range of xis 
- oos x s oo, the distribution in this case is the Normal 
Gaussian. 
d) Given the information that 
1 





The Gamma distribution is the minimally prejudiced distribution 
for this information. 
e) Given the information that 
1 
Os~ s 1 
1 
1 











The Beta distribution is the minimally prejudiced distribution 
for this information. 
f) Given the information that 
<D 
,:-"' 






L Pk ~ =E(xic} 
i=1 
(3.55) 
This leads to a family of distributions of which the Weibull 
distribution is a special case. 
3.4.2 Fitting an Assumed Distribution 
Having empirical data about a given parameter, one can try to fit 
these data to one or more of the known statistical distributions. The 
acceptance or rejection o.f a specific distribution to the data can be 
based on statistical tests for "goodness of fit." Let us denote: 
g(x) 
p(x) 
probability density function for continuous distribution, 
discretedensity function, 
H(x) cumulative distribution function, and 
m. = ith moment of the distribution. 
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Following is a list of possible statistical distributions and the 
estimation of their parameters from sample data. 
a) Uniform Distribution: 
g(x) = 1 b-a (3.56) 
a< x < b 
b) Exponential Distribution: 
g(x) == \ exp(- X.1 x) 
x>o 
c) Normal Distribution: 
g(c) 1 ( (x-µ.)\ 
--- exp\ - ---_...;;;;._ i 2TT CJ 2CJ2 I 
x x 
(J > 0 
x 
d) Lognormal Distribution: 
2 
g(y) 
1 r 1ry-µ. \ 
--- exp!--\~) {i:rr cry i_ 2 ' cry _. 
y == Znx 
x > 0 
e) Fisher-Tippet I: 
g(x) a. exp[- y - exp(- y)] 
y == a.(x - µ.x) 
- m<x <a> 
a. == (6 TT/Sx > 0 





















f) Fisher-Tippet II: 
g(x) ------ e __ _r (x/f3)-V-, 
f:l(x/S)-Y- 1 ~ ....l 
x ~ 0 
k N , (x:-Y.enx. )f. I.....J 1 1 1 
N y > O; where - .-y 
" i=1 L (.0nxi)fi + --k------
, .. 
-y 
,' x. f. 
i';-1 1 1 
i:i N i:iY-1 
i,, > 0; where 1 - i,, 
k 
,·· 
· x-Y f 
L., i 
i=1 





y >o; where 
g(x) Iv\ y-1 r-_xy-, l..J..:x exp -\81 __ e .J 
x:(.0nx.)f. 




L... 1 1 
i=1 
k i"... 1 r- ,:- -




8 > O; where 8 L x! f./N 1 1 
h) Beta Distribution: 
fh. + 9) xA-1 ( 1-x) 9-1 g(x) = rc:x.) ( 8) 
0 :s: x :s: 1 
(1 - µ.) 





















x 0,1,2, ••• 
j) Truncated Poisson Distribution: 
-m x ( \ (x) _ e m 1 , 
p - x I \ 1-exp ( -m) ) 
x 1,2,J, ••• 
m > 0 
where 
m/(1-exp(-m)) 
k) Binomial Distribution: 
p(x) (n '\ x ( i-p .Jn-x \.x/ p 
x = 0,1,2, ••• , n 
n = 1,2,3, ••• 
0:::; p s 1 
1) Negative Binomial Distribution: 
p(x) 
Os 
nx+k)nk) k x 
----- p ( 1-p) 
x! 






















m) Truncated Negative Binomial Distribution: 
p(x) rnx+k) r -, r k x k 1 xi • (k) j\_P (1-p) /(1-p )_j 
.x = 1,2,3, ••• 
O s; p 
N1 = frequency of Q{ = 1) 
k = (pm1 - N1/N)/(1 - p) > 0 
3.4.3 Pearson System [24, 25, 26] 
Pearson showed that a group of distribution families can be 
generated as a solution to the differential equation: 
d g(x) 
dx 







Each family of these distributions can be generated by the proper. 
choice of a and b. 's, the Pearson Parameters, which are a function of 
1 
the sample moments. The solution of Equation (3.108) leads to a large 
number of distribution families, including the normal, Beta (Pearson 
Type I), and Gamma distributions (Pearson Type III). The mode of the 
Pearson distribution is at the point x = a. 
Pearson derived thirteen distribution types representing the 









( J. 114:) 






g(x) k(1 x)ya d-yx + -
a 
- a :s; x :s; co 
y >o 
a> 0 
is the Gamma distribution. 
( x2)-m -µ. -1 fx\ kl\1 +-2 . e tan ;_ 1 \a. 
a 
a> 0 
µ. > 0 
g(x) = k x-p e-r/x 
r > o 

















Type VII: ( 2\-m 
g(x) = k\1 + \) 
a 
-=SxSoo 
m > 3-2 





m > - 1. 
g(x) = )._ 
x > 0 
)._ > 0 
-AX 
e 
This is the exponential distribution. 
-m g(x) = k x 
b s x s a, 





















m > 1 
Type XIII: 2 2 ( ) k -x /2cr g x = e 
(J > 0 







The Pearson distribution type is classified according to the 






K = 4(4a2 - )~1)(2~2 - 3~1 - 6) (3.155) 
\ = 
(4S2 - JS1 ><1os2 - 12S1 - 18) 2 -S1<S2 +3>2<as2 -9S1 -12) 
u13i - 2S2 + 6)[~\<~2 + 3) 2 + 4(4S2 - JS1)(3S1 - 2s2 + 6)] 




a3 = measures the skewness of the distribution relative to its 
degree of spread, called third standard moment, 
~2 relative measure of Kurtosis, and 
a4 s2 = fourth standard moment. 


















k < 0 
k = o, B1 = O, S2 < 3 
2s2 - JS1 - 6 = o 
0 < k < 1 
k 1 
k>1 
k = o, S1 = o, S2 > J 
k < o, A = o, 5S2 - 6S1 - 9 < o 
k < o, A = o, sS 2 - 6S1 - 9 >o, 2S2 - JS1 ~ 6 <o 
S1 = 4, S2 = 9 
k = 1, A= o, 2S2 -JS1 >o 
sS2 - 6S1 - 9 = o 
k = o, S1 = o, S2 = J 
J.4.4 Applications of Statistical Distributions 
The following charts are extracted from Hahn and Shapiro [25] (by 
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A basic distribution of statistics. Many 
applications arise from central limit theorem 
(average of values of n observations ap-
proaches normal distribution, irrespective of 
form of original distribution under quite 
general conditions). Consequently, approp· 
riate model for many-but not all-physi~al 
phenomena. 
A basic distribution of statistics for variables 
bounded at one side-for example, 0 S :,; < 
ex>. Gives distribution of time required for 
exactly k independent events to occur, 
assuming events talc.e place at a constant 
rate. Used frequently in queueing theory, 
reliability, and other industrial applications. 
Gives distribution of time between independ-
ent events occurring at a constant rate. 
Equivalently, probability distribution of life, 
presuming constant conditional failure (or 
hazard) rule. Consequently, applicable in 
many-but not all-reliability situations. 
A basic distribution of statistics for variables 
bounded at both sides-for example O S 
"' S I. Userul for both theoretical and 
applied problems in many areas. 
Gives probability that observation will occur 
within a particular interval when probability 
of occurrence within that interv.al is directly 
proportional to interval length. 
Permits representation of random variable 
whose logarithm follows normal distribution. 
Model for a process arising from ·many small 
multiplicative errors. Appropriate when the 
value of an observed variable is a random 
proportion of the previously observed value. 
Gives distribution of radial error when the 
errors in two mutually perpendicular axes are 
independent and normally distributed around 
zero with equal variances. 
Gives distribution of ratio of two independent 
standardized normal variates. 
General time-to-failure distribution due to 
wide diversity of hazard-rate curves, and 
extreme-value distribution for minimum of N 
values from distribution bounded al left. 
Limiting model for the distribution of the 
maximum or minimum of N values selected 
from an °ex.ponential-type"' distribution, such 
as the normal, gamma, or exponential. 
Example 
Distribution of physical measurements 
· on living organisms, intelligence test 
scores, product dimensions, average 
temperatures, and so on. 
Distribution of time between recalibra-
tions of instrument that needs recali-
bration after k uses; time between 
inventory restocking. time to failure 
for a system with standby components. 
Distribution of time between arrival 
of particles at a counter.. Also life 
distribution of complex nonredundant 
systems, and usage life of some com-
ponents-in particular, when these are 
exposed to initial burn-in, and pre-
ventive maintenance eliminates parts 
before wear-out. 
Distribution of proportion of popula-
tion located between lowest and high-
est value in sample; distribution of 
daily per cent yield in a manulacturing 
proce1S; description of elapsed times 
to task completi~n (PERT). 
Uted to generate random values. 
Distribution of sizes from a breakage 
process: distribution of income size, 
inheritances and bank deposits; dis 
tribution of various biological phe· 
nomena; lire distribution of some 
transistor types. 
Bomb-sighting problems; amplitude of 
noise .envelope when a linear dt:tector 
is used. 
Distribution of ratio of standardized 
noise r1'adings; distribution uf tan O 
when O is uniformly distributed. 
Life t.listribution for some cupad(ors> 
ba11 bearings, relays, and so on. 
Distribution of breaking strength of 
some materials, capacitor breakdown 
voltage, gust velocities encountered by 
airplanes, bacteria extinction times. 
Commenis 
Tabulation of cumulative values 
of standardized normal distri-
bution readily available. Many 
methods of statistical analysis 
presume normal distribution. 
Cumulative distribution values 
have been tabulated. Erlangian. 
exponential, itnd chi·square 
distributions are special cases. 
Special case of both Weibull 
and gamma distributions. 
Cumulative distribution values 
have been tabulated. Uniform, 
right triangular, and parabolic 
distributions ure special catics. 
Special case of beta distri-
bution. 
Special case of Weibull distri-
bution. 
Has no moments .. 
Rayleigh and eKponential dis-
tributions are special cases. 
Cumulative distribution has 
been tabulated. 













Gives probability of exactly"' successes in II independent 
trials, when probability of success p on single trial is a 
constant. Used frequently in quality control, reliability, 
survey sampling, and other industrial problems. 
Gives probability of exactly"'• outcomes of event i, for 
i = I, 2, ... , kin n independcnttrials when the proba· 
bility p, of event i in a sing/• trial is a constant. 
Used frequently in quality control and other industrial 
problems. 
Gives probability of picking exactly _,, good units in a 
sample of n units from a population of N units when 
there arc k bad units in the population. Used in 
quality control and related applications. 
Gives probability of requiring exactly :r binomial trials 
before the first success is achieved. Used in quality 
control, reliability, and other industrial situations. 
Gives probability of exactly"' failures preceding the sth 
success. 
Gives proba~ility similar to Poisson distribution (sec 
below) when events do not occur at a constant rate and 
occurrence rate is a random variable that follows a 
gamma distribution. 
Gives probability of exactly x independent occurrences 
during a given period of time if events take place 
mderendently and at a constant rate. May also re-
present number of occurrences over constant areas 
or volumes. Used frequently in quality control, rclia· 
bility, queueing theory, and so on. 
Example 
What is the probability of 7 or 
more "heads" in 10 tosses of a 
fair coin? 
Four companies are bidding for 
each of three contracts, with 
specified success probabilities. 
What is the probability that a 
single company will receive all 
the orders? 
Given a lot with 21 good units 
and four defectives. What is the 
probability that a sample of 
five will yield not more than 
one defective 1 
Determination of probability 
of requiring exactly five test 
firings before first success is 
achieved. 
What is the probability that the 
third success takes place on the 
10th trial? 
Distribution of number of 
cavities for a group of dental 
patients. 
Used to represent distribution of 
number of defects in a piece of 
material, customer arrivals, 
insurance claims, incoming 
telephone calls, alpha particles 
emitted, and so on. 
Comments 
Can sometimes be approxi-
mated by normal or by 
Poisson distribution. 
Generalization of binomial 
distribution for more than 
2outcomes. 
May be approximated by 
binomial distribution when 
II is small relative to N. 
Generalization of Pascal 
distribution when • is not 
an integer, Many authors 
do not distinguish between 
Pascal and negative bi-
nomial distributions. 
Frequently used as approxi-
mation to binomial distri· 
bution. 




SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION 
q.1 Preliminary Considerations 
In general, a risk analysis problem is too complex to lend itself 
to an analytical model. The model developed here uses Monte Carlo 
simulation technique and FORTRAN IV. Simulation, with the availability 
of high speed computers and low cost of computation, has become an 
effective technique in solving problems where analytical solutions are 
untenable. Monte Carlo technique can be easily understood and imposes no 
restrictions. FORTRAN IV is familiar to most analysts and its compilers 
are standard software in most computer installations. These were 
important factors in the choice of the simulation model presented.here. 
Flexibility of the system is also an important factor, especially 
in our case here where wide variations exist among possible investment 
alternatives. Modular design is therefore a major feature of UPFAR, 
the system presented here. Another necessary flexibility that was taken 
into consideration is the ease of interaction among the different 
niodules of the system. 
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4.2 UPFAR: Utility Program For Analysis 
of ~isk -- Basic System Structure 
The UPFAR pack.age consists of four major modules serving the four 
basic functions in a risk analysis study: 
1) Probability distribution fitting: &npirical data that are 
compiled from historical experiences are run through the 
program PRODIP (~bability B!..stribution !!_rogram) to get the 
best fit of a predecided distribution or, to get the best 
probability distribution that fits the data. 
2) Simulation: GUSS C!!eneral ,£tility Simulation .27stem) samples 
from the different distributions, links with the problem's 
model, and performs housekeeping operations for inputs and 
outputs. 
3) Investment model: INMO (Investment !!2_del) includes the 
different mathematical relationships between the variables 
of the problem under study. 
~) Utility Evaluation and Measurement: RUM (Routine for ,£tility 
!!_easurement) translates the probability distributions of. the 
output parameters into utility measures. 
The functional relationships between the UPFAR modules is given 
in Figure 3. In general, a risk analysis study goes through the 
following procedure: 
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1) Collect data related to the different parameters to the problem. 
2) Run PRODIP on these data to determine the best probability 
distribution that fits these data. 
3) Enter probabilities obtained from PRODIP, together with other 


























Figure J. Utility Program For Analysis of Risk (UPFAR)--Flow Chart 
into GUSS. 
5) Run GUSS together with INMO (or any other special subroutine 
representing the relationships between the investment 
parameters) for simulation. 
6) Enter the results obtained from GUSS, in the form of a 
frequency distribution of the investment's NPV into PRODIP 
to determine the best fit for these output data. 
7) Run the distribution parameters of the NPV, as obtained 
in step 6, in RUM to obtain a measure of the investment I s 
utility. 
8) Make final decisions of whether or not to accept the invest-
ment on the basis of the above results and other relevant 
information. 
4. 2. 1 PRODIP: f!:£.bability Distribution 
Fitting frogram 
PRODIP is a program that tries to find the best fit from a family 
of statistical distributions to historical or empirical data. PRODIP 
is a modified version of a UNIVAC 1108 program that was developed by 
NASA [24]. 
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PRODIP offers two options, one for fitting continuous distributions 
to the data, and the other opi;ion fits discrete distributions (see 
Figure 4). 
Option A: This option of PRODIP tries to find the best fit out of 
five of the Pearson family of distributions mentioned in section J.4.J. 
These five distributions are Pearson distributions types I, III, IV, VI, 






















Probability Distribution Fitting _!Togram 
~-(PRODIP) --=---Flow Chart 
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Option~: This option of PRODIP tries to fit empirical clata.to 
one or more of the following seven continuous distributions, discussed 




4) Fisher-Tippett I 
5) Fisher-Tippett II 
6) Weibull 
7) Beta 
Option .£: This option of PRODIP tries to fit emp,irical data to 
one or more of the following five discrete distributions discussed in 
section J.4.2 as requested: 
1) Poisson 
2) Truncated Poisson 
3) Binomial 
4) Negative Binomial 
5) Truncated Negative Binomial 
While PRODIP offers these options to the users, it should be 
reminded that the choice of any given distribution to the data should 
be dependent on the nature of the variable and the physical properties 
of the distributions. For example, if the variable can only assume 
discrete values, it would be inappropriate to fit to it any of the 
continuous distributions that are offered in Option B, or a Pearson 
distribution, offered in Option A, which is also continuous. On the 
other hand, if the variable can be satisfied with any one of the con-
tinuous distributions offered in Option B, one would then select the 
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2 distribution that best fits the data as measured by the X or the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests provided in the program. 
4. 2. 2 GUSS: General Qtili ty Simulation ~stem 
GUSS is a general utility simulation system that uses Monte Carlo 
technique. GUSS is designed in a way that makes it easy to use as a 
general purpose simulator for risk analysis studies as well as other 
simulation problems. GUSS has the following responsibilities: 
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1) Accepts input data about the problem I s constants, determinis-
tic variables, and probability distributions of the stochastic 
variables as well as sorting and reporting controls. 
2) Generates samples from the different probability distributions. 
3) Links with INMO to calculate. the resultant NPV (or,other 
parameters that are of interest) of the generated sample. 
Each time the link is made with INMO is a one simulation 
iteration. 
4) Repeats steps 2 and 3 until the total number of desired 
iterations as given to the program have been completed. 
5) Sorts the output results of the simulation and orders them in 
a descending order, giving the probability distribution of the 
output NPV measure. 
6) Calculates different statistics about the output distribution 
as well as a distribution summary. 
GUSS is characterized by its simple linkage with a·subroutine 
representing the model of the investment problem (or any other simu-




































cJ OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION OPTIONAL 
Figure 5. General .!:!,:tili ty Simulation ~stem (GUSS --
Flow Chart 
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Guss has the capability of handling simulation problems having the 
following characteristics: 
. Up to 50 integer constants. 
. Up to 50 deterministic variables. 
. Up to 50 stochastic variables, continuous or discrete. 
. Up to 25 testing and acceptability criteria. 
. Up to 10 counters • 
• Up to 7 output parameters. 
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• Up to 10 reports with ~O footnotes each, 20 of these footnotes may 
have values calculated in the simulation. 
• Up to 1000 simulation iterations. 
• Up to 10 output reports on the simulation results. 
• Up to 10 sorts per output report. 
• Up to 5 output devices, disks and/or tapes for output parameters 
detailed distributions. 
~.2.3 INMO: Investment Model 
The variations between different investment problems is so great 
that no one model can encompass all these variations. This was a major 
factor in designing INMO as an independent module (a subroutine) that 
links with GUSS through general names for the input and output variables •. 
The INMO model presented here is applicable to a wide range of invest"'.', 
ment problems that may have any subset or all of the following variables: 
1) Capital Investments: 
a) Working Capital. 
b) Land. 
c) Equipment and other depreciable investment items. 
The following is allowed in the model: 
a) Investment items can be owned or leased. 
b) A time lag can be assumed before the investment item 
is installed. 
c) INMO automatically replaces items that retire during the 
life of the project with the same items. 
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d) Three depreciation methods are available: Straight Line, 
Sum of the Years Digits, and Double Rate Declining Balance. 
2) Sales and Revenues; 
The following is allowed for each product: 
a) A time lag until the product is introduced to the market. 
b) A growth period to maturity volumes (linear growth rate). 
c) A price per unit for each product. 
d) A direct cost per unit for each product. 
J) Overhead Expenses: 
The following is allowed for each expense item: 
a) A time lag until the expense is to be incurred. 
b) A growth period to maturity of overhead. 
4) Tax Rate: 
The calculations of cash flows are made on an after-tax basis. 
5) Net Present Value: 
The program can calculate and present the distributions of up 
to seven NPV 1 s calculated for up to seven rate of return 
assumptions. 
Modifications can be made to the program to enable it to handle 
variations to the above. The degree of ease or difficulty 
of such changes are dependent on the variance of the characteristics of 
the new problem to what the present INMO model can handle. For example, 
INMO can be easily expanded to allow a growth-function ·of the·-maturity 
volumes, etc. Figure 6 gives a flow diagram of INMO. 
4.2.4 RUM: Routine for £tility ~easurement 
This module includes different utility models presented in 
section J.J. The utility models included are: 
1) Farrer model, section J.J.5. 
2) Cramer's and Smith's model, section J.J.6. 
J) Bussey•s model, section J.J.7. 
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Data ·about the NPV distribution statistics are entered to RUM for 
evaluation and making investment decisions. The const~nts and parameters 
of the desired utility model are supplied by the user. Figure 7 
gives a flow diagram of RUM. 
4.J System Validation 
Validation of UPFAR was performed at two different levels: 
1) Validation of each module separately to ascertain the 
module is error free. 
2) Validation of the integrity of the System as a whole to 
ensure the proper functioning of the whole system and that 
no interaction problems would be encountered. 
The first level of validation was accomplished during the development 
of the module. The different situations that the module would encounter 
were enumerated and tested by comparing computer runs against hand 
calculations. 
The second level of validation was performed by trial runs of 
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Figure?. Routine for Utility Measurement (RUM)--Flow Chart 
'the results with hand calculations. A comment should be made, however, 
\hat no matter how strong the claims about the thoroughness of the 
validation tests, a todJ{, error free system may not be guaranteed. 
Remote and peculiar errors,for practical reasons, would be corrected 
if encountered in the future. 
4.4 Notes on UPFAR 
The use of the UPFAR system is a simple task as a result of its 
modular design, flexibility, and ease of input/output procedures. The 
major attention in a risk analysis or other simulation problems should 
be directed to the conceptual aspects of the problem under study while 
preparing the input, choosing certain options of the model, and to the 
analysis of the output. Verification that a chosen distribution, the 
INMO model, and the chosen utility model, do represent the real life 
problem is essential. Otherwise, the output results, regardless of how 
good they look, become of no value. 
To use the UPFAR modules, the following procedure is recommended: 
1) Identify the different variables and parameters that are 
pertinent to the problem. 
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2) Ascertain that the input data are representative of the variable 
under study and that no extraneous observations or extreme 
cases are included. 
J) Identify the characteristics of the variable under study and 
ascertain that the variable is not being misrepresented by a 
chosen distribution. 
4) Validate that the resultant distribution that best fits the 
data agrees with real life situations. 
data agrees with real life situations. 
5) Ensure that you are using the appropriate INMO subroutine and 
that your problem is being represented by that model. 
6) Choose the number of simulation iterations that would provide 
the desired accuracy. 
7) Ascertain that the chosen utility model and its parameters 
represent the investor's attitudes. 
8) When presenting the results of the study, make the decision 
maker aware that: 
a) There is no assurance that the outcome of a recommended 
decision is guaranteed. 
b) Risk analysis does not eliminate uncertainty. It rather 
leads to a clearer understanding of the result of the 
interaction between the decision elements. 
CHAPTER V 
SAMPLE CASE STUDY -- ANALYSIS OF 
INVES'IMENT IN OUTLET DEPOTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate how to use UPFAR in the 
analysis of investments involving risk using a sample case study. The 
data used for this case study are for illustrative purpose. 
5.1 The !NCO Company Investment Problem 
The !NCO (.!!!_vestment £2_mpany) company has an investment prospective 
to enter a given market with its two major products: Prodone and Prodtwo. 
An an alternative to this investment, !NCO can lend resources to its 
subsidiaries at a 1o% return. 
5.2 Analysis of the Investment 
Opportunity -- Data Collection 
!NCO starts getting the information necessary to analyze the invest-
ment opportunity. This information is the subjective feelings of experts 
in the field, results from analyzing empirical data, using PRODIP, or 
are the results of similar experiences. This information is given as 
follows: 
1) Capital Items 
a) Land: !NCO has an option to lease the land required for 
the depot. The leasing company is asking for a leasing 
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cost of $20,000 per year on a twenty year lease basis. 
However, INCO feels that they may be able to negotiate 
a lower lease. The experts at INCO, after some dis-
cussion, felt that the probabilities given in Table I 
represent the chances of different lease values. If the 
investment is accepted, the land will be leased at the 
start of the investment life to allow for building 
construction and installations. 
bj Working Capital: After the land has been leased, working 
capital will be needed during the two phases of the project, 
its build-up stage, and its operational period. INCO 
accordingly assumes that the working capital will be 
recovered after the twenty-year period of project life. 
From INCO•s previous experiences, the distribution of 
working capital was constructed as given in Table II. 
c) Buildings: After the land has been leased, building 
constructions are to start and the buildings can be 
assumed to be ready in two years. INCO would have to pay 
the cost of the buildings after one year from the start •. 
The distribution of the investments in buildings, based 
on INCO•s previous experiences, is given in Table III. 
d) Equipment: As for equipment, the distributions of the. 
investments in heavy and light equipment are given in 
Tables IV and V, respectively. The service life, the 
salvage value, and the depreciation methods, as allowed 
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ALLOWED DEPRECIATION.FOR INVESTMENT ITEMS 
Investment Service Life % Salvage Item 
Buildings 25 JO 
Heavy Equipment 10 20 




















2) Sales and Gross Margins 
Based on INCO's marketing strategy, !NCO expects to start 
selling Prodone at the beginning of the third year from the 
start. INCO expects to introduce Prodtwo at the beginning of 
the fourth year. However, these target dates are subject to 
the completion of construction and equipment installation. 
Accordingly, the probability of the starting time to sell 
each of the two products is given in Tables VII and VIII, 
based on INCO•s experience. After a market study of the 
location, INC0 1 s marketing experts also provided the distribu-
tions of the maturity volumes for each of the two products as 
well as the growth period required for their maturities. These 
are given in Tables IX through XII. As for prices and direct 
costs, these are estimated based on economic forecasts by the 
economic research department as well as considerations from 
the marketing and technical groups. These are given in Tables 
XIII through XVI. 
J) Overhead Expenses 
!NCO classifies its overhead expenses into two categories: 
advertising and fixed expenses. Based on INCO•s estimates, 
overhead expenses would start with the opening of the depot 
after the second year and would grow over the next period of 
two years until it reaches maturity. Advertising expenses 
would start one year before the first product is introduced. 
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It would grow over the next five years until it reaches its 
maturity value. The distributions of the fixed and advertising 
expenses and their scheduling is given in Tables XVII through XXII. 
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TABLE VII 
START OF SELLING FOR PRODUCT PRODONE 
Time From Start Cumulative Probability Probability % Years for ::;; Value % 
1.50 0 0 
1.75 50 50 
2.00 75 25 
2.25 85 10 
2.50 95 10 
2.75 100 5 
TABLE VII 
START OF SELLING FOR PRODUCT PRODTWO 
Time From Start Cumulative Probability Probability % Years for ::;; Value % 
2.25 0 0 
2.50 20 20 
2.75 45 25 
J.oo 70 25 
J.50 95 25 
J.75 100 5 
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TABLE IX 
MATURITY SALES VOLUME FOR PRODUCT PRODONE 
Sales Volume Cumulative Probability Probability % $ for :S: Value % 
50,000 0 0 
60,000 10 10 
70,000 20 10 
80,000 40 20 
90,000 90 50 
100,000 100 10 
TABLE X 
MATURITY SALES VOLUME FOR PRODUCT PRODTWO 
Sales Volume Cumulative Probability Probability % $ for :S: Value % 
20,000 0 0 
25,000 10 10 
J0,000 60 50 
4c,ooo Bo 20 
50,000 90 10 
60,000 100 10 
TABLE XI 
GROWTH PERIOD TO MATURITY FOR PRODUCT PRODONE 
Growth Period Cumulative Probability Probability % Years for s; Value % 
0.50 0 0 
1.00 20 20 
1.50 60 1*0 
2.00 90 JO 
2.50 100 10 
TABLE XII 
GROWTH PERIOD TO MATURITY FOR PRODUCT PRODTWO 
Growth Period Cumulative Probability Probability % Years for s; Value % 
2.25 0 0 
. 2.50 25 25 
2.75 50 25 
J.oo 75 25 
J.25 100 25 
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TABLE XIII 
SELLING PRICE PER UNIT OF PRODONE 
Selling Price Cumulative Probability Probability % $ for s; Value % 
2.20 0 0 
2.50 10 10 
2.70 JO 20 
J.00 70 40 
J.a> 90 20 
J.50 100 10 
TABLE XIV 
SELLING PRICE PER UNIT OF PRODTWO 
Selling Price Cumulative Probability Probability % $ for s; Value % 
2.50 0 0 
2.75 10 10 
J.00 JO 20 
J.25 70 40 
3.50 90 20 
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STARTING TIME FOR FIXED.EXPENSES 
Start of Expense Cumulative Probability Probability % Year for s; Value % 
0.50 0 0 
1.00 10 10 
1.25 ·Go 50 
1.50 Bo 20 
2.00 90 10 
2.50 95 5 
J.00 100 5 
TABLE XX 
STARTING TIME FOR ADVERTISING EXPENSES 
Start of Expense Cumulative Probability Probability % Year for s; Value % 
1.25 0 0 
1.50 5 5 
1.75 55 50 
1.90 70 25 
2.00 90 15 
2.20 95 5 
2.50 100 5 
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TABLE XX! 
GROWTH PERIOD TO MATURITY FOR FIXED EXPENSES 
Growth Period Cumulative Probability Probability % Years for S: Value % 
1.00 0 0 
1.50 50 50 
2.00 75 25 
2.50 85 10 
J.00 90 5 
J.50 95 5 
4.oo 100 5 
TABLE XXII 
GROWTH PERIOD TO MATURITY FOR ADVERTISING EXPENSES 
Growth Period Cumulative Probability Probability % Years for s: Value % 
2.75 0 0 
3.00 15 15 
J.50 40 25 
4.oo 60 20 
4.50 85 15 
5.00 90 5 
5.50 95 5 
6.oo 100 5 
4) Tax 
The distribution of the tax rates are again estimated by the 
economic research department and is given in Table XXIII. 
5 • .3 Preparation of Input for INMO 
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The information given in Tables I through XXIII is encoded on the 
forms for INM0 1 s data sheets given in Section A.3 and following the 
instructions in that section. The filled forms are given in Appendix B, 
pp. 182-199. After data key punching, the investment is simulated in 
INMO, giving the results shown in Appendix B, pp. 200-213. 
5.4 Preparing the Information for an 
UPFAR Run 
The information collected about the different investment parameters 
is encoded on INMO data sheets following the procedures given in 
Section A.J.2. For the input distributions, interpolation is made to 
arrive to the five percentile points of the distribution where missing. 
Tne input sheets for the UPFAR run are given in Appendix B, pp. 182-199. 
The competitive alternative to our prospective investment, the 
lending to subsidiaries, offers a return of 10%. Using this rate and 
not considering other factors such as intangibles, for example, for 
the comparison between these two alternatives, is normally sufficient. 
However, different rates, in addition to the competitor's may be 
included. This may be sometimes favorable since it allows answers to 
"what if" conditions that may be asked when presenting the results. 
Furthermore, including other rates lower and higher than the one we are 






Probability %% Probability 
for s; Value % 
40 0 0 
45 10 10 
50 70 6o 
55 90 20 
6o 95 5 
65 100 5 
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the project?" For the INCO company case, six additional interest rates 
were used in addition to the 1d'J,. These rates are 5%, 9%, 12%.; 15%, 20%, 
and 25%. 
For the number of simulation iterations, 200 iterations is chosen 
for practical considerations of accuracy and computer cost. The detailed 
distribution output is also requested on the printer for analysis for 
possible run on PRODIP. 
One output report is requested for this study. This output report 
gives the distribution of the NPV for the seven discounting rates. The 
distribution for the NPV of any of the discounting rates is obtained by 
sorting its output column and printing the entire column. This explains 
the output report's control cards. 
5.5 Analysis of the Simulation Results 
From the output report, Appendix B, pp. 207-213, one concludes the 
following results: 
1) For the 10% rate: 
a) A net present value of' $47, 477 gain is expected from the 
investment with a standard deviation of $139,140. 
b) There is a probability of 37.5% that the project incurs 
a loss. 
c) The highest probable gain in NPV is $5J5,500and the 
lowest probable NPV loss is $326,030. 
d) The expected gain is approximately $86,600 and the ex-
pected loss is $36,500 (calculated from the distribution 
ofNPV, pp. 209-212). 
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The above information provides the following additional 
measures, see section 3.2.1, pp. 12-13: 
a) Variance Ration= t:f(V)/E(V) 
-
2.93. 
b) Loss Ratiff == E(L)/E(V) 0.77. 
c) Gain Ratio= E(G)/E(V) = 1.82. 
' 
d) Odds on gain probability of l:;!ain 1.66. == probability of loss 
5.6 Distribution of the Net Present Value 
of the Investment at to% Rate 
A diagram of the probability distribution of the NPV of the invest-
ment at a 1o% discounting rate is given in Figure 8. Having the data 
for the detailed distribution, it is interesting to run them in the 
PROD IP program. PRODIP would try to select the best fit to the data out 
of the Pearson system of distributions as well as standard statistical 
distributions. Furt·hermore, PRODIP gives the different moments, 
necessary for the different utility models. 
To analyze the NPV distribution data on PRODIP, a change of scale 
and transfer of axes is necessary to maintain the positivity conditions 
on the data required for some of the statistical distribution. The 
change of scale is necessary to eliminate an overflow or an underflow 
that may occur when using exponents in some distributions. For this 
reason, a value of $500,000 is added to each observation to eliminate 
negative observations. Observations are also multiplied by 10-5 to 
eliminate overflows. 
The input to PRODIP is given in Appendix B, pp •. 214-216, and the 
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Figure 8. Probability Distribution of the NPV at 10% 
Discount Rate for the INCO Company 
Investment Pro,ject 
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(see Appendix A.1 for detailed information of how to run PRODIP). The 
results of running PRODIP indicate that Pearson distribution #J (Gamma) 
is the best fit out of the Pearson system (Option A of PRODIP). Out of 
the standard statistical distributions allowed in Option B, the Beta 
distribution. is found to be the best fit having the lowest X2 test and 
the K-S test. 
5.7 Utility of the Investment 
INCO measures the utility of its investment opportunities using the 
Bussey's model. INC0 1 s parameters for the Bussey's utility model are 
given as follows: 
a= 48 
b = 8 
c = 2.75 
d = 0.12 
where (for the three models): 
u expected utility, 
v = expected NPV X 10-5 
' 
v1 = 1st non-central moment 
v2 2nd non-central moment 
VJ :;::: Jrd non-central moment 





PRODIP, in addition to fitting 
NPV x 10-5 
' 
NPV x 10-5 
' 
NPV X 10-5, and 
NPV X 10-5• 
a distribution to the data, it also 
provides information about the central and non-central moments of the 
NPV distribution. From the PRODIP output, Appendix B, pp. 217-230, the 
following information is calculated from the four distribution moments 
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for Bussey's model: 
v1 0.50125, 
v2 = 2.53919, 
VJ = 4.63680, and 
v4 = 21.63940. 
The above information is fed into the program RUM to evaluate the 
different utilities. Th· input sheets for RUM are shown in Appendix B, 
pp. 231-232. The output results are given in Appendix B, p. 233. These 
utility results can be analysed for making the investment decisions 
using the rules in Sections J.2.1 and J.2.2. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This research provides a basic model and a tool for analyzing 
investments under risk. The four computer modules of the UPFAR 
(Qtility E_rogram f_or the ~alysis of Risk) system developed in this 
research can be used separately to provide a basic function needed for 
research other than risk analysis as well. The four modules that UPFAR 
offers are: 1) a !'.!:2.bability Distribution Fitting Program (PRODIP), 
2) a .§_eneral Qtility Simulation System (GUSS), J) an .!!!,vestment t!.2,.del 
Subroutine (INMO), and 4) a Routine for Qtility t!_easurement (RUM). 
The ~bability Distribution Fitting Program (PRODIP) fits prob~ 
ability distributions to empirical stochastic data. PRODIP offers three 
main options. Option A of PRODIP generates the best distribution from 
the Pearson family that fits the data. Option B of PRODIP gives the 
best fit to the data to one or more of seven continuous distributions 
as requested. These distributions are the Exponential, Normal, 
Lognormal, Fisher-Tippett I, Fisher-Tippett II, Weibull, and the Beta. 
Option C of PRODIP gives the best fit to the data to one or more of 
five discrete distributions as requested. These distributions are the 
Poisson, Truncated Poisson, Binomial, Truncated Binomial, and the 
Truncated Negative Binomial. In addition to giving the first eight 
central and non-central moments of the data, PRODIP gives the parameters 
for each fitted distribution. Furthermore, PRODIP gives the values for 
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the X2 and the Kolmogorov-S~irnov (K-S) tests. These tests indicate the 
acceptability of the hypothesis that a fitted distribution represents 
the data. The X2 and the K-S tests can also be used as the basis for 
2 
choosing the best fit to the data (the one with minimum X and/or K-S 
value) out of the tested distributions. 
The General Qtility ~imulation System (GUSS) can be used as a 
general purpose simulator for analyzing different problems by linking 
it with a subroutine giving the problem's model relationships. GUSS 
uses the Monte Carlo simulation techniques. Of its mean features are 
its flexibility and its being easy to use. To simul.ate a given problem, 
the analyst writes a subroutine representing a model of the problem 
under study. GUSS assumes the responsibility of receiving the input 
data, sampling from the different input distributions, housekeeping 
of the output results, and giving the requested reports and statistics. 
GUSS links with a problem subroutine through the use of variables with 
common names and defined in the common storage area. 
The Investment ~del (INMO) can be used to analyze a wide range of 
investment problems to study the risk of investment prospects. INMO 
includes the mathematical relationships necessary to calculate the cash 
flows from the different components of an investment. INMO also cal-
culates the net present value of the investment for up to seven dis-
counting rates. INMO has the capability of analyzing capital assets and 
calculating depreciation according to the Straight Line, Double Rate 
Declining Balance or the Sum of the Years Digits method of depreciation. 
INMO automatically replaces equipment after their service life with 
identical pieces until the end of the project's life. For the revenue,s 
and expenses, INMO allows a time lag before generating the revenue or 
incurring the expense, and a growth period to their maturity levels. 
INMO calculates the net present value and passes information to GUSS 
for housekeeping. 
The RUM module, a Routine for Qtility [easurement, can be used to 
evaluate an investment's utility based on different utility models. 
Three utility models are included in RUM at the present time. These 
utility models are th.e Farrer' s model, the Cramer and Smith's model, and 
the Bussey's model. RUM uses a utility model's coefficients and the 
investment's distribution parameters to calculate the utility of the 
investment. 
A major value of the UPFAR system is in the area of analyzing in-
vestments under risk. Instead of looking at a single estimate of a net 
present value of an investment opportunity, UPFAR allows the analyst to 
look at a whole range of possible outcomes with their associated like-
lihood of occurrence. This would give the analyst further insights into 
the investment opportunity by explicitly introducing the uncertainties 
into the analyses. UPFAR can also be used for management training 
giving them a feeling and understanding of the concepts of risk analysis 
and how the uncertainty about some of the elements of the investment can 
affect their decisions. 
The analyst should be aware that risk analysis would not eliminate 
uncertainty and would not guarantee that a specific decision is best. 
Rather, risk analysis recognizes the magnitude of uncertainty in the 
different variables together with their likelihoods. This would give a 
clearer understanding of the elements affecting an investment decision. 
Extension to this research can be done in four areas. The first 
suggested area is to increase the degree of generality of the INMO 
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module to enable it to handle a wider range of investment problems. For 
example, INMO can be expanded to 1) allow other depreciation methods in 
addition to the three already available, 2) allow replacement of 
equipment that retire during the life of the project with non-identical 
ones, J) allow a non-linear growth to maturity for revenues and 
expenses, and 4) allow a variable function for the maturity period. 
A second area for research is to develop other INMO modules that 
can be applicable to special types of investment problems that the 
present INMO cannot handle. These INMO modules can be used to analyze 
different investment problems giving more insights into the investment 
process. 
A third area for research is using PRODIP to identify and evaluate 
the probability distributions of common investment parameters as well as 
other parameters based on empirical data. 
A fourth area which needs further research is the ar~a of utility 
functions. Research can be directed toward evaluating the different 
parameters that can fit a given utility model and represent an 
investor's attitude, both on an individual and corporate basis. 
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APPENDIX A 
UPFAR USER'S GUIDE 
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The use of the UPFAR system is a simple task as a result of its 
modular design, flexibility, and ease of its input/output procedures. 
The major attention in a risk analysis or other simulation problems 
should be directed to the conceptual aspects of the problem under study 
while preparing the input, choosing certain options of the model, and 
to the analysis of the output. Verification that a chosen distribution, 
the INMO model, and the chosen utility model, do represent the real life 
problem is essential. Otherwise, the output results, regardless of how 
good they look, become of no value. 
To use the UPFAR modules, the following procedure is recommended: 
1) Identify the different variables and parameters that are 
pertinent to the problem. 
2) Ascertain that the input data are representative of the 
variable under study and that no extraneous observations 
or extreme cases are included. 
J) Identify the characteristics of the variable under study 
and ascertain that the variable is not being misrepresented 
by a chosen distribution. 
4) Validate that the resultant distribution that best fits the 
data agrees with real life situations. 
5) Ensure that you are using the appropriate INMO and that your 
problem is being represented by the model. 
6) Choose the number of simulation iterations that would provide 
the desired accuracy. 
7) Ascertain that the chosen utility model and its parameters 
represent the investor's attitudes. 
8) When presenting the results of the study, make the decision 
maker aware that: 
a) There is no assurclllce that the outcome of a recommended 
decision is guaranteed. 
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b) Risk analysis does not eliminate uncertainty. It rather 
leads to a clearer understanding of the result of the 
interaction between the decision elements. 
Figure 9 gives the flow chart of UPFAR. 
A.1 PRODIP User's Guide 
PRODIP offers efficient procedures to fit statistical distributions 
to empirical data. The program calculates the central and non-central 
moments, appropriate variances and standard errors of theoretical 
parameters, and the cumulative probability function. 
PRODIP offers three alternative options. Option A gives the best 
distribution out of the Pearson System of frequency distributions. 
Option B provides seven alternative standard continuous distributions. 
Option C provides five alternative standard discrete distributions. 
PRODIP also provides statistical tests for "goodness of fit" for making 
objective decisions about the acceptance of the fitted distribution. 
Figure 10 gives the flow chart of PRODIP. 
A.1.1 Input Data Preparation 
The input can be classified into three main parts: 
1) Request identification title. 
2) Required options A, B, and/or C. 





















































Probal:!ility Distribution Fitting _!:rogram 
~-(PRODIP) --=-Flow Chart 
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Appendix B, pp. 122-124, gives the input sheets for PRODIP. 
a) Card # 1: Request Identification Title: 
FORMAT (20A4) 
This is simply a title for the run identification. The full 
length of the card (80 characters) is allowed for the run ID. 
The title should be centered about the middle of the card 
(column# 40) for better appearance on the program output. 
b) Card # 2: Option A 
FORMAT (9X,I1) 
Enter 11 111 in column 1 of this card if Option A, the Pearson 
distributions, is desired and 110"' otherwise •. PRODIP selects 
the best fit out of the Pearson System of distributions. 
c) Card# J: Option B 
FORMAT (8(9X,I1)) 
Enter 11 111 in column 1 of this card if any of the continuous 
distributions is desired, 11 0 11 otherwise. If 11 111 is entered 
in column 10, indicate which of the continuous distributions 
is desired by entering 11 111 in the appropriate column as 
indicated below, and 110 11 if not requested: 




50 Fisher-Tippett I 




d) Card# 4: Option C 
FORMAT (8(9X,I1)) 
Enter "1" in column 10 of this card if any of the discrete 
distributions is desired, "0" otherwise. If "1" is entered 
in column 10,indicate which of the discrete distributions is 
desired by entering "1" in the appropriate column as indicated 





























Total number of observations 
(sample size) 
Number of observation groups 
Length of observations class 
intervals for Sheppard's 
correction when calculating 
the relative measures of 
skewness and Kurtosis, '0' if 
not needed. 
Smallest frequency for 
Chi-Square test. SMFE can 
be assumed= 5.0 unless user 
specifies otherwise. 
Length of class interval 
used for the lognormal dis-
tribution. If HY= o.o, the 
sample standard deviation is 
computed the normal way. If 
HY> o.o, otherwise it will 
be computed using Sheppard's 
correction on M2. 
51-60 
61-70 
P = used with the binomial 
distribution. When 
binomial is requested, 
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P must be greater than zero. 
LR= Highest outcome for the 
binomial distribution if 
the binomial is requested. 
f) Cards# 6, 7,. etc: Sample Information: 
FORMAT (4:( 15E2/}} 
Cards from the 6th up, until the end of data for this run, 
will include the information about each observation class 
or group, each point on a separate card in an ascending order 
by XB and XT, as follows: 
Field Columns Description 
1-15 XB = Bot tom value of class 
interval 
16-JO XT = Top value of class interval 
J1-4:5 XI = Class mark, or value of 
observation 
4:6-60 FI = Frequency of the observation 
g) Multiple Runs: 
The program allows multiple runs for fitting distributions to 
dif.ferent parameters of interest. Simply add additional decks 
of data, in the same order as before, for the other parameters 
of interest. 
A.1.2 PRODIP Sample Run 
Appendix B, pp. 125-127, shows the input for a sample run using 
PRODIP to check all its available options. Appendix B, pp. 128-14:6, 
shows the output giving the different distributions. 
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The example given here is merely an illtistratiori of using ·pRODIP. 
Since no significance is placed on the nature of the appropriate type of 
distribution to fit the data, a request to run all options is used here. 
The reader is reminded that a particular distribution, or a class of 
distributions, e.g., continuous or discrete, should be requested depending 
on the nature of the variable that the data represent. 
~.1.J Remarks on Using PRODIP 
The user of PRODIP should be aware that it is only a tool to fit 
probability distributions to the data. It is the responsibility of the 
user then to make the decisions of whether or not certain distributions 
should or should not be considered. For examples: 
1) If the variable under consideration is discrete in nature, it 
would be inappropriate to run options A and B. On the other 
hand if the variable is continuous, options A and Bare the 
ones to be tried. 
2) If the user is grouping the data into classes rather than using. 
their actual values, the use of Sheppard's correction factor 
[27, 28] may be appropriate. 
J) When choosing among the different eligible distributions for 
a best fit, the appropriate test of goodness fit should be 
used. 2 Two tests are given here, the X test and the Kolmogorov-· 
Smirnov (K-S) te.st which uses the maximum absolute difference 
(MAD). 
2 When using the X test, the user should be aware that 
theoretical aspects of the X2 distribution require that the 
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number of classes be ~ 5 and that each exp"ect'ecf ciass frequency 
be~ 5. Therefore, when an expected class frequency is< 5, 
then expected frequencies of adjacent classes should be combined 
together. Selection between the different distribitions can be 
decided according to which distribution fit gives the minimum 
X2 value. The X2 value is also tested against the X2 distri-
bution index for the given number of degrees of freedom in 
order to accept or reject the hypothesis that the distribution 
provides a good fit for the data. 
5) The K-S test is restricted to continuous distributions. 
2 However, in cases where the X test cannot be used because of 
small number of classes or negative degrees of freedom for 
example, the K-S test may be used as a guide. 
When comparing different fits on the K-S test, the best 
fit is the one with minimum MAD. 
6) The user is referred to Hahn and Shapiro [25], or other 
references regarding the choice of the form or type of 
distribution to use in a given situation. 
A.1.~ PRODIP Dictionary 
Following is list of variables and their meanings as used in the 
input to, and output of, PRODIP • 
. a) Input: 
PID Problem Identification Title .• 
OPA = Selector for option A; 0 - skip, 1 = desired. 
OPB Selector for option B; 0 - skip, 1 !!£ any of the con-
tinuous distributions is desired. 
OPB1 = Selector for Exponential distribition; 0 - skip, 
1 = desired. 
OPB2 Selector for Normal distribution; 0 = skip, 1 ;;, desired. 
OPBJ Selector for Loqnormal distribution; 0 = skip, 1 = desired. 
OPB4. Selector for Fisher-Tippett I distribution; O = skip, 
1 = desired. 
OPB5 Selector for Fisher-Tippett II distribution; 0 - skip, 
1 ==- desired. 
OPB6 Selector for Weibull distribution; 0 = skip, 1 = desired. 
OPB7 Selector for~ distribution; 0 = skip, 1 = desired. 
OPC = Selector for option C; 0 = skip, 1 =· any of the discrete 
distributions is desired. 
OPC1 = Selector for Poisson distribution; O = skip, 1 - desired. 
OPC2 = Selector for Truncated Poisson distribution; 0 - skip, 
1 =· desired. 
OPCJ = Selector for Binomial distribution; 0 = skip, 1 = desired. 
OPC4. = Selector for Negative Binomial distribution; 0 =· skip, 
1 =· desired. 
OPC5 = Selector for Truncated Negative Binomial; 0 - skip, 
1 = desired. 
N Total number of observations in the sample. 
NV Number of observation groups. 
H = Length of observat.,ons class intervals used for 
Sheppard's correction when calculating B1 and B2; the 
relative measures of skewness and Kurtosis (see nomen-
clature). If His zero, B1 and B2 will be computed using 
uncorrected moments. 
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SMFE Smallest frequency for Chi-Square test. SMFE can be 
assumed= 5.0 in the program unless user desires 
otherwise. 
HY Length of class interval, used for the Lognormal distri-
bution. If HY= o.o, Sis computed the normal way. 
If HY> O.O, Swill be computed using Sheppard's 
correction on M2 (see nomenclature). 
P Used with the Binomial distribution. When Binomial is 
requested, P > 0 and all the observations must be 
integers. 
LR Highest outcome for the Binomial distribution when 
requested. 
XI Value of observation, class mark. 
FI Frequency of a given XI. 
XB Bottom of class i~terval. 
XT Top of class interval. 
b) Output: 
PM1 ••• PM8 1st 8th non-central moments of the sample 
(m~ 
M1 ••• M8 1st 8th sample's central moments 
s = s 
x 




M2 /MJ (,-;.;:; measures skewness relative to degree of spread). 3 2 
= M4/M~ (BE2 = relative measure of Kurtosis). 
4 (MJ. M5)/M2 
3 BE4 = MlM2 
4 BE6 = M8/M2 




































4~2 - 3~1 
10~ -2 12~1 - 18 
~2 + 3 
8~2 - 9~1 - 12 
3~ -1 2~2 + 6 
2~ -2 3~ -1 6 
5~2 - 6~ -1 9 






Observed distribution function. 
Expected distribution function. 
FE = Expected frequency. 
MAX ABS DIFF = Maximum absolute difference. 
C Is S X2. H Q = ample index. 
2 NG(CHISQ) = Number of classes after grouping for X test. 
2 DF = Number of degrees of freedom for X test. 
A.2 GUSS User's Guide 
GUSS is a general utility simulation system that uses Monte Carlo 
techniques. The program provides the user with an easy way to apply 
simulation for the analysis of problems. 
In order to simulate a given problem, the analyst writes a sub-
routine repr~senting the model of the problem. This model would in-
elude all the equations representing all the relationships between the 
different variables and their interactions. GUSS assumes the respon-
sibility of receiving the input data for all the constants, determin-
istic variables, and the distributions of the stochastic variables. 
GUSS also receives all the controls regarding the housekeeping and 
specifications of the output reports. After receiving the input data, 
GUSS starts the simulation iterations and recycles from one iteration 
to the other until all the number of requested iterations, which is an 
input to GUSS, have been completed. In each iteration, GUSS samples 
from the different distributions of the stochastic variables, connects 
with the problem's model in the subroutine, receives the results of 
the output parameters, and tabulates the results of the simulation. 
After all the simulation iterations have been completed, GUSS sorts 
the results, calculates the distribution statistics for each output 
parameter, and presents the requested output reports. Figure 11 


































Figure 11. General Utility Simulation System (GUSS) --
Flow Chart 
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A.2.1 GUSS 1 s Capabilities 
GUSS has the capability of handling simulation problems with the 
.·following characteristics: 
• Up to 50 integer constants. 
• Up to 50 deterministic variables. 
• Up to 50 stochastic variables; continuous or discrete. 
• Up to 25 testing and acceptability criteria. 
• Up to 1000 simulation iterations. 
• Up to 7 output parameters. 
• Up to 5 output devices for the output parameters' detailed 
distributions which can be supressed from the printouts. 
• Up to ·10 counters that can be used during the simulation. 
• Up to 10 reports that can be tailored by sorting and/or suppressing 
part of the simulation results according to the user's needs. 
• Up to 10 different block sorts allowed with each report. 
• Up to 40 footnotes can be stored in GUSS, of which a selected 
subset, or the whole set, can be printed as requested with the 
different reports. Twenty values can be calculated and printed 
opposite to 20 footnotes. 
• A summary of each report including the 10% distribution values of 
the different output parameters together with its mean and variance. 
One of GUSS•s main features is its ease and flexibility. This is 
demonstrated in the data input stage, linkage with the problem's model 
subroutine, the report tailoring capabilities, and the organized report 
format. The simulation results are reported in the form of a final 
matrix tableau (output variables x simulation iterations). This tableau 
can be manipulated in too many different ways, as can be meaningful to 
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the problem at hand, by sorting the output results and tailoring the 
desired report. GUSS allows up to 10 tailored output reports. Each 
report can have up to 10 different sorts that may be necessary for 
that report • 
A.2.2 Input Data Preparation 
The input can be classified into the following main parts: 
1) Problem identification title. 
2) Input and output controls. 
J) Problem constants. 
4) Deterministic variables. 
5) Stochastic variables. 
6) Acceptability criteria. 
7) Output controls. 
Appendix B, pp. 147-152, gives the input sI-,<!ets for GUSS. 
a) Card# 1: Problem Identification Title: 
FORMAT (20A4) 
This simply is a title for the run identification. The title 
is written on the full Bo columns of this card and should be 
centered about column# 40 for better appearance on the 
program output. 
b) Card# 2: Input/Output and Simulation Controls: 
FORMAT (1015) 
This card includes the count number of input/output variables, 
simulation, and controls for results• manipulation. The data 










c) Card# J: Output Devices: 
FORMAT (615) 
Control Description 
number of simulation iterations 
-- maximum 1000. 
number of integer constants used 
in the problem model -- minimum 
O, maximum 50. 
number of detenninistic (floating 
point) variables (and/or constants) 
used in the problem model 
minimum o, maximum 50. 
number of stochastic variables 
used in the problem model 
minimum 1, maximum 50. 
number of acceptability criteria 
used in model -- minimum o, 
maximum 25. 
number of output parameters 
requested by problem model 
minimum 1, maximum 7. 
number of printout reports 
requested -- minimum 1, maximum 10·. 
number of footnotes to be printed 
below the output reports 
minimum o, maximum 40. 
Five optional output devices are allowed for the detail~d 
simulation output distributions. These devices can be the high 
speed printer, disk files, magnetic tapes and/or the card punch. 
The high speed printer is given the code# 6 and the card punch 
is given code# 7. The code key for other devices, except for 
the numbers 5, 6, and 7 (card reader, high speed printer, and 
card punch), is arbitrary and is specified by the user in the JCL 
cards. The following are examples of JCL for a disk file, a 
magnetic tape, and the card punch, respectively. 
DISK FILE: 
IIGO.FT01F001 DD UNIT=2314,VOL=SER:DISK05, 
II DSN=OSU.ACTnnnnn.name,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
I I DCB=(LRECL=36,BLKSIZW=1092",RECFM=VBC), 
II SPACE=(40,1000) 
MAGNETIC TAPE: 




CARD PUNCH ( CODE #7) : 
IIGO.SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 






2314 disk file 





magnetic tape 7 track 800 BPI 
magnetic tape 9 track 800. BPI 
High speed printer, 132 columns 
7 card punch 
A summary of the output is always printed on the high speed printer 
irrespective of whether or not the detailed output is requested. 





number of output devices for 
detailed output, maximum 5. 
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If O is entered, the detailed 
distributions will not be given 
and only the summary output will 
be given on the high speed 
printer. 
10 Optional 
-- key code for 1st 
output device. 
15 Optional 
-- key code for 2nd 
output device. 
20 Optional 
-- key code for Jrd 
output device. 
25 Optional 
-- key code for 4th 
output device. 
JO Optional 
-- key code for 5th 
output device. 
N.B. The detailed output is written in a binary unformatted form when 
requested on tape, disk, or punched on cards. 
d) Card(s) # 4: Integer Constants (Optional) 
FORMAT (I10 1 2X,15A4) 
If the number of integer constants entered on card# 2, columns 
9-10, is zero, no cards are to be inserted here. Otherwise, 
a card is inserted for each integer constant (up to 50 maximum) 
that is used. T':le data on each of these cards are entered as follows: 
Column # Description 
1-10 Value of the integer constant. 
13-72 Constant identification title. 
e) Card(s) # 5: Deterministic Variables (Optional) 
FORMAT(E10.o,2x,15A4) 
If the number of deterministic variables entered on card# 2 1 
columns 14-15, is zero, no cards are to be inserted here. 
Otherwise a card is inserted for each deterministic variable 
(up to 50 maximum) that is used. The data on each of this set 





Value of the deterministic 
variable. 
Variable identification title. 
f) Card(s) # 6: Stochastic Variables: 
FORMAT (F1.o,9x,15A'1/J(7E10.o, 10X)) 
Four cards are needed for each stochastic variable. The first 
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of these four cards include the type of its distribution, whether· 
it is discrete (code=O) or continuous (code:1), on the first 
column of the card. The identification title of the variable 
is written on columns 11 through 70 of this first card of the 
set. This title, when written on the output report, is broken 
into five fields; i.e., twelve characters on each line. 
Accordingly, it is recommended that this title be broken i~to 
five logical parts. Each part should be. centered in each of 
the five consecutive fields of twelve columns each. 
The next three cards of this set include t'he values of the 
variable at the different 5% interval percentile points: o%, 
5%, ••• , too% of its cumulative distribution function, seven 







Distribution type: 0 = discrete, 





1-10 Value at rlJ, CDF. 
11-20 Value at 5% CDF. 
21-JO Value at 1096 CDF. 
31-40 Value at 15% CDF. 
4:1-50 Value at 2096 CDF. 
51-60 Value at 25% CDF. 
61-70 Value at Jo% CDF. 
Jrd Card: 
1-10 Value at J.5% CDF. 
11-20 Value at 4:o% CDF. 
21-JO Value at 4,5% CDF. 
31-4:0 Value at 5o% CDF. 
4:1-50 Value at 55% CDF. 
51-60 Value at 6o% CDF. 
61-70 Value at 65% CDF. 
4:th Card: 
1-10 Value at 7o% CDF. 
11-20 Value at 75% CDF. 
21-JO Value at 8o% CDF. 
31-4:0 Value at 85% C:flF. 
4:1-50 Value at 9o% CDF. 
51-60 Value at 95% CDF. 
61-70 Value at 10o%CDF. 
g) Card(s) # 7: Acceptability Criteria: 
FORMAT (E10.o,2x,15A4:) 
Twenty-five acceptability criteria are allowed by GUSS for 
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discriminations that may be needed on the"siiiiulatiori'da"ta.· rt 
the number of acceptability criteria entered on card# 2, columns 
24-25, is zero, no cards are to be inserted here. Otherwise, 
a card is inserted for each acceptability criterion (up to 25 
maximum) that is needed. The data in each of these criteria 
are entered on a separate card as follows: 
Column# Description 
1-10 Value of the criterion. 
1J-72 Criterion identification,title. 
h) Card(s) # 8: Column Titles: 
FORMAT (15A4) 
A card is needed for the title of each of the output variables 
(up to 7). The title of each column can be up to 60 characters 
long ;:uid starts at the first column of the card. 
i) Card(s) # 9: Footnotes: 
FORMAT (15A4) 
These cards include all the footnotes to be printed after the 
output reports, one footnote per card starting at column# 1 
and up to 60 characters long. 
j) Cards# 10: Output Identification and Controls: 
Up to 10 output reports can be generated by GUSS through 
different manipulation of the simulation results. Each of 
the requested reports will have a set of four kinds of control 
cards, followed by the set for the next report, etc. 
First Card: FORMAT (2I5,2X,15A4) 
This card includes the first line printed in the 
report, the last line printed, and the identification 
title of the report. 
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A block of output is specified for print in the report by 
specifying the outline of this block out of the whole 
results matrix which is printed with iterations as rows 
and output parameters as columns. 
The data are entered on this card as follows: 
Column# Description 
3- 5 1st row of printed block. 
8-10 last row of printed block. 
13-72 title of report, centered about 
column# 37 for better 
appearance on output report. 
Second Card: FORMAT (215) 
This card includes the number of different sorts required 
for this report and the number of footnotes to appear at 
its bottom. The data are entered as follows: 
·Column# Description 
4- 5 number of sorts (0-10). 
9-10 number of footnotes ( o-4o) • 
Third Card Set: FORMAT (5110) 
These cards include the controls for performing the. 
different sorts, one card for each SQrt. The different 
controls for each sort is entered on the respective card 








The output variable used as the · 
sort key. 
The first output variable in th~ 
sorted block. 
The last output variable in the 
sorted block. 
The first iteration row where 
sorting starts. 
The last iteration row where 
sorting ends. 
GUSS allows up to 10 block sort's, descending order; for 
each output report. The results tableau can be sorted 
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on any of the output parameters and for any requested 
length or number of iterations. If the block is to be 
printed as is without sorting, zero is entered on card# 2, 
columns 34-35, and no cards are to be inserted here. 
Fourth Card Set: FORMAT (1015) 
These cards (0-4 cards) include the numbers of the 
footnotes to be printed at the bottom of the report. 
The numbers of the footnotes correspond to those 
desired from the list of footnotes as given in card(s) # 9. 
These numbers are entered 10 per card in columns 4-5, 
9-10, etc., up to four cards. If no footnotes are desired 
(second card of cards# 10 has zero in second field), no 
cards are to be inserted here. 
A.2.3 Linkage with "Model" Subroutine 
Communi-cation between GUSS and the problem model subroutine is made 
through the common storage area as follows: 






KLAPS = total number of simulation iterations, read byGUSS •. 
LAPNUM = the iteration number at the time GUSS is passing 
the information to the subroutine. 
KONST(I) = the vector of integer constants as read by GUSS 
(o up to so). 
VECTOR(!)= the vector of deterministic variables and/or 
floating point constants as read by GUSS (O up 
to so). 
SAMPLE(!)= the value of the ith random variable (in the order 
of their distributions as read by GUSS) generated 
by GUSS for that iteration and passed to the 
subroutine (1 to so). 
ACCEPT(I) = the ith acceptability criterion as read by GUSS 
( 0 to 25). 
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EXIT(I) = the value of the ith output parameter calculated 
in the subroutine and passed to GUSS (1 to 7). 
RUN(I,J) the value calculated in the subroutine to be 
printed next to the jth footnote of the ith report 
(J:O to 20 and 1=1 to 10). 
KOUNT(I) = the value of the ith counter as calculated in the 
subroutine ( 0 to 10). 
2) Each time GUSS passes information to the subroutine of the 
problem model, values will have been generated for each of the 
problem's random variables out of their distributions, and 
passed to the subroutine in the variables SAMPLE(!). 
J) The subroutine will generate the output parameters, EXIT(I), 
which are the interaction, according to the problem's model, 
of the random values, deterministic variables and constants, 
and then passed to GUSS. 
4) After the total number of iterations have been completed, GUSS 
will automatically tabulate the results, sorts, and produce 
them according to the output reports specifications as requested. 
A.2.4 Sample Run 
Figure 12 shows the subroutine for a simple investment model. This 
model allows for: 
One investment (stochastic) that is made at the beginning of the 
project period. This investment is depreciated according to a 
straight line depreciation method. 
• One type of annual revenue (stochastic). 
• One type of annual expenses (stochastic). 
• A stochastic tax rate. 
SuclRCuTINE INMO 
c 
C IN~Cl- SI~PLE 11\vEST~Ef\T A~ALYSIS MCCEL 
c 
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Figure 12. Simple Investment Model !-"" 0 
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Appendix B, pp. 155-163, shows the input data to the program. AppendixB, 
pp.164-171, .shows the output results. Fourmore dummy stochastic variables 
are put in the input data to demonstrate the output blocks produced by GUSS. 
A.J INMO User's Guide 
INMO is a general investment analysis model that can be used, in 
conjunction with GUSS, to study the risk of an investment prospect. The 
INMO routine includes the mathematical relationships necessary to calculate 
the cash flows from the different components of an investment. It 
calculates the net present value of the investment for up to seven 
discounting rates of return per run. 
The interaction between INMO and GUSS is made through the use of the 
variables: SAMPLE, KONST, etc., that are allowed by GUSS for input, 
and through the variable EXIT for the resultant net present values. 
A.J.1 INMO's Capabilities 
INMO can be applied to the study of a wide range of investment 
problems that may have any subset or all of the following variables: 
1) Capital Investments: 
a) Working Capital, 
b) Land, and 
c) Equipment and other depreciable items. 
The following is allowed in the model: 
a) Investment items can be owned or leased. 
b) A time lag can be assumed before the investment item is 
installed--deterministic. 
c) A service life for owned items -- deterministic. 
ct) A salvage value (as a percent of the original investment) at 
the end of its service life -- deterministic. 
e) INMO automatically replaces items that retire during the life 
of the project with the same kind items. 
f) INMO offers three depreciation methods. Straight line, Sum of 
the Year's Digits, and Double Rate Declining Balance. 
g) INMO accounts for tax credits resulting from depreciating the 
items. 
h) INMO assumes a recovery of a salvage value equal to the book 
value of the equipment at the end of its service life or the 
project's life, whichever occurs first. 
2) Revenues from Sales: 
INMO allows the following for each saleable product: 
a) A time lag until the product is introduced to the market 
-- stochastic. 
b) A growth period to maturity volumes (linear growth rates) 
-- stochastic. 
c) Maturity volume -- stochastic. 
d) A price per unit for each product -- stochastic. 
e) A direct cost per unit for each product -- stochastic. 
J) Overhead Expenses: 
The following is allowed for each expense item: 
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a) A time lag until the expense is to be incurred -- stochastic. 
b) A growth period to the maturity value of the expense --
stochastic. 
c) Maturity value of the overhead expense -- stochastic. 
4) Tax Rafe: 
A stochastic tax rate is allowed by INMO. All calculations 
for cash flows, and consequently the net present values, are 
made on an after tax basis. 
5) Net Present Value: 
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INMO calculates and presents the distributions of up to seven 
NPV•s calculated for up to seven discounting rates of return. 
The current capabilities of INMO is constrained to a limited number 
of variables that are reasonable for most practical applications. These 
restrictions are imposed by the number of variables allowed by GUSS for 
'Computer core considerations. The constraints on the number of investment 
items, the number of products, and the number of overhead expenses are 
given by: 
1) v s 23 
2) 3*V+I s 49 
3) V+5*P+3*E s 49 
where: 
v number of investment items, 
I= number of discounting rates of return, 
P = number of saleable products, and 
E = number of overhead expenses. 
Modifications can be made to the program to enable it to handle larger 
size problems as well as variations to the different assumptions in the 
model. The degree of ease or difficulty of such changes are-dependent 
on the variance between the new problem and what INMO presently offers. 
Figure 1J gives a flow diagram of INMO. 
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Add to Cash Flows 
Calculate NPV•s 




A.3.2 Input Data Preparation 
Appendix B, pp.172-179, gives the input sheets for INMO. The · 
input is prepared as follows: 
a) Card# 1: Problem Identification Title 
FORMAT (20A4) 
This is the titie of the investment problem under study. The 
title is written on the full 80 columns of the card and should 
be centered about column# 40 for better appearance on the 
program output. 
b) Card # 2·: Problem Controls 
FORMAT (1015) 











Number of simulation iterations 
-- maximum 1000. 
Number of integer constants 
= 4 + 2 * number of investments. 
Number of deterministic 
variables= 1 + number of 
discounting rates 
+ 3 * number of investments. 
Number of stochastic variables 
= number of investment items 
+ 5 * number of products 
+ 3 * number of overhead 
expenses. 
Number of discounting rates 
of return. 
Number of print out reports. 
Total number of footnotes. 
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c) Card# J: Output Devices 
FORMAT (6!5) 
These are the optional output devices for the detailed distri-
butions of the resultant net present values. This card is 
filled as follows: 
Column # Description 
5 Number of optional output 
devices to be used. 
10 Code for 1st optional device 
used. 
15 Code for 2nd optional output 
device used. 
20 Code for 3rd optional output 
device used. 
25 Gode for 4th optional output 
device used. 
JO Code for 5th optional output 
device used. 
Available optional devices have the following codes: 
Code Device 
1,2 disk files 
J,4 tape files 
6 printer 
7 card punch 
The detailed distribution output is written in a binary 
unformatted form when requested on tape, disk, or punched 
cards. 
d) Cards 4-7: Investment Problem Parameters 
FORMAT (I10,2X,15A4) 
These cards are presented as follows: 
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Card # Column # Description 
4 9-10 Number of investment items. 
5 9-10 Number of products. 
6 9-10 Number of overhead expenses. 
7 9-10 Number of interest rates. 
Columns 13-72 are prefilled on this sheet and are to be punched 
on the cards. 
e) Cards Set# 8: Investment Parameters 
FORMAT (I10,2X,15A4) 
Two cards are needed for each investment item. The first card 
includes the code, in column 10, for whether the item is leased, 
code= 1, owned but not depreciable such as land and working 
capital, code= 2, or owned and depreciation allowed, code= 3., 
The second card indicates the code for the depreciation method 
to be used. Code 11 1 11 on this card indicates Straight Line 
Depreciation, code 11 2 11 indicates Double Rate Declining Balance, 
and code "3 11 indicates Sum of the Years Digits. If the first 
card has a code other than 11 3", the second card information 
about the depreciation method is redundant. 
f) Card# 9: Life of Project 
FORMAT (E10.o,2x,15A4) 
This card includes the life of the project in columns 9 and 10~ 
Columns 13-72 are prefilled and should be key-punched. 
g) Cards Set# 10: Discounting Rates of Return 
FORMAT (E10.o,2x,15A4) 
These cards include the discounting rates of return, one per 
card. The value of the discounting rate of return, in 
percentage, is filled in columns 1 through ·10. Columns 1J 
through 72 are prefilled and are to be keypunched. 
h) Card Set# 11: Investment Parameters 
FORMAT (E10.o,2x,15A4) 
This set of cards is composed of three card subsets, one 
subset for each investment. Each subset of three cards are 
filled as follows: 
1) 1st card includes the time lag before investing, in 
columns 1 through 10. 
2) 2nd card includes the service life of the investment 
item, in columns 1 through 10. 
3) Jrd card includes the percentage salvage value at the 
end of the service life of the investment item, in 
columns 1 through 10. 
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Columns 1J through 72 of these three cards are prefilled and 
are to be keypunched. 
i) Cards Set# 12: Tax 
FORMAT (I1,9X,J(7E10.o,1ox)) 
This set is composed of four cards about the distribution of 
the applicable tax rate. The first column of the first card of 
this set has the distribution code ( 110 11 for discrete, 11 111 for 
continuous). Columns 11 through 70, divided into five fields 
of 12 columns each, include the tax title. This is prefilled 
and is to be keypunched. Each of the next three cards is 
divided into seven fields, ten columns each, to include the 
value of the tax at the different 5% intervals from Oto 10o%. 
The tax is entered in the field as a percentage value. 
j) Cards Set# 1J: Investments, Sales, and Overhead Expenses 
FORMAT (I1,9X,15A4,J(7E10.0,10X)) 
This set of cards is divided into three major subsets. 
1) The first one includes the distributions of the 
values of the different items. 
2) The second subset has the distributions of the five 
parameters concerning the sales from each of the different 
products. These five parameters are: 
a) Selling price per unit of product. 
b) Direct cost per unit of product. 
c) Maturity volume of product sales. 
d) Time lag before selling starts. 
e) Sales growth period to maturity. 
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Th~se groups are repeated for each of the different products. 
J) The third subset has the distributions of the three 
parameters concerning overhead expenses as follows: 
a) Value of the expense at maturity. 
b) Time lag before incurring the expense. 
c) Growth period for the expense to mature. 
The data for each of the above parameters are entered on four: 
cards. The first card has information about the distribution'.· 
code in column 1, ( 11 0 11 for discrete and 11 1 11 for continuous),· 
and the distribution title in columns 11 through 70, divided 
into five fields, 12 columns each, which is printed in five 
lines in the output report. The next three cards have the 
five percentile values of the distribution, seven per card, 
in the first seven fields of ten columns each. 
k) Cards Set# 14: Otitput Column Titles 
FORMAT ( 15A4) . 
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This set of cards includes the titles of the different 
output columns, one per card, in the fields one through 
60. 
1) Cards Set# 15: Footnotes 
FORMAT (15A4:) 
This set of cards includes the footnotes to be printed at the 
bottom of the different output reports, one per card, in the 
fields one through 60. 
m) Cards Set# 16: Output Report Controls 
Up to ten output reports are allowed by INMO. This set of cards 
include the ·different controls and information for each of 
these reports. Each set of cards for a report are ordered as 
follows: 





FORMAT (215 1 2X,15A4:) 
Description 
1st line to be printed in 
report. 
Last line to be printed in 
report. 
Title of report, centered 
about column #41 for better 
appearance in output report. 






Number of sorts required 
for report. 
Number of footnotes to be 
printed at the end of the 
report. 









Output column used as sort key. 
First output row for the start 
of sorting. 
Last output row to end the 
sorting. 
First output column in the 
sorted block. 
Last output column in the sorted 
block. 
A card, punched as above, is needed for each requested sort 
of ·those needed for a given report. 
4) 4th Card Set: Report's Footnotes 
The sequence numbers of the footnotes requested for the 
report are entered on these cards, ten per card, in the 
orter they are to appear. 
A.J.J Sample Run 
Refer to Chapter v, pp. 46-66, for a sample run. 
A.4 RUM User's Guide 
RUM is a program that calculates the utility of an investment 
according to the Farrer, Cramer and Smith, and/or Bussey•s utility 
models, see section J.J. The flow chart of RUM is given in Figure 14. 
The coefficients of a requested utility model are entered to RUM 
together with other information necessary for the model, on the input 
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form, Appendix B, p. 180. RUM gives the utility measure of the invest-






















Figure 1~. Routine for .!:!_tility Measurement (RUM)--Flow Chart 
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A.4.1 Input Data Preparation 
A inaximl,\m of five cards are used to enter the data to RUM. The 
first card is the problem identification title. The second card is a 
control card indicating which of the three utility models is desired. 
~he next three cards, one for each utility model, include the information 
needed for the model. If a model is not requested, the respective 
_information card is not needed. RUM data cards are filled as follows: 
a) Card# 1: Problem Identification Title 
FORMAT (20A4) 
This is the title of the run. The title is written on the 
full 80 columns of the card. It should be centered about 
column# 40 for better appearance on the program output. 
b) Card# 2: Utility Model Control Card 
FORMAT (J(It,9X)) 
This card indicates whether or not a utility model is to run. 
This is indicated by entering 11 1 11 if the model is requested, 
and 110 11 otherwise. If the entered code is 11 1 11 , a card with the 
utility model's data is to be inserted, but it should not 







Code for Farrer 1 s model. 
Code for Cramer and Smith's 
model. 
Code for Bussey•s model. 
c) Card# J: Information for Farrer•s Model 
FORMAT (10E10.J) 
Farrer•s utility model is as follows: 
-aV 
u = 1 - e 
where: 
u = utility value, 
a= constant, and 
V = Net Present Value. 
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The information for a and V are entered on the card as follows: 
Column# Description 
1-10 Value of 11 a 11 • 
11-20 Value of 11V11 • 
This card is inserted only if column# 1 on the control card 
has 11 1 11 in it. 
d) Card# 4: Information for Cramer and Smith's Model 
FORMAT (10E10.J) 
The Cramer and Smith's model is given as follows: 
b c 
u = µ, - acr P 
where: 
u utility value, 
a= constant parameter, 
b constant parameter, 
c = constant parameter, 
µ, expected net present value, 
cr standard deviation of net present value, 
p amount of investment. 
The above data are entered on the card as follows: 
Column# Description 
1-10 Value of "a". 
11-20 Value of 11b 11 • 
and 
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21-30 Value of 11 c 11 • 
31-40 Value of 11 µ. 11 • 
41-50 Value of 11 cr11 • 
51-60 Value of 11P 11 • 
This card is inserted only if the Cramer and Smith's model is 
required, omit otherwise. 
e) Card# 5: Information for Bussey•s Model 
The Bussey•s model is given as follows: 
where 
u utility value, 
a,b,c,d = constant parameters, and 
m. the ith moment of the net present value 
1 
distribution. 
The above data are entered on the card as follows: 
Column # Description 
1-10 Value of "all• 
11-20 Value of llbll. 
21-30 Value of 11011 • 
31-40 Value of lldll. 
41-50 Value of llm II 1 • 
51-60 Value of llm II 2 • 
61-70 Value of "m II 3 • 
71-80 Value of llm II 4 • 
This card is inserted only if the Bussey•s model is requested, 
omit otherwise. 
APPENDIX B 
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* ******** * 
PMl O. IE7~3333C 02 Pn 0.40293333C 
F .. 6 o.t~J32657C 09 PM7 0.481E84HC 
s Co i21C7'i440 Cl PC: =-C.16C65126C 
118 0.2EC62829C 09 BEl 0018359870[ 
8E6 0 .384216460 02 S IGB 1= O.l(:Cl35710 
A c. <;1(142310 Cl B o.54273635C 
f =-O.l4246865C 01 Cl 0.271368170 
PRODIP -- SAMPLE RU 
PEARSCN SYSTEM 
DISTRIBUTION TYPE 1 
K =-0.10277359C 00 
Bl c. 1835<;87 co oc 
B2 0 .256305480 01 




03 FM3 0.933573330 04 PM4 0.221531730 06 
1 c. PMS c..1cc;se1790 12 Ill 0.18733333[ 02 
03 .. 4 0.692931550 04 MS =-0 .4964907 70 05 
00 EE2 0. 25(:3 C5480 01 BE3 0.1C9126550 01 
co SIGB2= 0.357477000 00 SIGL= o.835302550 01 
01 c o.556305480 01 0 0.685205000 01 














o. ecoccoooo 01 
0.120000000 02 
c.1socoooco 02 
o. aoocoooco 01 
0.600000000 01 
Pfl5 0.576106770 01 
M2 o.519955560 02 
M6 0.127887340 07 
BE4 = 0.909764290 01 
S IGK= o.1ao99aeoo-01 
E 0.142468650 01 
SGC2= 0.862370530 00 
SAMPLE ST AT IS.TICS 
xe XT XI FI Cf I OFO 
c.c C.4000000 01 c.2coooco 01 0.2000000 01 0.2000000 01 0.3333330-01 
C.4000000 01 c.0000000 01 0.6000000 01 O. 4COCOOD 01 C.6000000 01 0.1000000 00 
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0.24JOOOD 02 C.2800000 02 Oo-2600000 02 a. aoooooo 01 0.5400000 02 0~9000000 00 
c.2eccooo C2 C.320000C 02 0.3000000 02 0.6COCCOO 01 0.6000000 02 0.1000000 01 
132 






















































































































































* *•***** ** 
PRODIP -- SAMPLE RL~ 
EXPCNE~TIAL CISTRIBUTICN 
DENSITY FUNCTIO"I G(X)=LAMBOAl EXP(-LAMBDAl X), X=C, 
DISTRIBLllON FUNCllOh h(X)=l-EXP(-l~MBOAl XT) 
LAMBCAl=l/Ml 
H( X) FE 
C.l9226652C 00 0.115359910 02 
C.3415t6630 00 c. c;31 aoo65D 01 
J.473007730 00 a. 152f:465fD 01 
c.514330100 00 0.607937830 01 
0 • 6 5 6 1 i 2 6 60 OC c. 491 C5174D 01 
o.1222191so 00 a. 396t36<;3D 01 
0.775615570 00 0.320378540 01 
0 • 8 18 8 C 5 6 50 OC c. 25€780470 01 
MAX ABS DIFF (DFO-H(X))= 0.289674390 00 
L~MBOAl= 0.533807830-Cl 
CHIS, ~ 0.610065650 02 
NG(CHIS~)= 6 SMFE= 0.5COCOOOCC 01 
LA..,BDAl =O 
P(EXCEEOING CHISQJ= 0.178217160-ll OF= 4 
PRGOIP -- SAMPLE RUN 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
DENSl1Y FLf\CTIC~ G(Xt=l/S*SCRT(2PI) EXP(-.5(X-M/Sl**2), 
- I l\ F I ~ IT Y + X + IN F IN IT Y , - INF IN If Y +M + INF IN I T Y , S = 0 
DISTRIBUTION FLNCTION H(X)=l/S*SQRT(2Pl)*INTEGRAL(EXP(-(T-M)**2/2*S**2)CTI 
~=~EAf\, S=STAf\CARC CEVIHIGf\ 
l H { X) FE 
-0.204323300 Cl C. 2 C ~ 14 81 50- Cl 0.123088890 01 
-0.148850910 01 o • 6 a 3 a a 2 11 o- o 1 o. 2 86 76 0500 01 
-o.s:BlE524D co 0.1 75207450 00 0.641395300 01 
-0.379061330 cc C.352321030 cc c.106268150 02 
O.l 7566257C co o.569720420 oo O.l3043c;l:40 02 
0.1303U:470 cc o.767422900 oc 0.118621490 02 
J.128511040 01 0.900623260 00 0.7<i920212D 01 
0.183«;83430 Cl 0.967103620 00 0.398882180 01 
MAX AeS ClfF (CFC-h(Xt)= o.530537550-0l 
M= O. 187333330 02 S= 0. 721079440 01 
C~ISQ= 0.19~5617EC Cl 
f\G(CHIS,>= 5 S~FE= 0.500000000 01 
P(EXCEEDING CHISQ)= 0.381780740 OC CF= 2 
PROD IP -- SAMPLE RLN 
SA/'IPLE STATISTICS LCGNC~M~L C IS TI< I BUT ION 
YT YI Fl CFI DFO 
0.1386290 ul O. t S 314 7D cc 0.2000000 01 0 .2000000 01 0.3333330-01 
0.2079440 01 0.1791760 O l 0.4000000 01 0.6000COO 01 0.1000000 00 
0.24E491D Cl C.2302590 01 o. soooooc 01 0. uooooo 02 o. 1833330 00 
0.2772590 01 0.2639060 01 c. eccccoo 01 0.1900000 02 0.3166670 00 
c. 2995 730 Ol 0.2890370 01 0.1200000 02 o. 3100COO 02 0.5166670 00 
o. H 7€0~0 Cl o. 309 l C4D 01 0.1500000 02 0 .4600000 02 o.7666670 oo 
0.3332200 01 o. 3258100 01 C. EC COCCO 01 o. 5400000 02 0.900000C 00 
C.3465740 01 C.340120C 01 0.600000C 01 o. 6000000 02 0.1000000 01 
PRODIP -- SAMPLE RUN 
LCGNORMAL CISTRIBUTION 
DENSITY FUNCTION G(Y)=l/S*SQRT(2PI) EXP(-.5(¥-M/S)**2), 
-INFINITY+Y+INFINITY, -INFINITY+M+INFINITY, S=O 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION ~{X)=l/S*SQRT(2PI)*INTEGRAL(EXP(-(T-M)**2/2*S**2)DT) 
Yl=LN(XI), YB=LN(XB), YT=lf\(XT) 
M=MEAN(Ylt, S=STA~CARD DEVIATIGN(Ylt 
l 
-0.24941:670 01 













o. 7392666 70 00 




o. 562409600 01 




o. 4 7723 042 0 01 
o.329890980 01 
Mix AES Clff (OfC-h(XJ)=-0.156C6645D CC 
M= 0.28ll67<;5D 01 S= 0.571489820 00 
C~ISQ= G.1944343EO C2 
M2= 0.326600610 00 
NG(CHIS,t= 6 SMFE= 0.500000000 01 
?(EXCEEDING CHISQ)= 0.221468950-03 OF= 3 
H ( Y J= O. 0 
PRODIP -- SAMPLE RLN 
FIS~ER-TIFPETT TYPE 1 DISTRIBUTION 
CENSITY FLNCTION G(X)=ALPHA EXP(-)-EXP(-Y))~HERE 
Y=ALPHA(X-L) ,-I~FINITY+X+INFI~ITY,ALP~A=O,-I~FI~ITY+U+INFINITY 












0. 7 91<;56 4 70 0 0 
o. 3943629<;lC 01 
c. 87 8 795 870 01 
O. ll5C783SD 02 
0.108922220 02 
C.848211850 01 
0 • 5 € 812 C 2 ~D O 1 
0.380710600 01 
~tX ABS CIFF (OFC-~(Xt)= 0.10052307C 00 
ALPHA= 0.133286790 CC u= 0.149914240 02 
C~ISQ= 0.858022150 01 
~G(CHIS,)= 5 S~FE= 0.50000000C 01 
P(EXCEEDING CHISQ)= O.l37C34C8D-Ol OF= 2 
PROOIP -- SAMPLE RUN 
FISHER-TIPPETT TYPE 2 OlST~IBUTICN 
DE~SITY FU~CTICN G(Xl=GAMMA/B(X/B)*•<-GAMMA-1) EXP(-(X/Bl**(-GAMMA)) 
)=C,B=C,GAMMA=C 
OlSlRIBUTIGN FUNCTIC~ H(Xl=EXP(-(X/Bl**(-EAMMA)) 
GAMMA=SLOPE,B=SCALE PARAMETER 
1-1 ( x, 
0.2003002UD-Ol 









0.103 202820 02 
O. lC63cSS€D 02 
o.774752520 01 
0.550170280 01 
O. 4C022C8GO 01 
0.300102040 01 
0.231421390 01 
~AX ABS DIFF (DFO-l-1(Xl)= 0.254570810 00 
GAMMA= C.124482640 01 B= C.119623630 02 
c1-11s,= u.54895704c 02 
NG(CHI~Q)= 5 SMFE= 0.50CCOOCOO 01 
P(EXCEECING Ct-ISQ)= 0.120101150-ll OF= 2 
PROCIP -- SAMPLE RUN 
WE 18 UL L D I S TR I B L TI ON 
DENSITY FU~CTICN G(X) :(GA~~A/THETA)X**(GAM~A-1) EXP(-X**GAMMA/THETA) 
X GRE~TER T~AN OR=O,GAMMA GREATER THAN C,THETA GREATER THAN O 
OISTRIBUTIO~ F~NCTICN H(X)=l-EXP(-X**GA~~A/TtETA) 
GA~~t=SHA~E PARAMETER,TtETA=SCAlE PARAMETER 
H(X) 
C.896602UlD-02 
a. c 213 ~ 4 t 20- c 1 








c. 322 cl 6650 01 
0 • 7 3 8 0 9 8 2 50 0 1 
0.112073700 02 
o. 127531020 02 
0.11212001,0 02 
0.162202130 01 
o. 3 c; 6 12 s e 5o o 1 
MAX ABS DIFF (DFO-H(X))= 0.684263790-0l 
GA~MA= 0.284673320 01 THETA= 0.574579590 04 
CHISQ= 0.274826300 01 
NG(C~ISQ)= 5 SMFE= 0.50CCCOCCD 01 
P(EXCEECING C~ISQl= 0.253059290 00 CF= 2 
PROO IP -- S A~PL E RUN 
SAMPLE STATISTICS BETA D[STR[BUTION 
XPB XP[ XPT FI CFI OFO 
c.a 0.6250000-01 G.1250000 uo 0.2000000 01 o. 2COOOCO 01 o. 3333330-01 
o.12soooo JO 0.1875000 00 c. 25 ccoco 00 0.400000C 01 0.0000000 01 0.1000000 00 
C.25CCCCO 00 o.312sooo oo 0.3750000 00 c.sooccco 01 o.11oocoo 02 0.1833330 00 
c.3;5.;cco 00 c. 4375CGO cc c.sococoo 00 o.auooooc 01 0.1900000 02 o. 3166670 00 
o.5000000 JO o.s62sooo oo 0.62!:0000 oc c.12 ococo 02 0.3100000 02 0 .5166670 00 
C.62!:CCCD oc o.6a1sooo oo 0.750000C 00 0.150COCO 02 o. 4t:OOCCD 02 o.7666670 oo 
C.75CCCCO 00 c. El25C.CO 00 C.8750000 00 o.aoooooc 01 o.s4ooooo 02 0 • 9000000 00 
C.e750COO 00 0.9375000 00 c.1ocoooo 01 C.600COCD 01 0.6000000 02 0.1000000 01 
PROOIP -- SAMPLE RUN 
BETA DISTRIBUTION 
DENSITY FUNCTION GIXJ=(GA~MAILAMBOA+THETAI/IGA~MAILA~eDAl)*IGA~MACTt,ETA))l*X**ILAMBOA-ll*Cl-X)**(THETA-11 
X G~E~TER OR=O ANC X LESS Tt,AN OR =1,LAMBOA GREATER THAN C,THETA GREATER THAN O 
CI S TR lEUT ION FUNC T ICI\ HIX I= I GAMMA IL AMBDA+ THE TA I/ { GAMMA{ LAMBDA) I* I GAMMA {T t,ET A)) I INTEGRAL (XU (l AH BDA- U *I 1-X )**( THETA-llOX I 
H XI 
0.1999 E7490-01 
C. 8 76CC <;730-0 l 
0.201687520 00 
C.354743380 00 
o. 5346;1390 00 
0.723939550 00 
C. eS662Cl 80 OC 
c.1coccoooo 01 
FE 
0 .119980490 01 
c. 4 C562 5350 01 
o.684519250 01 
o.918335210 01 
o. 107',32810 02 
0.113584900 02 
0.103608380 02 
o. t:20278<;10 01 
Tt,ETA= 0.156704630 01 LAMBDA• C.221276390 Cl Ml= 0.585416670 00 
~AX ABS OIFF CCFO-t,(X)I= 0.427271120-0l 
CHISt= C.260212310 01 
NGC(t,ISQI• 1 SMFE= 0.500COCCCO Cl 
PIEXCEEOII\G Ct,ISt)• 0.626447060 00 OFz 4 
M2s 0.507769100-0l 
142 











































































































































* * * * 
* ******** * 
PPOOIP -- SA~PLE RUN 
POISSON DISTRIBUTIC~ 
DENSITY FUhCTION P(X)=EXP(-M)(M•tX/X FACTORIAL) X=0,1,2,**** M=O 






P~OOIF -- SA,PLE RU~ 
NEGATIVE eJNOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
(ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS BY FIRST TkO MOMENT METHOD) 
DENSITY FLNCTIG~ P(X)=(GA,,A(X+Kl)/X FACTORIAL GAMMA(Klt)*P**Kl*{l-P)**X 
X=0,1,2,**** 
K GREATER O P GREATER OR =O AND PLESS 1 GR =l 




0 .427271070-0 l 
0.965490310-0l 




MAX ABS DIFF (DFO-H(X))= 
K = 0.105506410 02 
ChISQ= 0.154018690 03 
NG(CHISQ)= 2 SMFE= 
P(EXCEEOING CHISQJ=NO TEST 
FE 
0.314294790-0l 
o. 562640570 00 
0.196~55640 01 
o.322931540 01 
o. 33 7900890 01 
O. 2t21290~D O 1 
0 .16412202 C O l 
o. 874507350 00 
o.161s111ao oo 
P= 0.360287200 00 
o.sococoooo 01 
OF= -1 
PROCIP -- SAMPLE RUN 
TRUNCATEC NEGATIVE BINOMIAL OISTRIBUTIGN 
(ESll~ATIC~ OF PARAMETERS BY BRASS METHCOJ 
DENSITY FUNCTICN P(Xl=(GlMMA(K+XJ/X FACTORIAL GAMMA(K))*(P**K*(l-P)**X/(1-P**KJ 
X=l,2,3,**** 
I< GREATH O P GREATER Cle =O AND PLESS 1 OR =l 
CISTRIBUTIO~ FUNCTION H{X)=SUMMATION(GAMMA(K+X)/X FACTORIAL GAMMA(K))*CP**K*(l-Fl**X/(1-P**K) 
1-!(X) 
0 .635047170-03 
O. 1093 f2<;4D-Ol 
0 .449 222750-01 
0 .98755473 c-o 1 
0.1541(5120 00 
o. t'i6823C7D cc 
0.223684830 00 
C.23SlflC4D 00 
~AX ABS CIFF (DFC-h(XJJ= 
K = O.S95986620 01 
c~1s,= 0.156178640 03 
NG(CHISQ)= 2 SMFE= 
Pl EXCEEDING CHISQ)=NO TEST 
FE 
o. 3€1028300-0l 
0 .618074820 00 
0.2C3S15890 01 
o.322999190 01 
o. 332097880 01 
O. 2563C16EO 01 
0 .1611706-00 01 
0.868S3217D 00 
o. 761B3296C 00 
P= 0.348277630 00 
0. 50000000 0 01 
OF= -1 
PROOIP -- SAMPLE RLN 
TRL~CATED POlSSCN DISTRIBUTIG~ 
(MAXIMUM LIKEll~OOO ESTIMATION) 
DENSITY FUNCTION P(X)=EXP(-M)*M**X/X FACTORIAL(l-EXP(-MJ) 
X=l,2,**** M G~E~TER T~~N O 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION h(X):EXP(-M)*SUMMATION M**X/X FACTORIAL*(l-EXPC-M) t 
ti ( x, FE 
B.4 GUSS Input Data Sheets 
DATA SHEET PROBLEM _____ --------------------------------------·-_PAGE _____ Of ___ DATE--------- - WRITTEN 
~ ~~ Cj 04 o:c.jvo or o.J09 iO n 12 13 14 1s 1c 11 1B~~J~;; ~~-; 'iG27 28 29 30 'iih2 33 54 35 3g 37 38 3:/40 41 42f.n .i;.4 4, 4G 47 .;3 49 50 sr s2 :iJ 5., ss 56 s1 !58 59 60 61 s2 63 1:i4 65 ss 67 Ga 69 10 11 12 73 74 75 76 11 78 79 eo 
t--t-+-t-+---+-+-t---+-1---t-t---1----t-t-1-+--t-t---1--+-+---H--+--+-+-+--l-H--l----l--+-+-l--+-+--1~1--l--l--+-1--~--+---++-++--~H--+--l--+---l--l--'H---+-++-++-+-HH-++-l--t-+-!H-+-+-i 
n >vu • • .,., RI~A '---l--+--l-+-!--+-H---1-+++--l-+-+---t--t--+-t-+-+-t-t--t-i--t-t--i-t-1-H--t-t--i-H 
1--1--+-+-+--+-t-f-l-+-t--!-+--l-l----+-l---l-+-+~+-1--,~-+-+--+---1--~~ 4 -~~-+A~FT·~~E~IT~~~N~--l---1----1-'H--4--l--+++--+-+--1---+-++--l----+-+-'H-f--l--+++--t--H--t-t-+-t-'f-t-1 
V R ABLE , CONTRO S 
- -;- -1- ·- •--+-'+--+--+--+-+-1-1-+ -·-1-1-1--+-+-+--+-+-
-r4~~~-i--e-;z.;•,;-+- K!T l<!l~ !KA,l<E'T KE~I >BL liNC\'I: ·------·--·· ·---- __ 1--
LJj_i I I I I I I 1 I 1 -. . ·-- --·- I 1-r " ----·. f . I 
DATA SHEET PROSlEM ··-- _____ -- ---- - --~------------ -·-----· ----- _ --·------- - PAGE ___ Of ________ OATE---------·-- WRITTEN ---
01!02 03 04 05 OE: o7 oe 09 10 II 12j 13 14 15 J6 17 19 19 20 21 22 23 24 2:5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 31 37 38 39 ., .. 42 43 44 4, 46 47 4849 5C 51 52 53 ~455 :,e :)7 "' .. 60 81 62 153 11546!5 1667 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 79 71 79 79 190 
I 
IN Ei El C N TAtn 
,-. r-




f- ·;1~~ bEpC IP I >N 
·-~-:--







-·· -,-. --- .---- "" --
- I _,__ 
=[c - _ L_ _ I :-,- -----· :---- ,--
--




-+i'T--n-w~---~=:-r,TF- -r-- ---o-rrr-- . --- --- . ,- -
I tm+----+ -w---~11 m--i w __ J___ - --- -- -f1 .LI------- -- . t ---- -1 __ ,..... ·--
--~~J± = T ::-:::___ ++H:l::f _ +- -T: _ I -r=~+ :Ht::::: ,l ' I -
--
i--1-- -- -·f- ,-. -
+ 
-,- . liL!ffi+ T-ITTHffFtFH~J.qlfRf~lT- LrtJW+---h-T-- -- - 1-c- ........ 
-,ff II II I , I I I , I I I I I I I i I i , ! I ! ! I , t±tt.--rt-1·+J+H+t-l-l±tHj·±-1-l1-1-r -H+H-rffi I ' I I I i J I I ...... -t Ii·rrrl-t+ - ... r- >-ll !-1-- ,...,.... 
. 
DATA SHEET PROBLEM .. _ _ _ . . ... _ .. _ .. ____ .. -·- .. -··- _ 
_ PAGE - ·--- -----OF __ '·---DATE--·- _ --·- .. -·--·-------WRITTEN -------
10 1 9' 2'1' 




DATA SHEET PROBLEM - •• • _ •• 
,AGE ----- Of _---- DATE-------·--- __ WR1JIEN ----------
~-.-.-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-.,.... ..... .,.....,....-r-..--,--,--,-.,....,-.~-.-.----~-~-, -r-- - -· 
01 lo2 03' OJ; o~I06 07 oe 09 10 II 12 13 !4 15 16 17 18 19 20 ZI 22 23 24 2!5 26 27 28 29 30 31 .52 3:,. 34 35 3U .H 36 39 40 41 4.; 43 44 ·~ 4E 47 48 49 60 51 52 55 5.41 55 !58 57 ,a ~9 6( 61162 63 64 65 66 67 '39 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 'N 77 78 7t 10 
1 1• 
, 
..... ccl,u. N TI rt,: is 
. I' I 
,i 












•-- '-- - '--·I-+--+--·1-+--l--l-+-.J-+-+-+-+-+--1-4-4-4-4--4--4--I----I---!.. +-+--+-+-+-+-+·+ '-' 






DATA SHEET PAGE_ ------- Of __ -------DATE _____ ------- __________ WRITTEN -- --------------
. : I I 
153 
B.5 GUSS -- Sample Model Subroutine 
SL,HCLT 11\E INMG 
c 




1 ACCEPT(25) ,EXIT{7),1<Lf\(l0,20) ,KCUNT(lO) 
c STCFE ~u~eE~ Of INTEREST RATES IN KONST(l) 
C IR= ~L~EEP CF lf\TEREST RATES 
C SlCRE INTEREST RATES IN VECTGR(l) ••• vEClC~(IR) 
C STCf.E LIFE CF PRCJECT II\ VECTCR(IR+l) 
C SlCRE lAX LIFE CF E,Lif~E"T IN VECTCR(IRt2) 




C SA~FLE(4)=TAX RtTE 
C ~Xll(l) ••• EX!l(IR} = DISTRIBUTICf\ FC~ EACH GIVEN INTEREST RATE 
C NFT PRESENT vALLE 
c 
IR=KCl\:ST { 1) 
LIFE=vECTCR{IR+ll 
CEP!\= ( SA,...PLE( l>-Vf.CTCR{IF+3) t /vECTCR(Ifl+2) 
[( 100 1=1, 11=< 
f.)(ll(I)=O 
CO 2CC !\LlfE=!,LIFE 
2 CO E X Il ( I ) = EX IT ( I ) + ( ( 1 • - SA f' P L E { 4 ) ) ,q SAM P LE ( 2 ) - SAMPLE ( 3 ) -0 E P l\i ) + 0 E P N ) 
1 *(l.+vECTCR(I )l**<-NLIFE) 






B.6 GUSS -- Sample Model Subroutine Input 
DATA SHEET 
~ ::.:_;:::.,.).: c::: JC 01 i:,,:,,09 IC II Ii!: 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2G 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34' 35 315 37 315 3'3 40 -41 42 -13 44 4!) 46 47 <D 49 50 51 ,2 53 5'1 55 ,e 57 !5tl 59 GC 61 62 63 t4 65 66 67 (;13 69 70 71 72 73 74 7~ 7S 77 78 7!;io 
I 
*rrl-H-+i-H-t+++-hH-+-H--l-H-H-+-1-1-H-H-+.mr k=··' P'fl)EI f~l 'A' rnr~·c:.·«+-·, -++--f-H~-++--f-HH-+-l-t-+-i-H-t-t-t-++-H-+--t--1--t--t-;IH 
I I I I I I 6 u sl s I - - Isl rAI "' !pl· _ E I l'FI · ul III I I I I I I I I I I I 
, DATA SHEET PROBLEM ~-5._,.. ~-e.-~-· q_q -----PAGE--2,.__ OP _Jl_ DATE _ ___/___0_/.2!L/~-3- WRITTEN --L---
o·,.:.~·:.~.=.:: ::.._'! O" 01 oe 09 10 II 12113 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 l7 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3e 37 38 39 40 41 42. 43 44 45 46 47 ~8 49 50 51 52 53 5.q 55 59 !57 ,e ss 60 SI 62 &3 64 65 ~e ,;1 ee e9 70 71 12 n 74 7!1 7& 77 1e,n ,o 
I I .I kE1 I ~ I~ rtl Et c ~! tA~"f: Lie FC!)X tnG- DE );F .fI' I TI~ AR ,\ ' IJ,: TAJI :I :r- R:n n~ 
-
,-~' I L --!-i j,·,u~ E C IP I N l L_i_ 
I 
I, NU "'1 IP. e f OF 1.1 to:) Tl=. if.F KT" ~ /\ ITIF: S 'r- I,, ... 
' 
0. oS :r. tJ I~ I~ e fStI _[g -'H €,5 : J 1,- ' 1---I; ~·- :1-T R I- -- -,~ 0. ~R --·-0 . I lo 
IJJ -r-,t:f~ . -·jjj_ ,_ --
-Ht !---- I -~ ~Jj_,J 01.12s I I h-"-I I I I I I 
'+ -I 111--1 l:210. c -i- ld.,UE l~.- l~!E file R ~ .1 ii= , ... rT __ J I I r,_ ii 11 n~lo. lo ~~ Jl.lxla lff l_LI1fl_k, ~1 
-~ 
- I 0~ i I I i I lm~f lu4"~1~J: I I ,_1- I 1-LLU_ 
~f fJl] ->- !- -
+ 
~= :-,~· ~~ ~~:i--~- ·,r I jj_ 
I I 
~~1- -:- --~: ~ --r- __ ,_ :-.. -- -:-...- ~- i-1-- --- - 1-- - 1-f- ~- - - -·-~-·- ,-,-,--~ I I I t -T t--- t ·-fr t1 I I T _J_LL_I_ ,__ ,_ .. _L_ -- ._ --1 Jr -t-·~ ft~ 
-i~Jt~m i ·~rf 1 I L 1 _ I + _1_~ +~ -h->-r- --r 
,_,_ 1--·-- T ~~ lT I ,_I - I lfflffi: -Ll -+I-- I I I I I II I - 1 I -r- -- I 
··-···---·\ .. 
tJjJ_[J_l I I I - I I I I I I .j- >- -4-H-1 --~ ~ - - --H~- ++ --rt- +tlJJ-J-' !-I _LL
DATA SHEET PROBL~M ·_Gus~-~ ----PAGe3-oF--3_DATE--1.12.}_~op..3_ WRIJTEN -~=---
DATA SHEET 
~=~~~=+2-:J:·.:'t J7 CCi09 10 II 12 13 MI~ 16 17JIOl19l2C 21 22123 24 25 26127 2e 29 30 31 32 33 34 35J36l37 38 39Jl!O 41 .. 2. 43 4414~ 46 47 48149(50 ~, !52 53154 55 50 57109159 150 GI 62 IS! 64!~:slss srt~al~9 10 71172 n 74 1:J1sjnj11; 7'.; :~o 
-i-, :ii.ti-IT j N~~~ V! RI f.n~E Irr LI SJ refd ir 5 f cl~s I 
''" 
"r--. 
oK"TI-.)-,N"f\.- tXPtr,.;~I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
' " 
i\. t',_i'r--.'\ ~ '\' rt_ ... . I . ! I I I I 
ftt _____ :~=-----L 5% jJ ,c~ _J_ I '-1"'-" ;._ "'" ~ 1 % 2{1,\ 2f I J<f : i"'-r\.':_" i\..1"- "~ 
~ololol.l I I I 1Na-aol. l_LUJ_[3]Qlgl9l.J_J_J__I I -l~ldolQhl I I I []~Id. I I '.~loldd. I I I I 1lddol-1 I I I I b,1'!'{'h\ES£); 
. !:f, I I - J l ;=., - I I I I l I I µ, 
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B.7 GUSS Sample Run Output 
••************************************************************ 
* I * 
* 
* 
* ·GUSS SAMPLE R l ~ * 
* * * • 
* * 
************************************************************** 
INTEGER CC~STANTS i INCEXES 
= 6 
H.HER Of INTEREST RHES 
CETER~INISTIC VARIABLES 




0 .20000E 00 
c.zscooe 00 
L lfE Of PROJECT o .2ooooe 02 
UX LIFE C.20<lOOE 02 
StLVAGE VALUE o.o fool. 
°"' Vl 
INPUT RANCOM VARIABLES 
CI.J~.PCT INIIESTMENT REVENUES EXPENSES TAX RATE DUMMVl DUMHY2 
o. 0.70000E 05 0.15000E 05 0.30000E 04 0.50COCE co 0.70000E 05 o.15oooe 05 
5. C.70GOCE C5 O.l50CCE 05 0.30000E 04 0.50000E 00 Oe70000E 05 o. 15000E 05 
10. o.aooooE 05 0.152COF C5 O. 3COCOE C4 o.5ococe 00 o.aooooe 05 o.152ooe 05 
1 ~. c.acoocE 05 O .15300 E 05 0.30000E 04 0.50CCCE cc O. 80COOE 05 0.15300E 05 
2c. c.acoocE C5 O.l54CCf 05 0.30000E 04 0 .50000E 00 0.80000E 05 0.15400E 05 
25. O.BOOOOE 05 0.155COE cs C.3COCOE C4 o.5ococe 00 o.aooooe 05 0.15500E 05 
3 C • c.aooooe cs v.l6000E 05 0.30000 E 04 o.50000E 00 o.ecoooe 05 O. l6000E 05 
35 • o.tooooe 06 o.Jc5COE 05 C.3COOOE 04 0.50000E 00 o.1ooooe 06 O.l6500E 05 
40. o.1ooooe 06 O.l7000E 05 0.3COOOE 04 o.5ocooe oc o.1ooooe 06 o.11oooe 05 
4~. c.1cooce (6 0.178CCE 05 0.30000E 04 o.50000E 00 o.1ooooe 06 o.11eooe 10 
50 • o.1ooooe 06 0.1E5CCE 05 C.30000E C4 o.sooooe 00 o.1ooooe 06 0.18500E 05 
55. o.11oooe 06 0.19500E 05 Oe30000E 04 o.socooe oc o. uoooe 06 Oe l9500E 05 
6C. C. llCCCE Cb c.2cocce 05 0.30000E 04 0.50000E 00 O.llOOOE 06 o. 20000E 05 
6 5 • o.11oooe Ob 0.2250CE 05 O. 3COCOE C4 o.5ococe 00 o. uoooe 06 0.22500E 05 
7(. c.12oooe 06 0 .23000E 05 0.30000E 04 o.socooe 00 o.12ocoe 06 0.23000E 05 
15. c.12ccce C6 0.2350CE C5 0.300COE 04 0.50000E 00 o.12oooe 06 0.23500E 05 
BC. o.12oooe 06 0.24000E 05 C.3COCCE C4 O. 50COOE 00 o.12oooe 06 o.21toooe 05 
f5. c.125ooe 06 Oo24000E 05 u.30000E 04 0 .50000E 00 Oo12500E 06 0.24000E 05 
90. 0.12500E 06 0.243CCE C5 G.30000E 04 o.5ooooe 00 o.14000E 06 0.24300E 05 
95. 0.14000E 06 0.247COE 05 0.30000E 04 o. 50COCE oc 0.12500E 06 0.24700E 05 
lCC. Lol4GOCE C6 C.250CGE 05 C.30000E 04 0 .SOOOOE 00 o.14000E 06 o. 25000E 05 
DIST. HPE 1. 1. o. o. 1. 1. 
O=OISCRETE, l=CONT INUOUS 
CUMMY3 
c. C.3CCCCE C4 Go500CCE co 
s. 0.30000E 04 Oo5COCCE 00 
l (. C.3COOOE 04 0 .50000 E 00 
15. C.3CCCCE C4 C. 5COCCE 00 
20. C.30000E 04 0.500CCE cc 
2 ~. C.30000E C4 0.50000E 00 
3C. C.3CCOCE C4 o.scocoe cc 
35. 0.30000E 04 o.sooooe 00 
4(. C.3COOOE 04 O. 50CCCE 00 
45. 0.30000E 04 0.500CCE cc 
5C. 0.30000E 04 0.500COE 00 
cc 
J •• C.3CCOOE (4 c.soocce 00 
60. 0.30000E 04 0.500CCE cc 
~5. 0.30000E 04 0.50000E 00 
70. C.3CCCCE C4 c.5cocce 00 
75. 0.30000E 04 o.soocce CC 
ec. C.3COOOE 04 o.sooooe 00 
ES. C.3CCCCE (4 o.5cocce cc 
90. 0.30000E 04 o.sooooe 00 
S 5. C.3COOOE 04 0 .50000E 00 
lCC. C.3COCCE C4 o.5coooe cc 
DIST. T'tPE c. c. 
O=CISC~ETE, l=CONT lNUOUS 
168 
* ******** * 









































































































































































* ******** * 
CCLLMN TITLES : 
CCLUfvl\ l SHOWS T 1-E NPV AT 5 PERCENT 11".TEREST RATE 
CCLL~N 2 SHOv. 5 lHE NP "v AT 9 PERCEl\l 11\TEPEST RATE 
CCLl,f<,l\i 3 Sl-!CwS T 1-E t\PV AT 10 PERCENT INTEREST RATE 
CGLUMN 4 St-OWS Tt-E NPV AT 15 PERCENT INTEREST RATE 
COLLMN 5 SHO .. S THE NPV AT 20 PERCE~T INTEl=EST RATE 
CCLUP'I'\ 6 s ... ows T t-E NPV AT 25 PERCENT INTEREST RATE 
PC 1. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 oc.0000 0.81713E 05 0.38454E 05 o. 30414E C5 C.21048E C4 -0.13904E 05 -0.24453E 05 
c;s.ooco ·0.7<;Cl4E 05 O. 36477E 05 0.28630E 05 0.12224E 04 -O. l 68llE 05 -0. 28694E 05 
%.0000 0.75778E 05 0.35157E 05 c.2ecne C5 -0.13331E 03 -0.1 7866 E 05 -0.29550E 05 
94.00CO O. 73560E 05 0.34107E 05 0 .26420E 05 -o. 17583E C4 -0.1Sl30E 05 -o. 30577E 05 
92.0000 O. 73449E cs O. 31413E 05 O .23659E 05 -0.47658E 04 -0.2l684E 05 -o. 32650E 05 
90.0000 0 .69244E· 05 0.29320E 05 0.21956E C5 -o. 504C6E 04 -0.22290E 05 -0.33416E 05 
as.coco C. 66829E 05 0.27552E 05 O .20 306E 05 -0.62534E C4 -C.22l:27E 05 -0. !3836E 05 
86.COOO 0.63667E c~ C.19885E 05 o. 11 S09E 05 -O.l7797E 05 -0. 32043 E 05 -0. 39362E 05 
84.0000 0.59561 E 05 0.14153E 05 o. 57i60E 04 -C.l9622E C5 -0. 32131 E 05 -o.39475E 05 
e2.occo O. 52449E 05 o. 80548E 04 0.21226E 04 -0 .20935E 05 -0. 3302SE 05 -C.41861E 05 
ac.ooco 0.51792E 05 o. 6093 5E 04 -o. 44 738E 03 -0.20986E 05 -o. 34498 E 05 -0.43054E 05 
78.0000 o.51385E 05 0.58373E 04 -0.24580E 04 -c. 21511E 05 -c. 36048E 05 -0.45755E 05 
16.CCCC C.4<;141E 05 o. 55 389E 04 -0.26405E 04 -0.24929E 05 -0.37824E 05 -C.48014E Cl5 
74.0000 0.48378E 05 O. 52992E 04 -C. 29C19E 04 -0.25781E 05 -0.41043 E 05 -0 .48369E 05 
12.0000 0.46146E 05 0.49l76E 04 -0. 29 l 71E 04 -0. 29925E cs -o. 43859E 05 -0.56331E 05 
10.0000 o. 42145E C5 0.43763E 04 -C.29187E 04 -0.31574E 05 -0.48247E 05 -o. 57979E 05 
68 .0000 0.40212E 05 O. 3336 lE 04 -o. 33 292E 04 -o. 33476E cs -0.48987E 05 -0 .60460E 05 
H.COCO 0.36450E 05 0.20239E 04 -0. 33 514E 04 -0.33661E 05 -c. 51811E 05 -o. 6C813E 05 
64.0000 o. 36345E 05 C. l 9S83E 04 -0.49732E 04 -0.33715E 05 -0.52347E 05 -0.62780E 05 
62 .0000 0.34265E 05 -0.93644E 03 -o. 62E30E 04 -0. 338C4E C5 -o. 52873 E 05 -0.64659E 05 
6C.OOCO 0.3244EE 05 -0.21273E 04 -0.95185E 04 -0.33920E 05 -o. 53032E 05 -C.64714E 05 
58.0000 0.30268E 05 -o. 29824E 04 -0.10405E 05 -0.35430E 05 -0.53129E 05 -0.65413E 05 
56.0000 0.28758E 05 -0.69713E 04 -O.llS9lE 05 -o. 38058E 05 -o. 54160E 05 -0.65481E 05 
54.CCCC o. 28644E 05 -o. 664l 9E 04 -0.15569E 05 -0.40573E 05 -0.54207E 05 - O. 65496E 05 
52.0000 0.28229E 05 -0.87479E 04 -0.15i50E 05 -0.40748E 05 -0.55988E 05 -0.65625E 05 
sc.0000 0.27937E 05 -0.96639E 04 -0 .l6941E 05 -0.41077E cs -0.56542E 05 -0.65809E 05 
48.00CO 0.2718lE 05 -C. 99292E 04 -O.l 7345E 05 -0.44139E 05 -0.57403E 05- -0.65862E 05 
46.0000 o. 23326E 05 -O.l2352E 05 -O. l9E57E cs -0.44526E C5 -0.57487E 05 -0.66125E 05 
44.0CCC c. l % 98E 05 -O.l4068E 05 -o.2oc;51e 05 -0.45084E 05 -0.57891E 05 -0.66l44E 05 
42.0000 0.19247E 05 -0.15327E 05 -o. 21 105E 05 -0.45246E 05 -0.58280E 05 -0.66392E 05 
4C.COCO o.l 7314E 05 -0.17541E 05 -c. 24C21E 05 -0.45353E C5 -0. 5 E60 9E 05 -0.66579E 05 
38.CCCO O.l4854E 05 -o. l8533E 05 -0.25527E 05 -0.45873E 05 -o. 59454E 05 - c. 68994E 05 
36.0000 O.ll219E 05 -o. 20148E 05 -o. 25613E 05 -o. 46374E 05 -0.59497E 05 -0.71402E 05 
34.COCO 0.90140E 04 -o. 20304E 05 -0.25791E 05 -0. 46 7<.l5E cs -0. 61283E 05 -o. 7l 780E 05 
32.ccco 0.88006E 04 -C.21C62E 05 -0.26380E 05 -0.47362E 05 -0.63491E 05 -0. 72325E 05 
30.0000 0. 77663E 04 -0. 21220E 05 -0.27060E 05 -o. 51362E C5 -o. 64381 E 05 -o. 72960E 05 
2a.coco o. 6 76%E 04 -0.21792E 05 -o. 27634E 05 -o. 5Vt85E cs -0.64895E 05 -o. 7 3526E 05 
26.0000 0.67481E 04 -o. 22407E 05 -0.27 874E 05 -0.51796E 05 -0.66ll6E 05 -0. 74718E 05 
24.0000 0.66703E 04 -0.24482E 05 -o. 30~44E 05 -c. 52268E 05 -o. 66546E 05 -0.77215E 05 
22.occo o. 5«;293E 04 -0.24752E 05 -o. 30 548E 05 -0.52474E 05 -0.67306E 05 -0.78473E 05 
20.0000 o.21021e 04 -c. 26698E 05 -C.32ClOE 05 -0.54145E 05 -0.71907E 05 -0.81526E 05 
10.0000 o.12671 E 04 -0.28541E 05 -0.34C29E 05 -0.56032E 05 -o. 726l 5E 05 -0.81815E 05 
16.COOO 0.1206<.lE 04 -o. 3ll 72E 05 -0.37157E 05 -0.59092E 05 -o. 7i971E 05 -0. !!2789E 05 
14.0000 0.35713E 03 -o. 3183«;E 05 -o. 37178E 05 -0.59549E 05 -0. 74397E 05 -0.83602E 05 
12.ooco -0.26898E 04 -0.34392E 05 -0.40240E 05 -0.6l661E 05 -o. 74675E 05 -0.83879E 05 
10.0000 -0.48176E 04 -0.3536EE 05 -C.4l003E 05 -0.61677E 05 -0.74893E 05 -0.84438E 05 
8 .0000 -0.6l501E 04 -0.36605E 05 -o. 42223E 05 -o. 6281 7E 05 -0.75514E 05 -0.84711E 05 
6.coco -0.64229E 04 -0.36990E 05 -0.42629E 05 -0.632<.l9E cs -C. 76042E 05 -0. 86959E 05 
4.0000 -0.19349E 05 -0. 51624E 05 -0.57578E 05 -0. 79402 E 05 -0.92856E 05 -o. 10172E 06 
...,. 
-.J 
2.0000 -0.21608E 05 -0.53279E 05 -0.59121E 05 -0.80536E 05 -0.93739E 05 -0.10244E 06 0 
SUflf'ARY STATISTICS 
CISTRIEUTION SUMMARY 
PCT. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
100.0000 0.81713E 05 o. 38454E 05 O. 30414E C5 0.21048E 04 -0.13904E 05 -0.24453E 05 
9C.OOOO 0.69244E 05 o. 29320E 05 0.21956E 05 -o. 504C6E C4 -o. 222 90E 05 -0.33416E 05 
ec.ccco 0.51792E O!: C. 6C935E 04 -0.44738E 03 -0 .20986E 05 -0.3449!!E 05 -0.43054E 05 
10.0000 0.42745E 05 0.43763E 04 -C. 2'3187E 04 -o. 31574E cs -0.48247E 05 -0.57979E 05 
6(.0000 0.32448E 05 -o. 21273 E 04 -0.95185E 04 -0.33920E C5 - c. 53032E 05 -0.64714E 05 
so.coco 0.27937E C5 - C. 9663 9E 04 -O.l6941E 05 -0.41077E 05 -0.56542E 05 -0.65809E 05 
40.0000 O.l 7314E 05 -0 o l 7541E 05 -C. 24C21E C5 -o. 453 53E C5 -o. 58609E 05 -0 .665 79 E 05 
3C.OOCO o. 77663E 04 -0.21220E 05 -0.27060E 05 -0.51362E 05 -0.64381E 05 - o. 72960E 05 
20.0000 0.21021E 04 -0. 26698E 05 -C.32ClOE 05 -0.54145E 05 -o. 7l907E 05 -0.81526E 05 
lC.0000 -0.48176E 04 -o. 35368E 05 -C.41CC3E 05 -0.61677E 05 -o. 74893E 05 -0.84438E 05 
2.occc -0.21608E 05 -0.53279E 05 -0.59121 E 05 -o .80536E 05 -0.93739E 05 -0.10244E 06 
CISTRIEUTICN PARAMETERS 
f'EAl'I 0.28748E 05 -o. 71299E 04 -0.13749E 05 -o. 38010E 05 -o. 5296 7E 05 -0.62822E 05 
ST. cev. 0.27026E 05 O. ~272BE 05 C.22C61E 05 0.20066E 05 0.19257E 05 0.18926E 05 
FOO lNOTE S 
11.s. 
N.B. EACH COLUMN IS SORTEO TO GI~E CDF 
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B.8 INMO Input Data Sheets 
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01.02 03 0•1 05 06 07 06 09 10 II 12 13 14 15 JG 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 26 29 30 31 32 33 34 M 36 37 38 39 40 41 42. 43 44 45 46 47 '4IJ 49 !50 51 52 53 S4 55 58 57 ~9 59 60 &I 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
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11\TEGE~ CC"STA~lS & INCEXES 
t-UMBE~ OF INVESTMEf\T ITEMS = 5 
!\UMBER CF PRODLCT5 = 2 
"Lf'BER CF cvEi;;hEAC EXFEI\SES = 2 
I\UMBER OF INTEREST RATES = 1 
~OR KING CAPITAL 
-
(kl\ CCOE = 2 
WC~Kll\(; CtPITAL - NO CEPRECIATICN CODE = a 
LAND - LEASEC CODE = 1 
lA~O - NC DEFRECitTICI\ COCE = c 
EUILDlf\GS - OwNt[ CGCE = 3 
SL~ OF THE YEAkS DIGITS UEFRECitTlCf\ CCCE = 3 
= 3 
COUBLE RATE UECLINII\G BALAf\CE DEPRECIATICI\ CODE = 2 
LIGHT E~UIP~E"T - CWNEC COCE = 
STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION CODE = l 
DETERMINISTIC VARIABLES 
LIFF CF PROJECT o .20000 E 02 
:t D1SCC\.I\T !<HE # l C.~CCOGE 01 
DISCCUNT RHE 
* 
2 C.90000 E 01 
D l SCL \.NT RATE # 
' 
O.lOOUOE 02 
% u!SCCUI\T FATE • 4 C. 12COOE 02 
DISCCUNT RA TE 5 o. 15000 E 02 
~ 'l1SCCLN1 RAH ff b 0.2ooooe 02 
:. , : , CCUNT RHF • 7 0.25000E 02 
i.ORKll1a; CAPITAL Tin LAG FOi< 11\IIESTl"EI\T a.a 
IICRl<IH, Of IT AL SHV ICE LIFE C. 2CCOOE 02 
wORl<ING CAPITAL % SAL IIAGE AT EI\D CF SER Ill CE o.1ooooe 03 
UI\D THE LAG FO IIIVESTl'EI\T o.c 
L.Al\[j SERVICE LIFE c.2ooooe 02 
LAND 
" 
SALIIAGE AT EI\D CF SERVICE o.1ooooe 03 
BUILDII\GS TIME UG FOR INV ES TM ENT G. lOCOOE Cl 
BUILDINGS SERVICE LIFE 0.25000E 02 
eu LC 11\jGS 
' 
SALVAGE' IIT E I\C CF SERVICE o.~uoooe 02 
1-E AVY f~u IPl'IENT II' E LA( FU 0 ! N IIE S TME I\ T c.2oouoE Ol 
bEA 1,y Ei;.UI Pl"El'.l ~ERl,ICE LI FE o. Iooooe 02 
1-EAVY ei.;u IPl"EI\T ~ SALVAGE n ENC OF SERVICE c. 2CCOOE 02 
L IGI-T EQU IP.l'ENT TIME LAG FOR IN\/ESTMEI\T o. 30000E 01 
l!GHT Ei.LI Pl'Et,T SERVICE LIFE 0.5000UE 01 





c. 0.4COOOE: -.2 
5. C.410CGE CZ 
10. C.42000E 02 
1 5. C.4300CE 02 
2c. Co44CCCE (2 
25. 0.45JOJE 02 
~c. C.455CCE CZ 
35 • 0.4o)OOE CZ 
40. J.46500E 02 
4 5. C.47CCCE (.2 
50. 0.47500E 02 
~~- C.48CCCE 02 
60. C.485LCE 02 
t5. C 0 49000E 02 
7(. C.4'i50UE 02 
1 !: • c.50000E 02 
BC. o.52500E 02 
E 5. C.55CCCE CZ 
90 • 0.56700E C2 
<; 5. 0.5830CE U2 
lOC. C.tCCOCE C2 
D l !: 1 • TWE 1. 




















































O. l 50COE 05 
Ool53COE C5 




O. H8COE C5 
0.17100E 05 
0.1 7400E 05 
C. l HCOE C5 
Ool8000E 05 
C.18333E 05 
0 .1 e 6E: 7E C5 









0 .l0200E 05 
O.l04CCE 05 
O. l0600E 05 
0.10800E 05 
O.llOOOE C5 
0. ll 200E 05 
o. ll400E 05 
o. l lHCE C5 
O.ll800E 05 
0.12 OCOE 05 
0.12~00E 05 
O .13000E 05 
0.13500E 05 
O o l4000E 05 
o.14667E 05 
o. l 5333E C5 
O.l6COOE 05 
O.l6667E 05 










0. l 7500E 05 
o. 2COOOE 05 
O. 2 lCOOE 05 
o.22oooe 05 
O. 230COE 05 
0.24000E 05 
o.25oooe 05 

















o. 20000E 05 
O. 22 500E 05 
0.25000E 05 
o. 2541 7E 05 
o.25833E 05 
0.26250E 05 
o. 2666 7E 05 
Oe27083E 05 
o. 27500E 05 
0.27917E 05 
0.28333E 05 
o. 28750E 05 
o. 29 l67E 05 
0.29583E 05 
o. 3UOOOE 05 
0.35000E 05 
0.4JOOOE 05 







l"'PLT RA,..DCf,I vARIABLES 
CUf,I .FCT PROCCNE PRO DONE PRODONE FRCDCNE PRCDC,._E PROOTWO 
PRICE DI l<ECT f,IATURHY ST .ART CF SALES PRICE 
PER COST vOLUME SELLil'.G GROWTH PER 
UNIT PER UtdT UN ITS ¥EARS YEARS UNIT 
o. o.22oooe 01 0.150CCE Cl 0.5COCCE cs Ci. 15 CCCE 01 0.50000E 00 0.25000E 01 
" .. 
0.2350CE Cl 0.157CCf Cl 0.55000E 05 o .15300E 01 0.68000E 00 0.26800E 01 
10 • 0.25000E 01 O. H:3CGE Cl C.6COCOE 05 0 .15500E 01 o. 75000E 00 O .27500E 01 
15. 0.25500E 01 O.l7000F 01 0.65000E 05 0.15ECCE Cl o.ssoooe 00 0.28100E 01 
2L. C. 2t:CCCE Cl t:. l 73CCE 01 u.70vOOE 05 0.16000E 01 o.1ccooe 01 o. 28800E 01 
25. 0.26500E Cl 0.175CCE Cl 0.725COE 05 O.l63COE 01 0.10600E 01 0.29400E 01 
3C. c.21coce Cl 0.17800 E 01 o.75000E 05 0.1E:5COE 01 Oo ll300E 01 0.30000E 01 
l" ... C.274CCE Cl o.1aocce Cl o. 77500E 05 Ool6800E 01 0. ll880E 01 O. 303COE 01 
40. 0.27800E 01 0.1830CE Cl C. 800COE C5 O. l 7COOE 01 o.125ooe 01 0.30600E 01 
45. c.2a1coe Cl Ool8500E 01 o.s 1oooe 05 O .17300E 01 O.l3130E 01 Co30900E 01 
50. C.2E5CCE Cl 0.168COE Cl c.s2oooe 05 O.l7500E 01 0.13750E 01 0.31300E 01 
55. 0.28900E 01 O.l90COE Cl 0.83000E 05 o. 16CCOE Cl 0.14380E 01 0.3l600E 01 
f(. C.293CCE Cl G.l'i5CCE 01 0.84000E 05 O.l8500E 01 0.15000E 01 c. 31900E 01 
65. 0.2%00E Cl o.2cocoe Ct c.a5oooe 05 O.l9COOE 01 0.15800E 01 o.32200E 01 
10. o.30000E Cl o.zo5ooe 01 0.86000E 05 Ool'i!:COE Cl 0.16700E 01 0.32500E 01 
15. C.3C50CE Cl o.21occe 01 0.87000E 05 O .20000 E 01 O.l7500E 01 o. 33100E 01 
so. 0.31000E 01 o.215COE 01 0.88CCOE C5 0.213COE 01 0.18400 E 01 0.33800E 01 
€5. Co3150CE 01 u.22000E 01 Oo89000E 05 0.225CCE 01 o. 1 c;zooe 01 0.34400E 01 
c;c. c.32COCE Cl 0.225CCE Cl o.c;ooooe 05 O o23800E 01 o.2ooooe 01 0.35000E 01 
95. 0.33500E 01 0 .230 COE 01 o.c;socoe C5 o.2scooe 01 0.22500E 01 O .37500 E 01 
ice. C.35000E Cl Oo25000E 01 OolOOOOE 06 0 .27500E 01 o. 2 5000E 01 0.40000E 01 
UISl. l'YPE 1. 1. 1. l. 1. 1. 
O=C ISCRETE, l=CON T INLOUS 
11\FUT RAI\CC~ VARIABLES 
cu~.PCT PRCDTv.O PRCOHIG FRCDH.C 
DIRECT MATUr ITV START Of 
COST VOLUME SELU NG 
PER UNIT UN ITS YEARS 
c. 0.17000E 01 J.2uOCJE 05 0.225CCE Cl 
" 
C.175COi: Cl J.22500E 05 J.230uOE 01 ,. 
lC. 0.17800E Cl 0.250CCE C5 0.235COE 01 
15. O.l8000E 01 0.25500E 05 J.24000E 01 
2c. C.182CCE Cl C.26uCOE 05 u.25JOJE 01 
2 5 • O.l8400E Cl 0.2c5CCE C5 O. 2'::5CCE Cl 
3C. C.186COE Cl J.27u0u E 05 il.26000E 01 
! : • C.lESOGE Cl C.275C~E cs 0. 26 5u0 E 01 
40. o.zooooe 01 J.28000E 05 C.670CCE Cl 
4 5 • C.2C500E Cl 0.85000E 05 0.27500E 01 
5C. c.21ccce Cl o.2c;occe C'; c.zaoooe 01 
55. 0.2150vE: Cl 0.2S5CCE C5 0.285CCE Cl 
~,. c.22cccE Cl 0.3COCCE 05 0.29000E 01 
65. 0.24000E 01 G.325CCE C5 0.29500E 01 
1c. 0.25000E 01 J.35000E 05 0.30000E 01 
15:. c. UCCCE Cl C.375CCE C5 0.31000E 01 
80. 0.26500E 01 0.40000E 05 C.320COE Cl 
E '; • C.270CCE Cl v.4500.JE 05 0.33000E 01 
90. C. 275CCE Cl o.soocce cs 0.34000E 01 
95. 0.28000E 01 0.550CCE 05 0.:35CCl.E Cl 
ice. C.3COOOE Cl 0.60000E 05 0.37500E 01 
O I 51. TYPE 1. l • 1. 
C=C ISCRETE, l=CONTINLOUS 
PR CCTW( ADVERTISING 
EXPEI\SES 
SALES PER 'tEAR 
G RCWT t-
'fEAR S DOLLARS 
o. 22 5COE 01 o.BOOOOE 04 
0.23000E 01 o.a1000E 04 
0.23500E 01 o.azoooE 04 
0.24CCCE Cl 0.83000E 04 
0.24500E 01 0.84CCCE 04 
0.25CCCE 01 0.85000E 04 
0.25'::CCE Cl C.86000E 04 
'J.26000E 01 o.a7000E 04 
0.265COE 01 o.aaoooe 04 
0.27000E 01 O. 89000E 04 
0 .27500E 01 O .90000 E 04 
o.2acooE Cl 0.92500E 04 
U • 28 500E 01 0.95CCCE 04 
0.29COOE 01 0.97500E 04 
O. 29':0CE Cl O.LOOOOE 05 
Cl• 30000 E 01 Ool0250E 05 
o. 305COE 01 0.10500E 05 
0. 31COOE 01 0.10750E 05 
0.31500E 01 O.llOOOE 05 
o.~zcoce 01 0.12000E 05 










O. 15800E 01 
O.l6000E 01 
0.16300E 01 





0.1 aoooe 01 
0.18500E 01 
o. l9000E 01 










!~FUT ~~I\CC~ VARIAeLES 
Cl.~ .PCT ACVER TIS 11\G f I XE C FIXEC FIX EC 
EXPENSES EXPENSES EXP EN SES EXPEt-.SES 
FER YEAµ 
GROl'iTH START CF GHWT~ 
PER ICC OCLLARS DP EN SE PERIOD 
(.) . 0.27500E Cl o.;::cocCE C5 . c. 50000t: cc o.1cccoE 01 
5. 0.2d3CCE Cl J .Z 1000 E 05 o.1sooof oc O. lv5CCE Cl 
1C. C. 2S2CCE' (1 .;.22cccE cs u.1ouooE Ol 0 .11000 E Ol 
15 • 0.30000E Cl U.230COE G5 C. 1C3CCE Cl 0.115COE Cl 
2 (. C.310COE Cl 0.24UOOE 05 J.10500E 01 0.12CCCE 01 
~ ~ 
'- -. L.32CCLE (1 0.24250E C5 C.lC800E 01 0 .12 500 E 01 
3C. 0.33000E 01 u.245COE 05 C.llOCOE Cl O. 13 CCOE 01 
. ~ C.34CCCE Cl u.24750E 05 vel1300E 01 0 .13 500E 01 
--. 
40. J.35JJOE 01 J. 2 50CGE C5 O. ll 5GOE 01 O.l4000E 01 
45. U.36300E Cl o.2s2sof 05 0. llBOOE 01 O.l45CCf Cl 
sc. O. 375CCE (1 C.255COE 05 u.l200UE 01 0.15000E 01 
55. 0.38800E Cl 0.25750E C5 O.l23CCE Cl 0.16CCCE Cl 
f: (. C.4CCCOE Cl J.26000E 05 O.l2500E 01 0.17COCE 01 
(: 5 • C.41CCCE Cl O. 2t5CCE cs 0.131COE 01 0 .18000 E 01 
?C. 0.42000E 01 0.27000E 05 0 .138COE Cl o.1qccoE 01 
- " ' -. C.43CCCE Cl u.27500E 05 u .14400 E ul 0.20000( 01 80. 0.44000E Cl o.2eocoE CC; C.15000F 01 0. 22 500 E Jl 
t" 
-. C.45000f 01 0.300CCE 05 0.1750uE 01 o. 25CCOE Cl 
q. C.5CCCCE Ll G.320Ci;E 05 u .20000 E Ol 0.30000E 01 
c; 5 • 0.55000E Cl o. 340CCE C5 0.25000E Cl 0.35COOE 01 
lC C. 0.6COOOE Gl J.36000E 05 0.3000GE 01 o. 40CCOE Cl 
C I 51. TYFE 1. I. 1. 1. 
O=UISCRETE, l=CONTI NUOUS i:\J 0 
(J'\ 
207 
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* * * * * * * * -11' * 
CCLLt'I\ T ITU:S : 
I\ E T PRESEI\T \iA LL E (N.P.v.) AT 
f\ ET FRESEI\T Vt LUE (l\.f.V.l AT 
I\ ET PRESENT vALLE (N.P.V.) AT 
t-. E 1 FRESEI\T VALUE (I\.F.V.) AT 
r,. ET PRE:SEI\T VALUE (N.P.V.! AT 
I\ I: 1 PRE:SEI\T vALL.E <r-..i:i.v.1 AT 
(\ t::T Fi<ESEI\T VALUE (N.P.V.) AT 
':> FEfrCEI\T 
9 PERCEI\T 























lCC,OCCG C,'i6471E C6 0,b008lE 06 J,5355uE 06 0,42637E 06 J,3G333E 06 U.16837E 06 o. 8497 31: 05 
99 ,501JO 0,64090E 06 a. 3989"5E 06 C, 3H21E 06 0,29497E 06 .),22039E 06 0,13657E 06 0. 8294 7F 05 
S9,CCCC 0,61229E 06 0.38980E 06 J,34501E 06 O. 27394E C6 C,2C286E 06 0, 12366F 06 0,73375E 05 
c;o.socu J,6C786E C6 C. 373 86E 06 0,33652E Ob 0,27045E Ob O. l E690E 06 0, 11229F 06 O. 65074F 05 
98,0000 0 ,607 7uE Ob o. !72l~E Ct c. 33CC3E C6 C,25980E Cb O,l 8606E 06 0,96232E 05 0,4Jt75F 05 
S1,5CCC C,5€12CE 06 0.3595:IE 06 J,3154BE 06 0,25184E C6 C, leC88E 06 0,947CCE GS J.41Ul9E JS 
97,0~CO 0,57elCE Ct C,34692E 06 0, 30 S55E 06 0,24216 E 06 J,16026E 06 J,78572F 05 O. 33434E JS 
9t,500) 0,55483E 06 U,34389E 06 J. ~O~t:3£ 06 C, 236E5E C6 a.! 5974E 06 o. 77379E 05 0,31428f 05 
S6,CCCO o. 5 3 744E 06 0,335!1E 06 J,29590E 06 0 ,23057E J6 U,15726E 06 C, 760 68E 05 o. zev:;igE 05 
,s.socu J.53378~ Ob U. !1':.C~E Ot C,28C83E Cb 0,21801E 06 J,l5147E 06 0,71810E 05 u,252~2E C5 
95.000u O,SlllOE Ob u. 31262E 06 0 ,2 7 7lcE C6 0, 21622E Cc O, l 4390E 06 0,71303E 05 0,22509E 05 
'i4,5CCC C.5CE55E Cc C.2~684E C6 0,25921E 06 O,l9669E 06 O,l3547E 06 0,65577F C5 0, 183\9E 15 
94,llOOJ v,49858E Ob 0,28t:21E Of C, 24s'i3E 06 0,19386E C6 0,12810E 06 0,629!5F 05 0, 180q4E 05 
93 • 5CCO J,49094E 06 0,282v6 E 06 u,24784E 06 0,19138E C6 C,12756E 06 0,59208F 05 O,l6943E )~ 
;3.oucu ll,4ESB4E Cc 0, 28l 98E v6 0, 24 735E 06 O,l 8976E Ob J,12683E 06 0,53304E 05 a. \461 lE )5 
92,5000 u.~8744E 06 0,28115E 06 0.24:t7E C6 O, l8948E C6 0,l2443E 06 0.5?860F us 0.9t.9'>3E 04 
92,CCCC C,47649E 06 u,278b7E Ob 0,24561E Ob 0,18619E 06 J. 12284E 01: o. 51116F 05 0,94407E J4 
Sl,50CO 0,47,0lE 1:c a. 27c69E 06 J, 24 l34E 06 0,18533 E 06 'l,11838E 06 0.5l\6!E 05 O. F 5 52 5" J4 
91,00CO 0,47214E 06 0,27494E 06 0,23e!OE Co C, l7'i5CE C6 C, ll 730E 06 0,5J672E as 0,837NE 04 
SC,5CCC 0,45415E ,6 0, 271 74E ct: J,236vl E 06 J,17820E 06 o.tl44cE 06 0,47716E 05 o. f2496F )4 
90.000J .J,453B8E 06 J. ZE:Sll:E % J.23:50E 06 O, l7693E 06 ),ll435E Ob 0,46849E 05 0.55381° J4 
89,50Gll 0,45370E 06 0,266JgE 06 J ,23264E Ob 0, l7667E C6 0,11205E Ob 0,46468E J5 0.484l2f .)4 
B<i.OOCJ IJ. 452',BE G6 C, 26489E 06 J ,23 238E Jb 0,17364E 06 v,llll6E 06 0.438-SlE cs o. 43444!: J4 
88 ,500•) 0,44999E Ob 0,26364E 06 C, 22915E Ob G,17339E Ob O,l 1082E Ob 0 ,43632f 05 0.35644E 04 
88,00CO G,447€~E C6 0,26344E Ob 0,22'i6BE 06 0, 17139E C6 C, 1 IG41E 06 0,4223EE GS \J,32H3E 04 
8 7 ,50(;0 0.447C3E Cc C, 2576CE 06 J. 22442E 06 0,17034E 06 >J,11039E 06 0,4J390E 05 O. 10' 7E J4 
87,0000 0 ,44254E 06 o. 2563lE Ob c.22:eSE Cb O,l7C25E Cb O,l0532E 06 0,3886H 05 0 ,96224E 03 
Et,SCCC G,43727E 06 o. 2;296E 06 0, 22 OObE Ob D,l6780E Ob 0.1J521E oo 0, 3845tE cs -J. 38J21E 04 
€6,CCCO ,J ,4354~E Oo o. 24<;8 ~E 06 C, 21166E 06 O,l6423E 06 J,10463E 06 0, 37465E 05 -a. 39700E 04 
85,SGCO 0.431 1. 7E 06 0,24981E 06 C,2l 165E 06 O. l6240E C6 C,10105E 06 o.37417'= 05 -0 ,43659" J4 
E:.cccc C,43ICIE Ct 0,24788E Cb 0,21538E 06 o.t6139E 06 0,979BOE 05 C, 35621E 05 -o. t.4439E •)4 
84 ,500J 0 ,41844E 06 a. 2442cE C6 0,21350E 06 0,15928E 06 0, 95885 E 05 0,3!556E JS -0.53945E 04 
84,0000 0,41741E Ob u,23947E 06 u,20709E 06 o. 154C9E C6 C.~4839E 05 0,30709E 05 -0,63131 E J4 
€3,SCCO 0,4l661E Cf c,2389BE 06 J,20450E 06 O,l4901E Ob 0.94049E 05 0,26000E 05 -0, e2452E 04 
83,000·) 0,40910E 06 0,23170E Ob C. 20Cl3E C& C,14755E C6 0,90807E 05 0, 25086E 05 -o .e6 33 7 E J4 
ez. sue o. 3'i486E Cb 0,22563E 06 O,l9659E Ob O .• l4654E C6 O, 88540E 05 O. 24917E 05 -ll.%973f J4 
82,00Cll 0, 38~25E Ct C, 2c52 3E Of 0, 1956'iE 06 O,l4604E 06 0,82226E 05 0,24637E 05 -O.!l31GE 05 
81,5000 0,38669E 06 0,21868E 06 0,18E4ff C6 C.13827E C6 0, 82109E 05 o.24112E 05 -o, 14419 E 05 
H, CCCC G,37738E 06 0, 21 30BE 06 J,l 8398 E ub 0,13575E 06 0,82020E 05 0,2156SE 05 -o. 15~..,z~ )5 
80,500U 0,36438E 06 O. 2C672E 06 O. l HSOE C6 0,13247E 06 ,J,BJ8J9E 05 0,2t105f 05 -0,15P5" 05 
8C.ooou o. 36425E 06 0,19491E 06 il,l6615E 06 0,12189E Cb 0, 73 88bE 05 0, 20263E 05 -0.160~!F JS 
7S ,SCCO ll, 3tll4E Ct C. 1 S378E U6 J, 16599E Ob 0, 1!858E 06 0,72857E 05 <J, 16066E 05 -0. l BC67E )5 
79 .0000 0,36095E 06 o. 1c;2c2e Ol: 0,163BlE Cb 0, l l 84 7E C6 0,68581 E 05 o.12579E 05 -0,21297F 05 
78,5000 C,35746E 06 0,!9030E 06 O,l6024E Ob 0,ll6S7E Cb C, c5435E 05 o. ll228E 05 -0,226l4E JS 
78 ,OOCII 0.34~3SE Cf C,188S3E 06 .J, 16 OlbE 06 0,11432E 06 O ,59660E 05 0,858BE 04 -o. 24?:26E J<; 
77 ,SOOJ 0,33301 E Ob 0,18628E 06 0, 15 E72E C6 C. 11029E C6 o. 59612E 05 0,54291 E 04 -a ,25407E JS 
77,0GCO o. 32736E Co 0, 18233E 06 il,15840E Oo 0,10882E 06 o. 5f6l6E 05 O. 4!U',1f 04 -0,2c6J7E J<; 
76,50CO 0,32425E 06 O. 11H8E 06 C, 15CC2E 06 O,l0581E 06 o. 55743E 05 0,3S393E J4 -0.~71521: 0'5 
76,0000 0,31700E 06 0,17429E Ob 0,14787E Cb o. 1045 lE 06 O. 54958E 05 o.22212e 04 -o • 277t,g = 05 
75,SCCO 0,3l6%E Cb 0, l69l4E 06 O,l4482E 06 0,l0417E 06 0,53l:1CE 05 0,17118E C4 -J,292l8E )~ 
75 ,000,) 0 ,3 l600E 06 0, 1678 lE Ol: a. 141 SUE C6 0,97932E 05 0,49567E 05 -0, !7996E J<, -o. 29148f ()<; 
74.SCCO o. 30761 E Qt, O,l60B6E 06 J,13498E Ob 0.92lc6E cs c. 4946IE 05 -0,21847E J4 -0,29741 E 05 
74,00CO 0, 3C 752E Cc 0,15839E .Jb J ,13 084E 06 0,%207E 05 0,44730E 05 -0. 29814E 04 -0.3024~!: }5 
73 ,5000 0,30679E Ob O, l5670E 06 0,13C28E Cb o.e67CCE 05 0, 42248 E 05 -0.41688F 114 -0,30639E ·05 
73.0CCC C. 2 8S90E 01, 0,l4926E 06 J,12671E 06 0,85500E cs C,418S7E 05 -o. !:l2l 6E 04 -0.324U5E JS 
72,SOCC 0,28512E Cf c. 1487.JE Ob J, 12 445E Ob U,84857E 1)5 l ,40248 E 05 -0,52607E 04 -a.3~11e~ 05 
72 .OCCJ 0,2B15<JE Ob O,l4679E Ob 0,12:42E C6 0,83334E C5 0, 38648E 05 -0,57369 E 04 -o ,33B3H ac:; l'.J 
71, 5CCO o. 2 7S82E 06 o. 13604E Ob ;J,ll472E 06 o.79428E JS U,37579E 05 -C, 7C27lE 04 -U. 35526E JS 0 
'° 
11.ooco J.27760E 06 D.134351:: 06 C.lletOE 06 0.78014E 05 U.36397E 05 -O.l0487f 05 -o. 374381.: 05 
7C.5UOO 0.27277E 06 0.13392E 06 C.!1Cl6E 06 o.75385E C5 C.3Sb<;<;E 05 -0.!1442~ JS -o. 37889 E 05 
1c.cccc Co 2tt44E ct Col3ls2E u6 u.lvdl9E J6 0 .69975E 05 0,29119E 05 -C.l 1722E 05 -0.:8126E 05 
69.SOJO G.26476E 06 0.13!5'iE Ct c. 1CeC3E 06 C. 69685E C5 0,28946E 05 -o .12259E 05 -0. 39436E 05 
69.COCC 0.2033!: C6 u.13l3H 06 J •. 10799E 06 C. 6c;Qc:;CE cs C. 2E337E 05 -0.147\3< 05 -0.39572E 05 
68.50Cu J.2'5?€5i: l. 6 c. ~ 2<;59E Cb u.10110E 06 Oob6203E 05 J.26212E 05 -0.15840F 05 -().40268£ ')5 
68.000.J .J.25762E 06 0 .1zg55E Gt c.1ctsc;1:; Cb c. 659CCE cs o. 2 5998E 05 -0. ! 58 78 E 05 -0.406~6E U'S 
tl.5CCC C.257l8E Cb u.12948e 06 Jol0576E 06 0.65385E 05 0.22'l53E 05 -G.10581.F. 05 -J.41 5981: J5 
67.GCCO J.25~!t:E C6 c. 1291 ~E Ot C. !0538E <J6 0.64 759E 05 J.22428E 05 -O.l8849E 05 -J.42~421: 05 
66 .50CO 0 .24908 E 06 o.12eJ4E 06 J.l043dE 06 o. 63 723E cs o. 2236gE 05 -0. l 91 90 E 05 -a .•2360 E 05 
66.CCCC G.24E77E C6 u. 1209 3E Ob J.9o984E J5 0 .62703( 05 o.21468E 05 -C. 2C91 Of 05 -0.4,?oq5c 05 
65.SOJJ ·J .24595~ Oe 1J. l zc J lE J6 G. S7~7C:E C5 0.624l8E <)5 ·J.2ll84E 05 -0.2llbbF 05 -0.4~U02E 05 
65 .COCJ J.23e2Be Ob C. llo20E 06 0.93015!: 05 0.6J026F. cs C.1G617E 05 -0.21229E 05 -J.46949F 05 
64.5CCJ J.£25<;5E C6 C.11! 73E C6 0.92625E 1)5 0.60452 E u5 0.1%G7E 1)5 -o. ?1710E 05 -0.4725<;E C5 
64.000J ).22472E 06 O.ll022E ~c Co G2245E 05 C.55674E cs O.l 7602 E 05 -0 .22995E 05 -0.473HF 05 
o3.50CO c. 22370!: C6 O.lub9dE J6 J.86715E 05 0.54821E cs G. l 7324E 05 -o. 213160 05 -0.48841 f JS 
63.COGu U.22C32E G6 C.1C546:: 06 J.86173E J5 o.519JO!: 05 J.l5657E 05 -0. 235llE us -J.49!..'.Jl= JS 
62.SOOJ ) .l! 74llE 06 u.9905GE 05 0. 784cEE cs C. 50455E C5 o.!4l64E 05 . -a. 25690E 05 -u.•9922E 05 
c:2.cccc c. 2ll98E 06 0.98799E 05 0.77102E 05 Q.479u9E 05 o. 138 30E 05 -o. 286G3E 05 -J.50265J= ;:,5 
6l,5CC~ U .211 7c;1: Cc o. C,5.209E: 05 c. 77Cl8[ 05 0.47,)82[ 05 ·J.l2795E 05 -0. 29B40f 05 -0. 50462E 05 
61.00C\l 0.2v2,7E 06 u.g4626E 05 c.77Cl4E cs C.44663E C5 o. 76352E 04 -0.3il04bf .15 -o.~21eu: 05 
t:c.sccc C.!SE71E C6 o.sl72CE 05 J. 76232 E J5 0.4ll89E 05 0.62918E 04 -O.~C664E C5 -J. 53b%E )5 
60.000) ).lCJ489~ 06 O. 91072E G5 J. 71499E C5 0.3g213E 05 J.51570E 04 -0 .3!154E 05 -a. r;~12aF. a• 
59.5CCJ J.19 :,6QE 06 0.86822E 05 Oo68230E 05 0.37658': cs C.4C736E 04 -o. 3l34H 05 -0.54421 ~ 05 
5<; .occo 0.1ee1ae Cc .;. 8243 5E C5 0.62727E 05 0.346l8E u5 il.35377E 04 -o. 31494f 05 -].54467F 05 
58 .5000 lol8526E 06 J. 7~75?E C5 Oo6l!l3E C5 c. 31969!: C5 0.349l3E 04 -0.32262!: 05 -D.54905E 05 
58.000C Co l8374E C6 Oo79570E 05 J .60516E 05 O • .!l2b6E cs C. 1E282E 04 -o. 345C1F G5 -0.55.7u5E ()~ 
57.SOCJ J.1El75E C6 c. 792 7SE 05 "· 5~ 145:f. 05 0.29420E J5 -0 .13773E 04 -o. !5QQ2E 05 - '.). 5607·1~ O" 
57.000·J J.18077E 06 0.74447E 05 C.5Ci2CE C5 c. 29124E C5 -o. I 4732E 04 -0.37229f 05 -J .'56219!: 05 
5t.5CCC C.l8C64~ C6 o. 729-18E 05 0.55l67E 05 o .27538E 05 -J. 4 5768E 04 - c. 3855H us -\J.57?.7UE 05 
56 .occo Jol7S07E 06 o. 72239E 05 0.54212E )5 0.2544'lE 05 -J.55015E 04 -0.3%19E 05 -0 • 57378F 05 
55.5CCO J.l7696E 06 O .69224E C5 C.53'3-t:E cs c. z329gE C5 -c. 77111 E 04 -0 • 39797 E 05 -J .58557E .is 
55.CCCC C.l761CE Oc G. 66! 74E 05 0.51219E 05 0.22617E 05 -J. !C701E U5 -C.4Cl24f ll5 -u. 58t:21f C5 
54.500•) J.17311E 06 O. 6442 SE :)~ J. 4«; iCBE 05 o. 2042 SE 05 -0. l 0997 E u5 -0.40b27E 05 -o. o0820E 05 
54.CCOO 0.1664g E 06 Oob43%E 05 0.47667E <)5 Oo l8739E 05 - c. 1 343 BE 05 -0. 42355E 05 -0.6?1'?9E 05 
53.5CCu O. l6223E Gt lJ. 64C2 CE cs 0.46121E 05 O. l136GE 05 -J. l 5664E 05 -o. 43060E 05 -0. 63895E ')5 
53 .0000 -J.l520~E 06 O. 056SE 05 0.44'1GE C5 Col4947E C5 -O.lb386E 05 -o. 45815 E 05 -0.64392E ·J5 
~2.5CCC C.l4993E 06 0.62291E 05 o.4373uE 05 Ool2484E cs -C.16938E 05 -o. 46624F JS -0.65193 E U5 
52.0CCu 0.1491:CE C6 C. 61 77SE 05 ,J. 42 669E 05 o.l059lE 05 -o .1 7851E 05 -0.475<J2E 05 -0.65773!' 05 
51.SCCu Oo l4877E Ob o.5138\E 05 .J. ~9 ~l2E cs C. 94452E C4 -Q. 22899E 05 -0.498\4E 05 -0 .67H5E J5 
51.CCCC o.l44C6E 06 o.51000E 05 0.36375E 05 O .862 53E 04 -o. 22992E 05 - a. 49934E 05 -O.t,844\E J5 
50.5GCu 0.14306E Oo o. 47459E C5 c. 2S789E cs o. 57636E 04 -0.23416E 05 -0.51218E 05 -0.68463E 05 
5 C .0000 0 .142 79 E 06 U.43202E 05 C.26559E cs o. 289C&E C4 -0. 2 393 7F 05 -0.53967F 05 -o .6856 2f 05 
4,.sccc C.l:?968E C6 Co42C73E 05 u.25967E 05 o .B9427E 03 -0.25338E 05 -o. 55662E 05 -O.c9034E ~5 
49.0000 0 .13954E 06 O. 409 53E 05 c.zs3c;oE 05 Oo l8904E 03 -0.26726E 05 -0 .56138E 05 -0.69095F 05 
48.5CCO 0.13582E 06 0.39302E 05 O .24134E 05 -0.41593E C2 -c. 2l655E 05 -0.56589F 05 -0.6949lf 0'5 
48.0CCO U.1312~E C6 lJ.38283E 05 0.21422E 05 -0.66329E 03 -0.28009E 05 -o. 57264E 05 -o. c<J5'i7E ·~~ 
47.5000 O.l2484E 06 O .3390 2E 05 J.21.:96E C5 -c. 306<JCE C4· -o. 2 8071E 05 -0 • 57366E 05 -0. 706BBE 05 
41.CCCC o.ll913E 06 0.33 807E 05 0.2ll49E 05 -0.31493E C4 -o. 3C287E 05 -0.573nE 05 -0.71795E 05 
41,.socu O.ll89GE Cc O. 33544E cs O. l<JOlE 05 -0.35431 E 04 -J .~0538E 05 -0.57536E 05 -0.72289!' Q5 
4o.COOO O.ll616E 06 Oo32594E 05 O.l8t82E C5 -C. 53490E C4 -0.3C742E 05 -o. 53074E 05 -0.726'J2E 05 
45.SCCC Ooll411E 06 O. 320b3E 05 O.l7389E JS -u.57903E 04 -0.32589E 05 -c. 5<J084E cs -0.73713E 05 
45.0000 Ooll391E 06 O. 3 l;7SE 05 0.15D8E 05 -0. 80908E 04 -,).33711 E 05 -0.60973E 05 -0. 75571E 05 
44.50CO Oolt314E 06 Oo29509E 05 0.14098E 05 -0. 84083E C4 -c. 34142E 05 -0.6101 7E 05 -0. 7569 2E ()!:: 
44.CCCJ 0.10,soE C6 C. 2905CE cs C.l3921E 05 -O.l0625E 05 -0.35224E 05 -0.6.228.CE 05 -0. 77083E G5 
4J .5000 0,10902E 06 O. 288\~E 05 o.1::e22e C5 -C.11032E cs -0.36684E 05 -0 .62110 E 05 -o. 11431c 05 
43.0000 0.1C844E 06 0.27618E 05 0. l3641E 05 -C. H091E cs -C.361l3E 05 -o. c3138F 05 -U. 77637E 05 
42.50CO O.lOl5cE C6 C. 27463E 05 u. 12 E06E cs -O.ll428E o~ -0 .3 7090 E 05 -0.64291E 05 - O. 78073F 05 
42.0000 Ool0755E 06 Oo2ll45E 05 O.lOEC5E cs -C,12136E C5 -o. 3 9440E 05 -o .65238 f 05 -0.78643E 05 
4lo5CCC O. lC47CE 06 o. 20'l4 OE 05 J.10497E 05 -0 .132 51 E 05 -o. 38413E 05 -o. b339E 05 -0.79691E 05 
41.00CO 0.1031\E 06 O. l<J902E 05 C.12580E 04 -O.l4494E 05 -'l.38486E 05 -0.65571E 05 -0. 79773E 05 
4C. 5CCC 0.1 Cl49E 06 Ool9665E 05 0.65l44E 04 -0.16515E 05 -o. 38603E 05 -o. 65626E 05 -o. 81 \ OOE 05 
40 .uooo 0.97ll3E 05 o. 18873E 05 C.46C21E 04 -O.l6555E 05 -0.39724E 05 -0.65950E 05 -0.81211E 05 
39.SOCO 0.96124E 05 Oe l8292E 05 C.45843E 04 -o. l66C2E C5 -c. 3~942E 05 -0.66069E 05 -o. e 1 zgo e J5 N 
;<;.CCCC 0,94l63E C5 G.16049E 05 v.36311E 1)4 -o .18543E 05 -0.4?149E 05 -o. 66853E 05 -O,fl862E JS 
38 .5000 o.93457E 05 0, 14747E 05 C. <lCBE 04 -O. l 8666E C5 -0.43224E 05 -0.67493E 05 -o. 82707E 05 
j...l. 
0 
38.CCCO 0.925lJE C5 O.l47l2E 05 u.U750E 04 -O.l9762E C5 -0. 43278E 05 -0.67918f 05 -0.83l29E J5 
37.5CCO J.8852!:E c~ G. l357CF C5 -J.22:llf 03 -0.2:l257E 05 -0 .454b4E 05 -0.69264E 05 -o. 83l34E 05 
37.000J 0 .86843 E J5 O.ll643E 05 -.;. c5<;;2E C3 -o. 21298E C5 -0.45702E 05 -Oo71455E 05 -0 .B3~47E 05 
3t.5CCO 0.85479E C5 O.lllJ4E 05 ·J.9ZOOOE 1)3 -0.21787E 05 -0.4615BE 05 -C~ 1l 758E (15 -0.84490E JS 
36.GOUO J.EC'5E6E C5 0.11C99E 05 -o. 33 :53E 04 -0.25635!: 05 -J.49l95E 05 -0.726BOE 05 -0.85131E 05 
35.50CJ 0.79792; 05 O.lllcl5E 05 -o.;5£~7E C4 -C. 25984E 05 -o. 5C314E 05 -0. 7275b E 1)5 -0 .8526BF 05 
35.CCCC o. 77247'f C5 0.5l(.57E C4 -u.51375E 04 -0 .27233E 05 -0.52464E 05 -o. 73917E 05 -0.8586\F •)5 
34 .5000 0.65223E 05 0.5035CE 04 -O.llll9E 05 -0.31133E 05 -0.52570E 05 -0.74258F 05 -0.86416E 05 
34.CUCO 0.62243E 05 -0.39081E 04 -0.14293E 05 -0.35484E cs -o. 54085E 05 -o. 74639E 05 -0.88422E 05 
33.5000 0.6C76CE c~ -0. 72B53E G4 -C.18C53E 05 -0. 36641 E 05 -0.5546BE 05 -0. 750 llE 05 -o. e8749E 05 
33.0QJ,J il.57506E 05 -o. 791 77E 04 -'.:.l8914E 05 -c. 370C3E C5 -0.56B38E 05 -0.7b502E 05 -0.8<;:133F o~ 
~2.5CCC a. 57243E 05 -u.1384SE ilS ·J. 25 693 E 05 -0.418:ZE cs -C.57385E 05 -0. 77394E J5 -0.89848E J~ 
32.0CCO J. 5t4t;5E cs -C..,13S45E cs -J.25722E 05 -0.42l86E 05 -J.59549E 05 -0.77945E 05 -().906~ 5!: 05 
31.5000 0.56179E 05 -u .1548 7E 05 -0. 25 E96E 05 -c. 424 79E C5 -o. 60287E 05 -o.78572E 05 -0.9ll45E 05 
:;1.cccc 0.4921CF 05 -O.l5653E 05 ·0.2b5&4E 05 -0 .44BOBE 05 -u. 60555E 05 - o. 79442E 05 -o.g~ 397!: J5 
3C,50CO U,48474E 05 -0.17"54E C5 -C. 277CBE 05 -0.452b4E 05 -J.64034E 05 -0.79599E 05 -0.91662" a~ 
3(.CCCO 0.45989E 05 -0.1865JE 05 -C.29771E cs -C.46741E 05 -G.64684E 05 -O.B2440E 05 -0.9197\E 05 
2c;.5ccc C.453%E 05 -C.16955E c5 -J,30298E J5 -0 ,46904E 05 -0, 05143E u5 -o.e54E2E cs -o. S 24 73E ·'< 
29.uOOO J.45084E 05 -0.19220f 05 -J.31;55E 05 -0,46948E 05 -0.66452E 05 -0.85899E 05 -0,9381.61: J~ 
28.5000 0,437981:: JS -0.2023JE 05 -J. 31720E 05 -0. 48726E C5 -o. 6El 90E 05 -o. 87083F 05 -0.940b5E 05 
28.ilO(u 0.39231E C5 -c. 2341 BE 05 -J.33 7l3E 05 -0.5Jl4tE 05 -0.6Bb38E 05 -0.87249F 1)5 -o. 9442 5~ !)5 
2 7 .500') il .3295bE 05 -0.25875E 05 -0, 33S47E C5 -C.53130E cs -0.69439E 05 -0.88014f 1)5 -0.94507( JS 
21.cccc C.31341E cs -0. 2b4% E 05 -c. 35 083 E 05 -0.53252E C5 -C.73145E 05 -o. E8672f C5 -0.9658bE 05 
26.5CCG 0.23E52E (5 -c. 26b94E 05 -0. 3H2 7E 05 ·0.53S90E 05 -o. B86lE 05 -0.894l0E 05 -0. 9t959E cs 
26.CCCO J.22513E 05 -o. 32859E 05 -c. 4CfS7E C5 -G. 550t2E 05 -0.75391E 05 -o. 89600 E uS -0.9713Bf 05 
25.5CCu 0.2t221E cs -0. 35659E 05 -0.45 040E 05 -0 .59964E 05 -0. 76230E 05 - c. 8979lf cs -o. 91345E J5 
zs.uocu 0.170b7E 05 -o. 3072!iE 05 -c. 48 C54E cs -0.64634E 05 -0.76981E 1)5 -o .e99 l 1E 05 -0.97571=: CC 
24.500J. O.l4352E 05 -0.38314E 05 -C.4B642E cs -o. 651 HE C5 -C. 77133E 05 -0.90236E 05 -0. 98569 E J5 
24.CCCC 0.98:4BE (.4 -l..45.2CbE u5 ·J.52 705 E 05 -0.66!5qE 05 -0. 779B7E 05 -C.90258E cs -O.I0190E 06 
23.5000 0.35512E 03 -o. 406 31E 05 -c. 54236< 05 -C. b63 7CE C5 -0. 79023 E 05 -o .912 54f 05 -o. !024 3!:= Ot 
23.CCCC -u. 52792E 03 -0.4dts92E 05 -0.57851E 05 -0.6747CE cs -C. BC4CEE 05 -o. 93780E u5 -0.! 04~8E 06 
22 .soco -J. 59E85E 04 -c. ~l't57E G5 -u. 57 941 E 05 -O.b7878E 05 -O.B207JE 05 -0.99094E 05 -G.1046lE % 
22.0000 -O.ll703E 05 -0. 51B8BE 05 -0.58:2:E cs -c. 70571E C5 -0.82489E 05 -0.99325E 05 -O.l0809E 06 
21.:CCC -0.14530E 05 -0.54910E 05 -0.60977E 05 -0. 73709E 05 -J.B5021E 05 -0.10184E 06 -O.tlOBlE 06 
21.uCCC -U.1!317E cs -o. 599B5E 05 -0. 6534CE 05 -0. 73 797 E 05 -0 .B9472E 05 -O. lu29BE 06 -0.11088f Ct 
2C.5000 -O.l 7b24E 05 -0 • bO 16 3E 05 -C.69CCBE 05 -C. 8 30C6E 05 -c. 94C49E 05 -0.10400€ 06 -u.111235 06 
2c.cccc -C.2541 7E C5 -O.b7l57E 05 -o. 74224 E us -o e84333E 05 -o. 97351E 05 - O. 1C992E 06 -0.1~1.a,f .)6 
19.500] -0.26547E 05 -0. 67635E 05 -c. 75475E cs -O.B8488E 05 -0.10150E Ob -O.ll0b8" Ob -O. ll508F 01, 
19.0CCO -0.27402E 05 -o. 7232 3E 05 -o.79606E 05 -0.9lll4E C5 -G. lC2 92E Ob -u. l l293E 06 -u .! J 703' 06 
18.%CC -J. 3~911E c~ -c. 7723CE 05 -o. 84647E 05 ·0.9622UE 05 -o .10528 E 06 -O. ll406E J6 -,).!17C7F 06 
18.0JOJ -·J. 37805E 05 -O.Bll 74E 05 -C. 87S85E 05 -C. 984 73E C5 -0. l 0773 E Ob -o. ll684E 06 -0.]1768~ Cc 
17. 5CCO -c. 56b22E 05 -0.87<tl3E 05 ·U.9l982E 05 -0.98879E C5 - C. 1 CB62E 06 -0.11767E 06 -o. n 776f 06 
l 7 .001..i -J.57464E c~ - C. 93292E 05 -c. 98 490£ 05 -O.l0b39E 06 -J.ll37BE Ob -o.1t1e1; 06 -0.118~9E Of 
l6.500il -0.59263 E 05 -0 .97l64E 05 -o. 10 i'i fE Cb -0.111 B3E C6 -O.llB06E 06 -0.11900 E 06 -0. J l955E Qt, 
16. coco -a. 5 9e34E 05 -0.10117E Ob -J.10813E 06 -0 .1151.lBE 06 -0. 119 lOE 06 -0.11934" 06 -J.1?963E 1)6 
!5.50Cu -.J.88263E 05 -a. l0B42F 06 -c. 1111 SE 06 -O.ll844E Ob -J.12035E 06 -0.12167' 00 -0.12072f 06 
15.COOO -0.93494E 05 -il.ll435E 06 -O.llt7CE Cb -O. ll883E Ob -o. ,2272E Ob -0.12304E 06 -0.12?06E ll6 
1~.socc -C.95242E o~ -G. ll 524E U6 -0.llb88E 06 -0.12030E 06 -0. I 244BE 06 -C. l2455E (.6 -0.12146" Jc 
14 .0000 -0.10272E Ob -a. l2038E 06 -0.12:47E Ob -0.12506E 06 -0.12763 E 06 -0 .12484E 06 -0.12161" Oc 
13.5000 -O.l033BE 06 -0.12117E Ob -o .12411E 06 -O. l2652E Ce -0.12849E Cb -0.12720E Ob -O. l 2329 E 06 
13 .ooou -u.1C346E Cc -0.1237CE 06 -0.1244bE 06 -0.1278bE Ob -0.12919E 06 -0.12790E 06 -o. 12542E 06 
12.5000 -O.l060!E 06 -0.1255BE 06 -0.12f74E Cb -O.l2935E C6 -0.13146E 06 -0.12822E 06 -O.l2614E 06 
12.cccc -0.10720E 06 -0.12559E Ob -0. l2797E 06 -0 o l3ll 2E 06 -a. l :232E 06 -0.12879E Ob -0.!2706E 06 
ll.50C(; -O.ll42CE C6 -C.12795E 06 -O. l2955E 06 -0.!3148E Ob -J.13314E Ob -O.l:109E 06 -0.liP62E 06 
11.000J -u.11439 E Ob -O.l2904E Ob -0. l!lCtE Co -Ool31B7E Cb -o. 1331 H 06 -0.13290 ~ 06 -O.l2872E 06 
1C.5CCO -0.11522E 06 -0.13014E 06 -0.13218E 06 -0.13504E 06 -u.1333BE 06 -O. l:367E J6 -J.]2g4f.E= 06 
l c .ooou -0.11883E 06 -0.13182E 06 -0. 13 BCE 06 -0.13630E Ob -O. l3444E 06 -U.l338bE Oo -0.13046E Cl 
9.5000 -0.12036E 06 -0.13474E 06 -0. UE13E Cb -0.13654E C6 -0. l 3559E 06 -O. l3450f 06 -o .13077E Ob 
9.0CCC -0.1233 7E C6 -o. 13B55E 06 -u.13932 E 06 -0 .14184E 06 -J.13980E 06 -0.13454E 06 -•). 13094E 06 
B .5000 -0.12587E 06 -o. 13887E 06 -C.14C35E Ob -0.142 52E Cb -0. ! 4032 E 06 -0.13749E Ob -0.13244E QI, 
a.coco -0.13486E 06 -0.14146 E 06 -0 .14 333E 06 -o. l4HOE 06 -C.14123E 06 -o. J 3767f 06 -0.132b2E 06 
7.50CO -O. l 39l5E Ob -O.l442BE 06 -0.14415E 00 -o. l4543E Ob - a. 14274E 06 -0.13844E IJO -a .13 760 E 06 
7.JOCO -0.13991E Ct -O. l4bBSE 06 -O.l46bllE Ob -O.l4562E Ob -0. I 4340E 06 -0.140bOE Ob -0. 13~24E 06 
o .5000 -O.l435BE 06 -0.15004E Ot -0.14i4tE Cb -0.1459CE Co -O.l4b70E 06 -o. l4lblf Ob -0.138B9E C6 [)J 
b.0000 -C. l 5C92E 06 ·0.1504BE U6 -0 ol4878E Ob -0. l46C4E Co -C.l4868E 06 -O. l4412E Cb -J.l3969E 06 
5 .5ocu -0.152:2E C6 -C. l 5391E 06 -o. 15 567E Ob -0.154631: Ob -3.15175E Ob -O. l4540E 06 - o. 140b4E <Jf 
f,.>. 
f,.>. 
5.0000 -0 016365 E 06 -0.15576E 06 -0.15f22E 06 -0.156C4E C6 -O.l5l80E 06 -0.14579 E 06 -0 ol4267E 06 
4o5CCO -O.l6430E 06 -0.16ll3E 06 -0.15,72E 06 -0.15662E 06 -0.15191E 06 -0.15275E 06 -0.14522E 06 
4.00CO -0.16544E Cf -o. U4lfE o·6 -a. l6 l39E 06 -0.15909E 06 -0.15938E 06 -0 ol 554 3E 06 - o. 146 71E 06 
3.5000 -O.l 7492E 06 -o o l6604E 06 -0 .16 !27E 06 -c. l6318E C6 -o. t 6051 E 06 -0.15754E 06 -0 .14935E 06 
3.CCCC -C.l<;7C5E 06 -0.18757E 06 -O.l848lE Ob -o ol 7925E 06 -0.17ll8E 06 - Col 59CCE 06 -o. 155 31E JI, 
2.sooo -0 .21899E 06 -o. 20339E 06 -0.19171E C6 -0.18741E C6 -0.1 7434 E 06 -o .15924E Ob -0.15563E 06 
2.ooco -0.23003E 06 -0.20628E 06 -o .20 290E 06 -Oo l9622E C6 -o. 1E678E 06 -o. 172 70f 06 -O.J 5826E 06 
t.5000 -o. 26386E C6 -c. 229C7E 06 -0.22187E 06 -0.20897E 06 -0.19289E 06 -O.t7308E 06 -0.16187E 06 
1.0000 -0.300l5E 06 -0.25434E 06 -o. 24515E Cb -0.22893E Cb -0.20903E 06 -0.18449E 06 -0.1671SE 06 
c.scco -C.41321E 06 -o. 34036E 06 -0.32603E 06 -0.~0094E C6 -o. 27053E 06 -o. 23355E C6 -0.20778 E 06 
SUM~ARY STATISTICS 
CISTRIEUTION SUMMARY 
FCT. 2 3 4 6 7 
1oc.oooo Oo96471E 06 o. 60081E 06 Oo53~50E 06 0.42637E 06 0,30333E 06 Ool6837E 06 0,84973E 05 
9C,UOOO 0,45388E 06 o. 26916E 06 0.23 ~50E 06 O,l7693E 06 C,ll435E 06 Oo46849E 05 0.55381E 04 
ec .ccco o. 3t42!:E Cf c. l ;491f 06 O.l6615E 06 0.121B9E C6 0.7]886E 05 o. 202C3E 05 -0~ H061E 05 
7J .0000 Oo26644E 06 o. Bl92E Ot C.10El9E 06 o. 69975E C5 0,29ll 9E 05 -O.ll722E 05 -0.3Bl26E 05 
6 c. 0000 O. l 9489E 06 C.91072E 05 o. 71499E 05 0, 39213E 05 c. 5157CE 04 -o. 3ll 54E 05 -0.53728E 05 
5C.OOCO U, 142 79E Co c. 43202E 05 uo 26559E 05 Oo28906E 04 -0 ,23937E 05 -o. 53967E 05 - u. E-8562E 05 
40.0000 0,97ll3E 05 0, 18873E 05 Oo46C21E C4 -O. l6555E C5 -o. 39724E 05 -0.65950 E 05 -0.81271E 05 
JC. ceca C,45989E 05 -0.18850E 05 -0.29771E 05 -0.46741E 05 -0. 64684E U5 -0. 8244CE ll5 -0, 91 971 E 05 
zc.coco -0,25417E C5 -0.67157E cs -o. 74224E 05 -0.84333 E 05 -0 .9 7351 E 05 -0.10992E 06 -O.ll181E 06 
lC,OOCO -0, 11883 E Ob -0.13182E 06 -0.13;30E 06 -0.13630E 06 -c. l 3444E 06 -0.13386E 06 -U.13046E 06 
c.5CCC -0.41321E 06 -o. 34036E 06 -0,32603 E 06 -0 .30094E Ob -0, 27053E 06 -0. 23355E 06 -0, 20778E U6 
CISTRIEUTICN PARAMETERS 
O,l6513E 06 0,64860E 05 o. 47 H7E C5 O.l 8963E C5 -0,12198E 05 -0.44731 E 05 -0.63557E 05 
ST• DEV. 0.21f14E C6 o. 1513 BE 06 u, l3914E 06 O.ll854E 06 0.95090E 05 0.68982E 05 o. 52 560E 05 
B.12 The INCO Company Investment Problem--
PRODIP Input 
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IBM DATA SHEET PROBLEM j~ - f)l.Q_J>~t~P ______ . ___ PAGE _:1._0F-d--DATE _Jc,_[2-c_/?3- WRITTEN~---
01.:,2 C.3 Q.;.,:;5 06-07 OS 09 10 II 12. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2.6 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3115 37 38 39 "0 4t 42 43 44 45 4l 47 48'49 50 51 52 53 
'"" 55 :58 57 50 59 60 51 62 63 54 65 65 67 Ee 69 70 71 72 7? 
7C 7~ 7611 18 79 so 
ST C. R[ 
p "'· .,,_.. I >El Tl •"I A' IO• 1 11 l.E 
I rn·f~ 11:11. u "AH 11 ru H v E. ~7 I'll '3T p ~ AR I I~~ 
( E~rRl ,, .. 
" An l>U, D CE 1T.E ru_ N 
-+l R[ • '" !rt 
fi::-,.k, ',;; p 
I 
IC, , ..... , .. r-. 





,-y ·;-·;-;:::f\. I 1-t;-,=-bc~Tr1iet:! :->->- - - ,Sk}Jl ~ - I I 1·r1-
I I I I I 
--- -1- --
-;-ri-1-- J·j -· cl,,. drc, s l<J.n ,~!A L IG~R A p E~ --j; I ~ihl I 1X B 4 xrp, M,ll>I L I IS F.I -T FHHl R- I Pfll'T ';£ 
V1/,Yl/1A' /!/ ·::1 / 1/1/ I/ Vj/j l:V'/VV vv vi:t /I; ;' ;' //1; 
~I V Jl/11 t ~ , / r VIV ll/l/lJ Vl11AA). 'IJl/1.J VIII! /ii A A' -1:1 / 
I I I I I ·, 
~-tt -tt I I 1-4~E:C·1~ >- >-f->-· -n--,--r~:-': ....... ; I= 1rpa U1• "A p I I I I I 
I I 
- -!-
*Ffo1 _J_ ~-;- ~IB!NJMJ- 'Wm' ~ I I t~l5·;:=. n:! o I •O\ C PO)STo, I ·Rt; SStlN B NC ~I L l- RI .,'CA; Ep , ,• rx:~-:;; I 7!1(/i/ ~/Iv )l"'l Vv /V I// vv /V Vl/ / /If // // / // / / Y, /VV];, V ;!',' I/ 1 VIJ!1 I I I I 
tic.,~. I H->-·- I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I +~,-;_;E~ I 1--~e,irpd r- -1-01-,Sk \P' - - --- I I 
I r I I I I I -t I s SI H s <Fi n p I /LR I 
I I I I I I Jllclo 111 I I I 11 r I I I I I I I It I I I I I I (' I I I I 11. I I l(l I I I II I .Cl I II II I! I !G 
I I I I I I I I 
~_L=I='~= 1f=1±t+ I I + I --~-,- f-- - ITI I ---- r- -- -r 
--
1+t~ I ,-,- -1-- - ----- -------h- -HT ·-i- e--
--
IBM DATA SHEET PR08LEM :JN(.8 - PR.&D/P PAGE~ Of~ DAT! /0[.20 /, 3 WRITTEN ~&f..._,~~·---
Oq02 ,:3 0..1.·,)5 ·.JS 07 0809 10 If 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 315 37 31 39 .. o 41 4243 44 45 4 647 48 49 50 51 52 53 5• 55 58 57 58 59 SO SI 62 83 84G5 56 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 7~ 76 77 re n eo 
lxi IXT IXI Fl B~ .IDS 'O Tl I E~ (Pl SC lE 
·--. 
I • I c ll l3 • -~ ~ ~. c;~ II. 
11 • l~ ll ~- lt::ill l'L "j c; l: !.!I .. Nora 1 s, OS 51 OU d" b e,t ro~ n an 
lll • 1r,. t. ~ . .s rt:: lid • ~( I • • ct.S c:r di g oric 'f lcB ar.~ T ~ !_J_~ 0 lS' • ltl ~ ~ . 1 ~ t • 
t .10 ( 5'. ~t'.: 1411i • .2 ~ ~ ~ I 
.~l b• t':lll IC • -----l ''-S .. • 
• o~ ' . Sl'l I~ • i.'.J s :I~ • 
• lfi t") .lt:ltJ t. • ·g· I~• I 
• oc ISIO .. 1..: ( l.:ll~ • I ' . ' . 
.1.c; It: I tJ • lStl "l • It f,I I~• 
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* ******* ** 
PMl o.sso12sooc 01 PH2 
PMt C.707231110 05 ppq 
s a.1s12ss110 01 '13 
MS O. l 72'i9775C 04 BEl 
Bet O. f314E0470 02 SIGBl= 
A o.1192sa24c 02 B 




THE INCO COl'!PAI';\' l M1ESTf'EIIT FPCBLEfr 
PEARSON SYSTEM 
DISTRIBLTIG~ TYPE 3 
K =-0.406949060 00 
Bl O. 9571118 90-01 
82 C.305323930 01 
LAMBDA= 0.687055260 03 
H o.o 
N 200 
02 PM3 0.205316480 03 PM4 
06 Ff'8 0.425644940 07 Ml 
01 M4 0.159808<;50 02 M5 
O. 951111 SSO-C 1 BE2 0.305323930 01 BE3 
o. 781462630-0l SIGB2= 0.197545450 00 SIGL= 
0.113838590 02 c 0.605323930 Cl 0 
C.56'il92930 01 C2 =-0.180655000 00 SGCl= 
XI Fl 
c.25ooccooo 01 0.110000000 
0.375000000 01 O. 220COOCCO 
0.425000000 01 o.1sooooooo 
C.4750CCOOO 01 o.21ocooooo 
0 .525000000 01 o. 340COOCCO 
0.575000000 01 0.230000000 
O.t:25CCOCOO 01 o.2cocooooo 
0 .675000000 01 Oo l30COOOCO 
C. 7250COCOO 01 0.230000000 
Co9COOCOCOO 01 o. 120000000 
0.137085970 04 PMS 0.962916470 04 
0.55Cl25GCO Cl M2 o. 228781(90 01 
c.1aoc;14160 02 Mb 0.157293480 03 
o.706974240 00 BE4 O o l 31356130 02 
0.335165650 04 SIGK= o. 909206620 00 
0.115645140 02 E 0 .18065 5000 00 















)(8 XT XI 
o.15ooooc 01 0.3500000 01 o.2soooco Cl 
C.3500000 01 C.4000000 01 0.3150000 01 
0.4000000 01 C.4500000 01 C. lt250CCO 01 
0.4500000 01 0.5000000 01 0.4750000 01 
C.5000000 01 C.5500000 01 0.5250000 01 
o.5500000 01 C.6000000 01 c. 5750000 01 
C.60COOOO 01 C.650000[ 01 o.e:250000 01 
0.6500000 01 c.1000000 Cl o. 6750000 01 
0.1000000 01 0.7500000 01 c. 7250000 01 
c. 75COOOO 01 0.1050000 02 0.9000000 01 
STATI sncs 
FI CFI 
O. llOCCOO 02 0.1100000 
0.2200000 02 0.3300000 
o.1500000 02 0.4800000 
o. 2700000 02 o. 7500000 
0.3400000 02 0.1090000 
o. 2300000 02 0.1320000 
0.2000000 02 o. 1520000 
0.1300000 02 0.1650000 
O. 230COOO 02 o.1ssoooc 













o. 165 0000 00 
0.2400000 00 
0.3750000 00 
o. 5450000 00 
0.6600000 00 
o. 7600000 00 








































































































































































* * * * * 
THE INCO COMPAN'r INVESlMEt\T PROBLE~ 
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
DENSITY FUNCTION G(X)=LAMBOAl EXP(-LAMBOAl X), X=O, 
CISTRIEUTION FUNCTION ~(X)=l-EXP(-LAMBOAl XTJ 
LAMBDAl=l/Ml 
H (X) FE 
0.470710130 00 o. 941420260 02 
0. 5166 c;5 06 D 00 0.919698540 01 
0 • 5 5 8 6 E 4 8 OD 00 o. 839794 750 01 
0 .59 70 26450 00 0.766E3302D Cl 
0.632036960 00 0. 700210250 01 
0.6640C574D 00 o. 6393756<30 01 
0.6931CJ707D 00 o.583826460 01 
c.11c;a52230 00 o.533103370 01 
0.7441Sl59D cc O. 4E618712D 01 
C. 851 72063 D 00 0.215058070 02 
MAX ABS CIFF (CFO-HXH= 0.4157"10130 CO 
LA~80Al = O.l 81 776870 00 
CHISQ = 0.340606680 03 
NG(CHIS<.;)= 9 SMFE= 0.500000000 01 





THE I NCO COMPAI\Y INVEST ME t\T PRO BLE fol 
NORM Al C ISTR IBUT I ON 
CENSITY FUNCTION G(X)=l/S*SQRT(2PIJ EXP(-.5(X-~/S)**2), 
-INFINITY+X+ll\FINITY, -INFII\ITY+~+lt\FII\ITY, S=O 
CISTRIBUTIOt-. FUI\CTICI\ t,(X)=l/S*SQRT(2Pl)*INTEGRAL(EXP(-(T-M)**2/2*S**2)0T) 
M=MEAN, S=STAI\OARO OE\1/ITIGI\ 
z H(X) FE 
-0.132309580 01 0. 92 9016410-0 l 0. l 8 5 8 C 3 2 BO 02 
-0.992528430 00 0.16046998 D 00 0.135136680 02 
-0.661961C90 00 0.253SS814D cc 0.187056310 02 
-0.33139375C 00 0.370173430 00 0.232350580 02 
-0.82641€340-03 0.499670310 00 0.250993710 02 
0 .329740920 00 o. 629202250 00 o. 2 59063 870 02 
o. 6603082 5 C 00 o.745471930 oo 0.23253<;360 02 
o.9c;oe1ssc;o cc c. 839126760 co 0.187309670 02 
0.132144290 01 0.906823210 cc c.1353c13010 02 
0.330484690 01 o.9q95z4s20 oo 0.185403120 02 
MAX ABS tiff (CFO-~(X))= 0.453296900-0l 
M= -0.550125CCD 01 S= 0.151255110 01 
C~ISQ= 0.237524220 02 
NG(CHISQ)=lO S~FE= 0.500000000 01 
P(EXCEEDING CHISQ)= 0.125S32990-02 -Cf= 7 
ThE INCO COMP ANY INVESTMENT PROBLEM 
SA~PLE STATISTICS LCGN.ORMH CI$TRIBUT ION 
'I' T y I FI CFI DFO 
O.l2527l:D 01 C. Sl62SlD oc 0.1100000 02 0.1100000 02 0.5500000-01 
0.1386290 01 0.1321760 01 0.2200000 02 o. 33 oocoo 02 0.1650000 00 
G.15C4CEO Cl C.1446920 01 0.150000C 02 0 .4800000 02 0.2400000 00 
0.1609440 01 0.1558140 01 c.21ccoco 02 o. 7500000 02 0.375000C 00 
0.1704750 01 0.1658230 01 0.3400000 02 0.1090GOO 03 C.5450000 GO 
O.l 7Sl HD Cl G. l 74S200 01 0.230000C 02 0 .1320000 03 0 • 6600000 00 
0 .1871800 01 0.1832580 01 C. 2000000 02 0.152 ocoo 03 0. 760000 C 00 
o. 1945<; 10 Cl C. l 90954C 01 0 .1300000 02 0 .1650000 03 c. 8250COO 00 
0•2014900 01 c.1se1coo 01 0.2300000 02 0.1880000 03 0.9400000 00 
0.2351380 01 .0.2197220 01 0.1200000 02 o. 2000000 03 0.1000000 01 
.Tt-;E INCO COMPAI\Y INVESTMENT PROBLEM 
LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
DENSITY FLNCTION G(Y)=l/S*SQRT(2PI) EXP(-.5(Y-M/S)**2>, 
-INFINITY+Y+INFINITY, -INFINITY+M+INFINITY, S=-0 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION H(Xl=l/S*SQRT(2PI)*INTEGRAL(EXP(-(T-M)**2/2*S**2)DT) 
YI=Ll\(XI), YB=U\(XB), YT=LN(XT) 
M=MEAN(YI), S=STANDARD DEVIATION(~I) 
l 
- 0. 1 41 3 9 3 C4 0 0 l 
-0.955644040 00 
-0.55140681C 00 
-O. l89E04280 00 
0.137305CCD 00 
0.43593237C 00 
o. 71064 2~20 co 
0.964985170 00 
0.12Cl7721C 01 
0 • 2 ; 5 f 5 H 60 0 1 
H(X) 
0. 786 1H0390-0l 
c. l t:9626140 00 
0.290677380 00 
0.424731290 00 
o. 554605040 00 
0.668557220 00 
o.761347140 oo 
o. 8 32123790 00 
0.885274160 00 




o. 2421C24f0 02 
0.268107830 02 






MAX ABS DIFF (DFC-H(X))= 0.547258350-0l 
M= 0.166474140 01 S= 0.291371070 OC 
CHISQ= 0.27206327C 02 
M2= 0.848971000-01 
NGCCHISQ)=lC SMFE= 0.500000000 01 
P(EXCEEOING CHISQ)= 0.305961030-03 OF= 7 
H(Y)=O.O 
THE [NCC CCMPA~Y INVEST~E~T PRCBLE~ 
FlSHER-~IPPETT TYPE l DISTRIB~TIGN 
OE~SITY FL~CTICN G(X)=ALPHA EXP(-Y-EXP(-Y))WHERE 
Y=ALP~A(X-U),-INFINITV+X+INFINllY,ALPHA=C,-INFlNilY+~+INFINlTY 




O.l 715C2COD 00 
o.298547820 oo 
0.429446880 00 





c. 983621010 00 
FE 
u.160110030 02 
O. l 8623JC;J?O 02 
O. 242C<;l65D 02 
0.261798100 02 
o. 2486122 90 02 




o. 230769590 02 
MAX ABS DIFF (OFO-H(X))= 0.717637920-01 
ALPHA= O. 715526420 CC. U= 0.476504810 01 
ClilSQ= 0.312478330 02 
NG(CH15Q)=l0 S~FE= 0.500000000 01 
P(EXCEEOING CHISQ)= 0.559621230-04 OF= 1 
T~E INCO COMPANY INVESTME~T P~OBLEM 
Fl~HER-TIPPETT TYPE 2 OISTRIBUTICN 
DENSITY FU~CTICN G(X)=GAMMA/B(X/B)**(-GAMMA-1) EXP{-{X/Bt**I-GAMMAt) 
X=C,B=C,GAMt'A=O 
OISlRIBUTICN FUNCTIC~ H(X)=EXP(-(X/8)**(-GAMMA)) 
GAMMA=SLOPE,B=SCALE PARAMETER 
h( X) FE 
0.110070460 00 0.220140930 02 
C.2307€5510 00 0.241430100 02 
o. 3 591 Hc2D oc a. 257 s12210 02 
0.476843400 00 0. 234243510 02 
o. 515123880 00 0.196560970 02 
0.654539430 00 O. l56E31Cc;Q 02 
0 • 71 7 6 86 04 0 00 0.126293210 02 
0 • 7 6 7 6 6 8 <; 20 00 a. 9<;9657770 01 
0.807299550 00 o. 1c;2t12sc;o 01 
0.926423580 00 0.238248060 02 
~JX ABS CIFF {DFO-~(X))= 0.132700450 00 
GAMMA= 0.306107150 01 B= 0.453272030 01 
C~ISQ= 0.641557430 02 
~G(CHISQJ=lO SMFE= 0.500000000 01 
P(EXCEEDING CHI SQ)= 0.222282750-lC CF= 7 
ThE !NCC cor,,P~"y ll'WESTMENT PROBLE~ 
WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
DENSITY FUNCTION G(X)=(GAMMA/THETAlX**(GAMMA-11 EXP(-X**GAMMA/THETA) 
X GREATER THAN OR=C,GAMMA GREATER THAN O,T~ETA G~EATER THAN O 
OISTRIBUTIC~ FUNCTION r(X)=l-EXP(-X**GAMMA/THETA) 







0 • t 15 7 'i 44 30 0 G 





o. 219444450 02 
0.136394210 02 
0.178C50740 02 
o. 214t88430 02 
0.238840560 02 
o. 244130470 02 
0.2277794CID 02 
o. 192369340 02 
0.145!97110 02 
0.202311650 02 
MtX ABS CIFF (OFO-HX>I= 0.547222210-0l 
GAMMA= 0.391061410 01 THETA= 0.115439040 04 
CHISQ= 0.2741<;1G7D 02 
NG(CHISC>=lO SMFE= 0.500000000 01 




THE INCO COMPAN'r INVESTMENT PROBLE~ 
SA,.PL E SUTISTic°S BETA OISTR IBUT ION 
XPe XP I XPT Fl CFI DFO 
c.o c. 1111110 co 0.22 22220 00 o.uooooc 02 0 .1100000 02 o. 5 500 000- 01 
0.2222220 00 0.2500000 00 o. 2777780 00 o.22ococo 02 0.3300000 02 0.1650000 oo 
C.2i7778D 00 C.3055560 00 0.333333[ 00 0.1500000 02 o. 4800000 02 o. 2400000 00 
0.3333330 cc c. 3611110 co 0.3868890 00 0.2100000 02 o.1sooooo 02 o.3750000 oo 
C.3888890 -00 0.4166670 00 0.4444440 oc 0.3400000 02 0.1090000 03 0.5450000 oo 
C.4444440 OC o. 4722220 co 0.50uOOOC 00 0.2300000 02 0.1320000 03 0.6600000 00 
0.5000000 00 o. 5277780 00 o. 5555560 00 o.2oooooc 02 0.1520000 03 0. 7600000 00 
C.5555560 00 0.5833330 00 0.6111110 00 o. uoooco 02 0.1650000 03 0.8250000 00 
0.(: 111110 oc c. (:388690 00 o.666667C 00 0.23-0000C 02 o.1aaoooo 03 o. 9400000 00 
0.6666670 00 0.8333330 00 o.1ococoo 01 0.1200000 02 0.2000000 03 0.1000000 01 
THE INCO COMPA~Y INVEST~E~T PPCBLEM 
BETA DISTRIBUTIGN 
DENSITY FLNCTICN GIXl=IGA~~AILAMBCA+THETAI/IGAMMA(LAMBDA)l*(GAMMAITrETAl)t*X**ILAMBOA-11*(1-Xl**I THETA-11 
X (~EATER OP=O A~C X LESS THAN OR =1,LAMBDA GREAlER THAN O,lHETA GREAlER ThAN O 
C IS TR I euT ION FUNCTION HIX I=( GAMMA ( LAMBDA+ THETA I !(GAMMA I LA.,BDA I I* ( GAMMA (THT A 11 I INTEGRAL (X** IL AMBOA-11*11-X )**I THETA-110 XI 
LAMeCA,TrETA=SrAPE PARAMETERS 
H( XI 








0 .894889550 00 




o. 200354840 02 
0.228753410 02 
o. 24031 7460 02 
0.234550Ci20 oz 
. o.2132a22ao 02 
o. l 80315430 02 
0.140580410 02 
0.210220910 02 
THElA= C.43C0321!40 01 LAMeCA= 0.344219840 01 Ml= 0.444583330 00 
MAX ABS DIFF (OFO-H(XII= 0.451104530-0l 
CrlSQ= 0.231869100 02 
NGICHIS~)=lO S~FE= 0.500000000 01 
PIEXCEEDING CHISQt= 0.15Bl461BO-OZ OF= 1 
M2= O.21!24457<,0-0l 
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